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ARTICLE I.

INFLUENCE OF CHRISTIANITY ON CIVIL AND RE

LIGIOUS LIBERTY .

By Rev. ROBERT BAIRD, D. D. , NewYork .

It is Christianity alone which can give the noblest freedom .

In the language of its glorious Author, this wonderful truth was

uttered : “ If the Son shall make you free, ye shall be free in

deed . "

Christianity comes to man like an angel of mercy, bearing in

* her hands the double gift of pardon and holiness . She brings to

him a full and complete atonement forhis sins , and secures the

renovation of his soul . It reveals a Savior who suffered and

bled on the Cross for our transgressions, and a Holy Spirit to

renew and purify our hearts . How wonderful, and yet how sim

ple! How simple, and yet how philosophical is the plan of sal

vation which theGospel contains ! What could be better adapted

to the wants of humanity ? What could better commend itself

to enlightened reason, when revealed, although its discovery far

surpasses all human intelligence ? “Repentance toward God ,

and faith toward the Lord Jesus Christ,” are the terms upon

which salvation becomes ours . But what a repentance ! Not

only does it imply a confession of sins, but a heartfelt hatred and

a sincere renunciation ofthem, together with a restoration of our

affections to the ever-blessed God . And what a faith ! Not

simply an intellectual assent to the truth of the Gospel, but such

a belief of it as “ works by love, purifies the heart, and over

comes the world .”

Such is the religion of the Gospel, --presenting to our accept

ance a Divine Victim, on which our faith may lay her hand in
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ARTICLE II .

REVIEW OF FINNEY'S THEOLOGY.

By Rev. Geo. DUFFIELD, D. D., Pastor of First Presbyterian Church of Detroit, Mich.

Lectures on Systematic Theology, embracing Lectures on Moral

Government, together with Atonement, Moral and Physical De

pravity , Regeneration, Philosophical Theories, and Evidences of

Regeneration. By Rev. C. G. FINNEY, Professor of Theology

in the Oberlin Collegiate Institute .

The work , whose title we have placed before the reader, as

the subject of this article, is given to the world by its author, as

a “text-book where (in ?) many points and questions are discussed

of great practical importance, but which have not to (his) know

ledge been discussed in any system of theological instruction ex

tant." The present volume is to be followed by others, and

will form the second of the series ; because it embraces, as the

author says, “subjects so distinct from what will appear in the

first : " _ " and because it seemed especially called for just now,

to meet a demand of the church ." The church in general, no

doubt is meant, and by its “ demand,” the author's judgment of

what it needs. The volume, therefore, lays high claims to gene

ral consideration .

Thewell established and extensive reputation of the author for

piety, his success as a popular preacher, in the conversion of men,

and the estimation in which his name and fame have been held in

the churches, render any remarks from us unnecessary in theway

of awarding the “ honor to whom honor is due.” For ourselves,

however, we must be permitted to say, that we have always affec

tionately regarded him as one whose ministry the Lord delighted

to bless ; and although occasionally sentiments of an erratic charac

ter had been attributed to him by others , and quoted in isolated

remarks from his writings, as we have seen , yet have we been

wont to refer them rather to neglect in properly qualifying his

expressions, than to any serious or radical departure from the

orthodox faith . It is a matter of regret, that we have been con

strained to apprehend there was more reason for censure thanwe

had suspected. We still cherish the kindest feelings, notwith

standing we have yielded to what appears to us to be an imperi

ous demand, to counteract the dangerous tendency of a philosoph

* Preface, p . iii . p. v.
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ical theory, more likely to become hurtful to the interests of

evangelical faith and morality, in proportion to the respect and

confidence previously entertained towards our author as a reli
gious teacher.

In giving his work the attention it demands, we feel it is but

justice to the author to estimate it as well in the light in which

he himself presents it , as of the reasons he has assigned for its

publication . He says that he has been “ long convinced, that

the truths of the blessed Gospel have been hidden under a false

philosophy.' The philosophy more especially referred to is

that of those numerous system -builders among theological

writers, who, by “ assuming as true the dogma of a necessitated

will, have embarrassed and perverted nearly all the practical

doctrines of Christianity ." His object is , to substitute the true

for the false philosophy,and thus ,byrescuing these doctrines from

the unholy mixtures which have diluted or destroyed their pow

er, and restoring them through this sanative alchemy, to their

original simplicity and freshness, to return them to the church, in

their native purity. With such design , we think that the most

obvious and proper course to have been pursued by a teacher of

Christianity, and especially, an instructor of candidates for the

Gospel ministry, would have been to appeal at once to the Scrip

tures; and having separated the chaff from the good seed of

the word of God," to present the facts or truths revealed to faith ,

unadulterated by any admixtures of philosophy. This, undoubt

edly, is the course prescribed by the great apostle of the Gentiles ,

who has charged us to “bewarelest any man spoil (us) through

philosophy,”thus intimating, that, from this source, dangerous

and corrupting influences would proceed . But this our author

has not done. On the contrary, he has substituted his own as

the true philosophy, designating it, in contradistinction from

" the leaven of error " heretofore so fatal, as that of " The Free

dom of the Will. "

We differ not as to what is meant by the term Philosophy .

Weuse it to denote something distinguishable from science, or

the knowledge of facts systematically arranged,whether in the

world of matter or of mind . Its more current import involves

the idea of those principles, postulates, or views, by means of

which men attempt to explain facts. In its application to Scrip

tural doctrine, it denotes the attempt made, by the aid of first

truths, and of psychological or metaphysical views, to explain

the doctrines of the Gospel. In this sense our author has used

the term, from which we do not dissent.

His book might be entitled , his philosophy of moral govern

ment ; for it upholds his attempt, on certain metaphysical and

psychological principles, to explain the great truthsof the Bible

· Preface, p. iii ? Preface, p . iii. 9 Col.2 : 8.
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which involve the idea of moral obligation . These, in a few

words, are what he holds to be the right idea of the freedom of

the will, as opposed to what he calls the dogma of “ a necessitat

ed will. Our author is not the first who has thus attempted to

bring in philosophy as the expounder, or rather arbiter, of Bible

truth .

Theological readers are not unacquainted with the efforts and

systems of Pelagius and Arminius, of Socinus and Crellius, and

the history of their success in a similar enterprise. ' Nor are they

ignorant of the gigantic powers of mind , and of the different phi

losophical systems, brought into requisition by the founders and

promoters of new sects, and schemes of morality and religion,
from the most ancient periods in the history of the world. The

Chaldeans, Ethiopians,Egyptians,Phenicians, Persians, Indians,

Greeks, Romans, and Barbarians, -- all had their appropriate or

peculiar philosophy, which became, in the hands of the priest

hood, often powerful instruments of imposition and of supersti
tion , for the support of their tyranny over the human conscience.
It is well known, too , that in Greece there were different schools

and teachers of renown, whose psychological and philosophical
systems passed through various phases and mutations, some of

which not only shaped, to a greatextent, the sentiments of mo

ralityand religion among that highly educated people, but have

actuallycontributed, through the instrumentality of their votaries,

among Christian teachers, to give complexion and character to

the 'Theology of the Church in different ages . The student of

history can refer to the philosophy of Socrates, Plato, and Aris

totle, of Pythagoras and the Stoic sect , of Xenophanes, Demo

critus , and others of the Eleatic sect, and of Epicurus and his

disciples, not to mention minor systems ; and he can trace the

shades which they havecast even into the Church, affecting the

minds of Christian teachers, in their apprehensions and exhibi

tions of Divine truth . The influence of the Gnostic philosophy ;

of the schools at Alexandria ; of their presiding doctors, such as

Athenagoras, Pantanus, and Clemens; of 'the Eclectic mode of

philosophising; of the school ofNew Platonics, established by

Ammonius Saccas; of the biblical exegesis adopted by Origen ;

and, in general, of converted men of learning addicted to philo

sophy - can be traced distinctly , in the corruptions of Christian
doctrine, and in the fallacious method of Scriptural exposition,

which began at an early period to appear in the Christian

Church . It has been through the same channel of philosophy,

that in successive ages, one erratic system after another has

arisen , and claimed to adapt the doctrines of the Bible to the

betterand more deserved approbation of men.

It is not, therefore, without suspicion and some degree of

alarm, that we learn from our author his object, to investigate and
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settle , by philosophical explanations, the great truths which lie

at the foundation of morality and religion . The volume he has

published contains his philosophy. Its doctrinal discussions,

throughout, betray an attempt to make the great truths of religion ,

and indeed much, both of its experience and practice, to con

form to his dogma of the freedom of the will , which he says he

has “ in brief attempted to prove,” and “ everywhere assumed.”

The freedom of the will is a fact reported by human conscious

ness, everywhere assumed in the sacred Scriptures, and very dis

tinctly and definitely asserted in the Westminster Confession of

Faith ,-a form of sound words, embodying a system of doctrine

which our author is pleased to stigmatize as Antinomian . It is

not possible for languageto be more explicit than its statement,

that God hath endued the will of man with that natural liberty,

that it is neither forced nor, by any absolute necessity of will , de

termined to good or evil.” So far as the simple fact of the free

dom of the will is concerned , it would be invidious and unjust to

say, that our author teaches it, or proves it more explicitly than

do those whom hecharges with having assumed “ the dogma of a
necessitated will. "

In what that freedom consists, and how far its liberty extends,

are questions which have engaged the attention and discussions

of theologians and moralists in all ages . According as men's

psychological viewsof the nature and operations of thehuman

mind have varied, have they differed, also, in their definitions

and descriptions of it. The fact, so far as all the great ends of

human life, and the principles and duties of morality are con

cerned, is so confirmed by universal consciousness, that argu

ments to prove it are wholly unnecessary. It is by no means

importantfor practical purposes, that every man should be able

to state with metaphysical accuracy, in what it consists, or how

far extends. It may exist and be exercised, and for all par

ticular ends be well enough understood without this ; just as our

civil , political, and religious liberty exist, notwithstanding the

great mass of our free citizens, if required, would not be able to

define their nature or boundaries. We converse with each other

daily about them , assume them on all hands, and act accordingly,

whatever may be our differing theories and notions asto the poli

cy of the government. In the same way God speaks to us in

the Scriptures about our liberty as moral agents, and assumes it

continually in the administration of His providence. Metaphysi

cal analyses and definitions here are not needed ; nor are they

given inthe Word of God.

Very different, however, is the case with systematic writers,

and theological professors, when they undertake to give their

metaphysical and philosophical explanations of the facts ; espe

Preface, iii . Chapter ix. , Sec. 1 .
2
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has any.

cially when that is avowedly done for the purpose of unfolding

and elucidating the doctrines of the Gospel . It behooves them

to speak and write with the utmost precision, and to avoid, as far

as possible, everything which might render their meaning vague

or equivocal. After the avowal of our author, so full and explicit,

thatthis volume has been prepared to meet a deep and growing

demand for explanation ; »i that his “ object has been to sim

plify and explain ;” and after having acknowledged that his
book is “ highly metaphysical,” requiring “ much intense

study ,,” and expressed his fears that, on the one hand, it will not

be read by some, and on the other, will not be understood by

others who are willing to read it, we confess ourselves surprised

and disappointed to find, that in his definitionof the very pivot

on which his whole philosophy turns , or in laying the foundation

on which he attempts to rear the great system ofevangelical doc

trine, he should have been so exceedingly ambiguous and con
fused . We confidently expected to learn from him, without

possibility of misapprehension, in what he at least regarded

to the freedom of the will” to consist , and what are its limits, if it

We have sedulously sought for the talismanic key

which he carries along with him , wherewith to unlock the myste

ries of our faith . But it has been all in vain . At one moment

it appears clear and obvious ; but at the next, by a change of

terms, it suddenly disappears .

It is but very little, at most, that we find on the subject ; and

that isto begathered from different parts of his work ,where it

is incidentally introduced . “ By free will,” he says, " is intend.

ed the power of choosing, or refusing to choose, in compliance

with moral obligation in every instance. Free will implies the

power of originating and deciding our own choices, and exercising

our own sovereignty, in every instance of choice upon moral ques

tionsof deciding or choosing, in conformitywith duty or other

wise, in all cases of moral obligation." Here he has seen fit

to restrict his definition of free will to matters only of moral

obligation ; and let it be so restricted . In the first part of his

definition, he calls free will “ the power” to choose or refuse.
But what is meant by “ power ” he has not said. The word is

very comprehensive and variable in its significancy .
At one

time it isused to denote the faculty, or constitutional capacity

for performing certain acts ; at another, the motive influences

which prevail, or are present, previous to and during the act ;

at another, the exciting and determining influence, which not

only elicits, but directs and gives energy to the act ; at another,

the means necessary to accomplish the act ; and again, all to

gether. One class of metaphysico-theological writers also, use

* Pref. iv.
P. 26
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the term in one sense, and another in a different ; one in the

sense of capacity of being - adaptation of constitutional nature

for specific acts ; and another, of the relation which certain con

curring causes sustain to the mind , and which are indispensa.

ble to the result in the voluntary act. But here our author's

psychology, and his theology likewise , fail to give precision to
his definition .

In the second part of his definition , he speaks of free will as

implying a power to originate ” its own choice . What does

this mean ? We are left to conjecture, whether he means simply

the power of the mind to choose, or the power toregulate and

control that which is antecedent to choice. His language

would import that there is something antecedent to it , which has

a causal influence on the choice . When the mind exerts its

capacity to will, and chooses , does that choice depend on, and is

it determined by, any previous cause whatever? Does it stand

correlated to it in anyway ? If so , then the choice had an origin

in something antecedent to the mind's actually exerting its

capacity to will. If not , why talk of free will implying a power

to originate ” its own choice? He should have said , distinctly

and definitely, the will itself is that power, and is not moved or

determined by anything antecedent or correlated to its own

volitions. The actual willing is the origin , the end, and the

whole of it, according to this view. No causal influence what

ever, whether producing or occasional , lies back of it, orbeyond

it. The will is absolutely and sovereignly self-determining. It

is but darkening counsel with words, tosay that free will implies

a power to “ originate” its own choice, when , according to our

author's definition, it does, and can only mean nothing more nor

less than that free -will consists in the mind's actually choosing ,

without any antecedentcause, or motive power whatever - entire

ly and exclusively by its own absolute independent self-deter

mining volition . We strongly suspect that this is the author's

real and influential idea of liberty, or “ the freedom of the will;"

and that with him, every motive and causal influence whatever,

anterior to , and connected with, volition is fatalism and neces

sity. It certainly is essential that this be shown to be the true

notion of its liberty, in order to establish some of the positions he

seems to maintain. And yet, this doesnot always appear tobe

his idea ; for, in his very definition, he adds that free will implies
a still further power of " deciding our own choices . ”

The act of deciding is not, and cannot be, an absolute inde
pendent volition , uninfluencedby any reason, motive, cause, or an

terior act of mind ; for there is implied in the very import of the

word, the idea of previous intellectual acts , in the way of inquir

ing, investigating, comparing , reasoning, judging,so as to arrive
at a conclusion. Doesthe intellect or the sensibility previously
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affect the will , and influence its acts ? Or does the will first, by

its own self-determining act, evoke them in all cases ? What

power can the will have to decide on its own choices, whether it

shall be this or that, if it is not influenced and determined by

previous motive -considerations, which the mind has intellectual

ly apprehended and pondered, or by inclinations and desires

which the heart has previously felt ? Does the author mean to

admit, as Cousin has asked in reference to Locke, that we may

seek for the will in the understanding ? Or simply, that the

“ deciding,” of which he speaks, is the mind's being led, in its

operationsof thought, to the conclusion, which evidence by a

law of necessity secures, and which conclusion , connecting itself

with, determines, and so causes the choice of, the will ? Or, in

other words, that the intellect concluding, the mind thereupon

exerts its power of willing , and determines the particular volition

conformably thereto? To talkof the will's “deciding its own

choice ," and yet affirm that it is in no way influencedby previ

ous intellectual operations, but that nothing more is meant, than

that the will of itself, as an efficient power, and the principle and

cause of its own volitions, determines, irrespective of every an

tecedent state of mind, its particular volition ,—thus, and not

otherwise -- is , to say the least , a vague and improper use of lan .

guage. Had he said, the power ofmaking or willing its choice,

irrespective of every antecedent or motive influence, he would

have relieved his definition from much obscurity. That he does

mean this, after all, seems fairly inferable from what he adds,

viz : that free will implies a power of exercising our own sove

reignty in every instance of choice.”

By sovereignty, jndging from his use of the term in other con

nections, we presume he means arbitrary volition—an act of will

without
any other reason or cause than the simple volition itself.

If not, then does his definition become still more perplexed and

obscure. It is not our purpose here ,nor is it necessary in this ar

ticle , to enter into any discussion on the question, whether the will

is moved or determined by anymotivepower,or antecedent causal

influence or reason from without itself, as Edwards teaches ; nor

whether such causal influence may be; that is , a producing, or

only occasional cause ; norwhether the mind is more properly the

cause of volition . We do but notice the author's definition , and

the influential idea which seems to affect his mind ; and that,

merely to exhibit the very vague and confused attempthehas
made to define the nature of the freedom of the will." Not

withstanding he has made that freedom the foundation of his

metaphysicaland philosophical explanations of the great ques

tions in morality and religion which he discusses , he has failed

inhis definition to declare distinctlyand intelligibly, what it is .

We certainly have a right, especially after late discussions on
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the subject in the Repository, to expect and demand precision,

both of thought and language here, so that we may know, at

least , what is his idea of it. This is essential . Is the freedom

of the will absolute and unqualified ? Are its volitions totally

unaffected by, and independent of, any cause whatever without

itself, anterior to its own act ? Is it always self-determining ?

And what does he mean by the will's determining its own

choices ? How far is it limited ? Is it incompatible with liber

ty, or at least with his notion of liberty, that it should be deter

mined by influence, or motives, or causes from without ? If so,

then what is the character and extent of those extrinsic causes

and motive -influences, which human consciousness reports to be

so connected with volition , as to have a determining influence ?

Are intellectual apprehensions and sensitive emotions controlled

by a law of necessity, while the will occupies supreme ground,

so as to act irrespectively of either, or to avail itself of that ne

cessity ? Is this whatthe authormeans by its sovereignty ? It

seems to us that it is ; but he is very confused in stating it.

Certainly, he cannot but be aware of the fact that, on this point,

it behooves him to be explicit ; —that this is the very gist of his

subject ;—and that, till these points are fully andunequivocally

met, all discussion and attempts at explanation will prove just as

unsatisfactory as they have ever done, and will as assuredly

leave the matter where they found it in the same, or still

greater confusion . Just as men start, with their notions and

postulates , as to what the freedom of the will is, will they be dis

posed to affirm or deny fatalism , or free -agencyonthe one hand ,

or on the other. If everything is fatalism , which teaches a

causal influence on the wiil, and nothing is free-agency where

the will has not power to act and determine its volitions, irrespec

tive of any such influence from without, we shall at least know

how to meet the subject, and where to find and place our author.

We have endeavored carefully to get his precise idea of liberty,
but in vain.

His psychological viewsare by no means fully and accurately

delineated in his work. We gather therefrom occasional re

marks and assumptions, and a few definitions. Having fore
warned us that what he has said on the “ foundation of moral

obligation," is the key to his book and subject, we looked for

something very definite and precise. But his views claim no

special merit for plainness and precision here . Moral obligation,

with him , involvesand proceeds, pari passu , with“ the freedom

of the will” ; which, as we have seen , he has not clearly defined .

He reasons as follows, unfolding his psychological system :

There can be no obligation where there is no power to obey.

There is, and can be, no power to obey, except what is in its na

ture free to exercise itself in compliance or non-compliance.
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means

5

6

66 This faculty

978

- Feeling

This power pertains exclusively to the will . “ The intellect is

a receptivity , as distinguishedfrom a voluntary power. All

the acts and states of the intelligence are under the law of ne

cessity, or physical law. ??? “ The sensibility ,” by which he

“ the faculty or susceptibility of feeling - all sensation,

desire, emotion, passion , pain, pleasure,” & c.," like the intel

lect, is a receptivity, or purely a passive, as distinguished from

a voluntary faculty ; all its phenomena are under the law of
necessity . 12 While the thoughts, perceptions, affirmations,

and all ( the) phenomena (of the intellect,) are involuntary, and

under a law of necessity . Nevertheless “ the will can com

mand the attentionof the intellect. ” “ The muscles of the body
are directly under the control of the will.” “ The intellect is
also directly under the control of the will." But “ the sensi

bility is only indirectly controled by the wil].”

is so correlated to the intelligence, that, when the intellect is in

tensely occupied with certain considerations, the sensibility is

affected in a certain manner, and certain feelingsexist in the

sensibility by a law of necessity.” “ Outward action, together

with the states of the intelligenceand sensibility, are connected

with the actions of the will by a law of necessity .”

can be produced, only by directing the attention and thoughts to
those subjects that excite feeling by a law of necessity ."

Such is the psychological system of our author; and we may

say the whole of it. Its great defectiveness will be apparent to

every one versed in such matters. Not a word is said about, nor

is any reference made to ,theinfluence which particular prevalent

dispositions and states of mind have in the production and ex

citement of emotion, and which cause the power of certain ob

jects and subjects producing them, to vary greatly in different

persons, and at different times in the same individual - yea,

which sometimes destroy that power altogether. According to

our author, the will is the sovereign moving power. It moves

the intellect toward the subjects and objects that affect and excite

the feelings,and thus transmits its impulse to the sensibility.

“ Man's causality, his whole power of causality to perform or do

anything lies in his will." 1 In it resides the power of causali

We therefore cannot be said to do injustice to our au

thor, when we affirm that he assumes and teaches, that the will

itself, undetermined and unaffected by any causal influence from

without it , must originate its own acts ; must put the entire ma

chinery, intellectual and sensitive, into motion, or it is not free

man has no liberty as a moral agent, and is under no moral obli
gation . This is the freedom , if we can understand his senti

ty. "

' p . 31 . 2 p . 31 , 32 . * p. 31 .
4

6 ib . b'ib .
p . 38.

p . 32.

5

Ⓡp.38. ib .

to p. 27 . up. 32.
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ments and language, of which our author speaks, when he says :

“ Unless the will is free,man has no freedom ; and if he has no
freedom he is not a moral agent, that is, he is incapable of moral

action and also of moral character."

With all due courtesy and Christian feeling to the author, we,

nevertheless, must say, that we know not how sufficiently to ex

press our dissent from positions and assumptions which, as he

has stated them, overlook entirely the fact of man's dependence

on his Creator,and preclude , as it appears to us, utterly and for
ever, all possibility of any causal influence from the Divine

Spirit being brought to bear upon the mind of the sinner for his

conversion , or, indeed, from any other being in the universe for

determining his will, without, by that very fact, destroying alike

his moral agency and obligations. It is the highest claim that

can be well advanced for the independenceof the rational crea

ture. It surpasses even that which our author concedes to God

Himself. It virtually excludes all redeeming and regenerating

influence of the Holy Spirit . It makes every attempt to bring

an efficacious influence from God, as a determining cause, to bear

upon the human will, a trespass on its freedom - a suspension of
moral obligation. And, as the remote result, it consigns poor,

fallen , corrupt, and ruined man to helpless, hopeless , remediless
perdition . How it spreads confusion and desolation among all

the well-established and precious evangelical doctrines connected

with human agency and obligation, whichhave supported and

nourished the faith of God's people in all ages, we shall see

when we trace the theological uses and applications he has made

of his metaphysical philosophy. Happy is it for our author, that

he is inconsistent with himself ; that God's Spirit can control his

will , and that his piety will prevent him from adopting its legiti
mate and ultimate results. He seems to have lost sight of the

fact of man's dependence on his Creator. He has not even

attempted to define or trace it ; but has actually placed fallen,

degraded, ruined man by the side of, and on the very sameground

with, his Maker - the one no more a subject of moral obligation

than the other ; both being, as it were, but co -ordinate agents,

bound by the same supreme law - higher than the highest — to

seek the greatest good of the universe.

We must object to the author's manner of bringing forward his

psychological system . He uses terms as synonyms, denoting the
same characterístic mental acts , which are not such, but which

designate different acts and states . In vain have we looked for
discrimination here . The words will , volition , consent, prefer

ence, intuition, resolution, purpose - indicating different acts or

states of the will, with him seem to mean the same thing.

The chief distinction he makes is between ultimate intentions

p . 27.
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and executive volitions—the choice of an end and the choice

of means for accomplishing it . This classification by no means

comprehends all the phenomena of the will . At least, there

is a particularity of detail, in reference to the executive voli

tions, necessary to a full and right understanding of the subject,

for which we look in vain in our author's outline of his

psychological system . Similar things may be said of his de

signations of the phenomena of intellect and sensibility . The

understanding, thereason, the intellect, reasoning, and the faculty

or power appropriate for different acts of intellection, should not

be confounded ; nor should feeling, emotion, and sensibility be

identified. When an author avowedly adduces a metaphysical

or psychological system for the explanation of the theology of

the Bible, we have a right to expect great care and accuracy in

theuse of language, as well as precision of thought.

Our author has indeed said truly, “ that there is no such thing

as holding theological opinions, without assuming the truth of

some system of mental philosophy." But, if he means that

every one who does so has studied , understood, or apprehends

this or the other psychological system as taught by scientific men ,

he is mistaken. We are all aware that theological subjects re

lạte to acts and states of the mind and heart ; and each one prac

tically learns through his own consciousness, that their character

ranks them with matters of mental science . The mass of prac

tical theologians and private Christians care not for pyschologi

cal explanations. Nor can they be made to take any great

interest in such things. What they seek and look for, in the

study of the “ Bible Theology,” is the knowledge of facts or

truths to be believed—not this or the other theory by which to

explain those facts .

Different psychological and theological writers, have enter

tained conflicting views as to the operations and powers of the

human mind ; and have sought to explain , in different ways,

all mental phenomena. This is the appropriate province of

metaphysical philosophy. It pertains to the schools—a legiti

mate region for exploration , and for the acquisitions of science.

We object not to diligent and careful observation and study here .

On the contrary, wedeem it of essential moment, in any, and

every well-conducted system of liberal education. But it is not

to be denied that much of what passes here for science, is what

Paul denominates “ science falsely so called . ? " ? True science

investigates and obtains the knowledge of facts. It is modest
about deducing general conclusions. There must be a copious

collection of facts or phenomena uniformly the same, under the

same circumstances ; those circumstances well and clearly de

fined and understood , before science will assume as fact , what

p . 40. ? 1. Tim: 6. 20.
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are sometimes called laws-laws of nature, and laws of mind,

&c . It will not do for the empiric with his crude and ill- digest

ed system , to come forward with his postulates and general laws,

and undertake, by applying the same, to be the interpreter of

“ Bible Theology.” Endless have been the errors and heresies,

and monstrous systems thus excogitated . Reason has , by such

means, been enthroned in the seat of Jesus Christ ; and having

been exalted above the Bible, faith has been forbidden to be ex

ercised, except as some one of its self- claimed infallible oracles

has undertaken to dictate to it .

In so saying we object not to what our author claims to have

accomplished, viz : “ the application of reason in the explana

tion of the facts of revealed theology." But we do most strenu

ously object to any and every attempt, by metaphysical reason

ing or psychological crucibles, to change the character of the

facts themselves, and so pass off upon us, and require us to re
ceive as truths and doctrines of revelation , what are the expla

nations of reason .

The sacred Scriptures are remarkable for the simple, undis

guished manner in which they state the facts revealed to our faith .

They never give us philosophical explanations. Their facts are

not reported as matters of science for the reason to analyse , but

as matters of verity for the heart to believe . Nevertheless, we

admit that it is not possible to prevent inquisitive minds, fond of

examining into the causes of things, and of solving their pheno

mena, from attempting to explain the nature , or discover the

rationale of what God has revealed. It is assumed with great

propriety and truth, that the infinite supreme Intelligence always

acts wisely, and has in all departments of His government, physi

cal , providential, moral , and spiritual, the wisest and bestreasons

as we would say, speaking after the manner of men - for His

plans and institutions. Thus,in fact, are we necessitated to speak
of His wisdom. What His omniscience is we know not. Our

minds can form no adequate conception of a knowledge from

eternity to eternity, changeless, incapable of increase or of dimi

nution ; a sort of intuition of all that is past, present and to

come ; and of all possible combinations of all possible causes,

contingencies and consequences ; eternity's fulness perceived at

any and every present now . Yet must we talk of God's know

ledge in a way analogouswith our consciousness of our own , and

conceive of His wisdom ,—which is another, but loftier phase of

his knowledge — as His intelligence, discerning, selecting and

ordaining the best order and combination of causes, contingen
cies and results. Hence the mind of man is ever struggling to

each the reason in the nature of things, which is the only true

philosophy, because it is God's ; or in other words the reason of

' p . 40 .
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His own doings the explanation of His own works. None

other deserves the name ; nor should any receive our coun

tenance and support, further than as it obviously accords with

His. Here great modesty and reverence are required . Never

theless, we are apt to impose on ourselves. In the various pleas

which have been urged for different systems of human philoso

phy, as though it was the legitimate expositor of “ Bible Theolo

gy," each system -maker has condemned all others but his own,

while he has claimed it to be pre - eminently true .

There is one leading idea, and that of a mixed character,

which forms the basis of our author's system . He shall state it

himself. " What I have said on the foundation of moral obli

gation' is the key to the whole subject. Whoever masters and

understands that, can readily understand all the rest. But he

who will not possess himself of my meaning upon this subject,
will not , cannot understand the rest." This is undeniable.

To this point, therefore, after having brought his psychological

system into view, we must direct attention first and mainly , in

any attempt to estimate the truth and value of his system of

metaphysicalphilosophy, by which reason is made to explain the
theology of the Bible.

He defines moral obligation to be “the bond or ligament that

binds a moral agent to moral law .? Here again we have a spe

cimen of greatvagueness and inaccuracy in defining. It is of
indispensable necessity on this point , that our author should have

taken special pains to make his meaning clear and unequivocal.
Assuming that the full and correct idea is had of what consti

tutes a moral agent, the question of his obligation as such, con

fines itself to matters strictly and properly of a moral nature.

Assuming again, that we have the full and correct idea of what

is, and whatis not of a moral nature , then , the question what is

moral obligation directs our attention to the obligationbinding

or affectingus as moral agents, in reference to mattersof a moral

nature. Before this , therefore, can be correctly stated , it becomes
necessary to inquire what is it that determines an action to be of

a moral nature or not ? The answerthat will suffice, at least for

the present, is, “ moral law ;" to which our author assents. A

farther question still must be met, viz : what is moral law ? To

which it is sufficient to reply, law relating to the manners and

actions (mores moralis, as the word imports), of a rational crea

ture, considered as the subject of law , manners and actions, of

which praise or blame may be predicated. When therefore, our

author says that “ moral obligation is the bond or ligament that

binds a moral agent to moral law ,” we are constrained to ask,

whether he means that it is the connecting link or tiewhich brings

usunder the control of moral law ,—or whether that which obligates

* pref. v . ' p . 40.
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over us.

or binds us to do or to avoid certain actions as prescribed or pro

hibited by moral law ? His language would seem to intimate
the former.

By law, is meant a rule of action givento a rational creature,

But it is not every law that obliges us to do or avoid its precepts,

or prohibitions. We often put ourselves, by our own voluntary

act,under the control of laws, which, without that “ ligament

binding us to them , would have no authority or obliging power

Does our author, then, mean to say, that moral obli

gation is the ligament or tie which connects us with, and

brings us under, the control of moral law ? If so, then must he

go on to define and state in what that ligament, or connecting

tie consists. Is it our own consent, or the act of God, or what

is it ? His definition amounts to just nothing at all - does not

even begin to let us know the thing of which we are in quest

that is, wherein moral obligationconsists. Perhaps he means

that moral obligation is that which obliges, urges , or requires a

rational creature, or moral agent, to do or avoid what the moral

law enjoins or prohibits. If so, then it becomes an indispensa

ble elementin the definition, that it be stated whatis moral law ;

-whether it be conscience , or “ the nature and fitness of things, '

or “ the reason,” or “expediency," or the ten commandments,

or the will of God, or whatever else may be supposed to have

power or authority to require or prohibit the actions of a moral

agent.

Our author has said that “the idea (ofmoral obligation ) is too

plain to be defined by the use of other language" than he has

employed. “It is a pure idea of the reason , and better under

stood than explained by any term except that of moral obliga

tion itself.” This will not do . Lexicographers have defined

obligation to be , “ that which constitutes legal or moral duty,

and which renders a person liable to coercion and punishment for

neglecting it .” Paley says, “ A man is said to be obliged ,when

heis urged by a violent motive resulting from the command of

another. ” If we add the idea of God, as the great moral law

giver, we shall have a definition of moral obligation that will , at

least, lay claim to perspicuity , viz; the violent motive resulting

fromthe command of God, which urges us to conform to it. We

endorse not this phraseology ; but for all practical purposes, it

becomes intelligible among those whoassume that motive deter

mines the will. We consciously feel that law furnishes a

motive to obedience.

Our author very correctly advances a step further, and asks,

“ Why does the moral law require what it does ?' which is

equivalent to this : Whence does moral law derive its motive

power ? The question leads directly to what he calls the foun

p. 40. Mor. and Pol. Phil., b . iii, c . 2
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dation " of moral obligation . By this he means, “ the reason or

consideration that imposes obligation on a moral agent toobey

moral law .” “ Should the question be asked, ” he adds, “ why

does the moral law require what it does ?—the true answer to

this question would also answer the question, what is the foun

dation of moral obligation ? There must be some good and suffi

cient reason for thelaw requiring what it does, or it cannot be

moral law , or impose moral obligation. The question then is ,

why does the moral law require what it does ? The reason that

justifies and demands the requisition, must be the reason why it

ought to be obeyed. The reason for the command must be iden

tical with the reason for obedience -- the reason why the law

should require what it does. This reason , whatever it is , is the

foundation ofmoral obligation, that is, of the obligation to obey

moral law ." But if we have failed to obtain a clear definition

from our author, of what moral obligation is, we are left in still

greater perplexity, as to what he means by its foundation . As

he uses the term, it is difficult to tell whether he means the mo

tive- consideration,that should secure obedience on the part of

the creature, or that which determined the requisition on the

part of the lawgiver. There is a very perceptible distinction be

tween the source whence a law proceeds, that is, the authority

imposing the law, and the ground or foundation on which it

rests, that is, the reason why the lawgiver ordained it. Our au.

thor seems to use the term foundation, so far as it is applicable

to the lawgiver, in both senses. It is some controlling power or

authority higher than the will of God, the motive - consideration

or reason that determined Him to ordain the requisitions of the

law. Does he mean to say that the same motive-consideration

which induced God to give the law , is that which should actuate

the creature isf obeying it ? If so, the subject is relieved from

someperplexity ,and we object not. Doubtless it is proper for

moral creatures to be influenced by the same great end or ends

in obeying, which God had in view in ordaining His law, at least,

in so far as that can be ascertained and known. But we ask, is

this the reason emphatic, the great urgent motive , which the

Bible assigns for obedience ? Does it resolve our obligation into

this, -- and trace it to this source ? Has moral obligation no other

foundation ?

Our author evidently proceeds on the assumption that it has

but one source , or generating motive; and so states it as to shock

the views and feelings of those who are accustomed to regard

God as the rightful Lawgiver, and His will as both the rule and

reason of obedience. Paley's view is too limited, and liable to

objections in other respects . The expression ,“ violent motive ,”

is objectionable on some accounts, especially because it may be

p. 41. • ? p. 41 .
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understood to mean something incompatible with the freedom of

the will . He, doubtless, meant nothing more nor less by it

than a motive-consideration , which the moral agent feels ought,

of right, to determine his will, and, for refusing to yield to

which, he is guilty, and justly to be condemned. Motive-influ
ence on the creature may vary ; and an action may be acceptable,

even where there may not be the knowledge or discernment of

that which determined God in ordaining the law. At one time

we have it distinctly in view, as a motive to our action , to please

God ; at another time, the rectitude and propriety of the act

may have its influence. Again , its benevolent tendency may

commend it ; the good of our fellow men, the general interests

of society, the example of Jesus Christ, and such like , may also

operate to sustain and give efficiency to our sense of obligation

to God. The attemptto reduce all holiness to one invariable

ultimate choice, which necessitates executive volitions , and

brings emotions into play , is to exclude much of the genuine

fruits of faith and of the Spirit from Christian experience and

morality .

It is true that moral obligation has reference to an ultimate

intention ; and that actions assume their character from the

generic purpose or choice which forms their appropriate cause.

We say that we are obliged to ride, or to walk , or to resort to a

particular diet or regimen, in certain cases, if we wish to have

health ; or to regular mental exertion, if we would acquire valu

able habits of mind, and strengthen our intellectual powers; or,

to deny ourselves some inferior good or gratification, if we

would secure some greater and more important end . Obliga

tion , in ordinary parlance, expresses the necessity of voluntary

actions, as means in order to obtain some ulterior ends. In what

ever case, the means are those only, by which certain ends can

be obtained , we naturally say that we are obliged to use these

means in order to secure them. Moral obligation restricts itself

to those which we call virtuous or vicious, and comprehends
more than the ultimate intention . Our author restricts it to

such intention only: “ Moral obligation,” says he, “ respects
the ultimate intention only ." The law of God requires

only entire consecration to the right end." Ultimate inten

tion is everything with him . This is the warp or woof of his

system. It is the interpreter of his morality, the expositor of

his holiness, and the extent of his obligation. Its identity in

some respects, with the system of Jesuit morality, which has

sanctified the corruptions of Rome, and cursed the world, we

shall presently notice. But previously, the author's views must

begiven in his own words.

He attempts to fortify himself, in this his citadel , by claiming
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an excuse .

it to be “ a first truth of reason , ” —that is, a thing so obviously

true, that there is neither place nor need for reasoning about it.

“ I have said that moral obligation respects the ultimate inten

tion only . I am now prepared to say still farther, that this is

a first truth of reason. It is truth universally and necessarily

assumed by all moral agents, their speculations to the contrary

in any wise notwithstanding " Yet, strange as it may appear,

-showing some lurking doubts, whether, after all , it is a first

truth - he attempts to prove it logically, affirming certain things

to be fact, which are not fact, as he states them. For ex

ample : “Very young children ,” he says, “ know and assume

this truth universally. They always deem it a sufficient vindi
cation of themselves , when accused of anydelinquency, to say,

I did not mean to ; ' or, if accused of short-coming, to say,

I meant, or intended , to have done it ; I designed it. This,

if true,they assume as an all- sufficient vindication of themselves .

They know that this , if believed , must be regarded as a suffi
cient excuse to justify them in every case . " We can scarcely

tell what the author means,his language is so vague. But when
a man, or child, justifies himself, he does not think of offering

Excuses are offered to palliate , to mitigate the

offence, to relieve from some degree of censure- -never to justify ;

and , so far as our observation and experience have gone, the

child assigns his excuse to lessen the severity of censure, and to

show that the offence was not as great as it would have been,

had it been intentional . An instance occurs to our recollection,

of a brother who thoughtlessly and unintentionally injured his

sister's eye, so as to deprive her of sight. Yet did he ever after

ward reproach himself for having been the cause of such a

serious and justly censurable injury to her. The accidental

manslayer might be pursued, and if overtaken before he reached

the city of refuge, slain for the shedding of blood. Jehovah , as

legislator for Israel , wasfar from recognizing the principle our

author has advanced . He has mis-stated or magnified his fact,

and attempted to pass it off for more than it is worth . The

mitigation of an offence does not remove it entirely .

Still wider from the truth is he , in the statement of his next

fact, when he says, that “every moral agent necessarily regards

such an excuse as a perfect justification , in case it be sincerely

and truly made.” God certainly did not, in the case of the

manslayer ; nor in the case of the man who, with praise -worthy

intentions to improve the breed of cattle, may have kept a

ferocious animal, when, by accident, it escaped and gored a man.

He certainly meant no wrong, but meant an allowable good.

It is not the common judgment of men , that the absence of all

design to injure, is “ a perfect justification .”

p. 36. ' p . 36. ' p. 36 .
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When he says, that “ it is a saying as common as men are ,

and as true as common, that men are to be judged by their

motives—that is, by their designs, intentions,” the remark needs

qualification. We do, indeed, thus estimate the degree of cul

pability attaching to actions , and in matters of an indifferent

nature , so far as the mere action is concerned, we always advert

to the intention ; but it is not universally and absolutely true,

that the intention determines all the guilt. A good intention

cannot justify a wrongaction. A blundering fool,or an ignorant

quack, may kill us with good intentions ; but reason and the law

of God would be far from acquitting him because he was honest

in his ignorance, and used the best means in his power at the

time." The form and character, as well as the degree of guilt,

may vary from that of the murderer, who kills with malice

prepense ; but there is guilt nevertheless. Presumptuous, self

conceited ignorance , officious intermeddling, suggestions of ac

knowledged inexperience, impudent forwardness, attempts to

judge when consciously unfitted for it, the employment of un

authorised means, and such like things, leave traces of guilt

justly exposing to censure, even wherethere may have been

what our author calls honest intention to do good.

We dissent, however, from his use of language. Sincerity

and honesty may resemble each other in some respects, but the

words are not synonymous. We look for something more in

honesty than sincerity of intention . A man may sincerely in

tend to pay his debts, but if he does not carefully exert his

intelligence , and study and strive industriously to employ the

best and most appropriate means that he may be able to do so, he

is not honest. We were once called, in great haste, to the bed

side of a man apparently in the last gaspings of life. We had

previously visited him in his disease ,and did not account him

dangerously ill ; but now friends and family were all collected

round his bed, where he lay cold and speechless , and the neigh

bors had crowded in, expecting every moment to see him

breathe his last. On inquiry, we found that his wife, an ignorant

and forward woman, but as “ well meaning” and “ honest” in

our author's sense, as could well be found, had affectionately

undertaken to assist the prescription of the physician. He had

ordered an emetic of tartrate of antimony, and given his printed

directions for administering it in consecutive spoonfuls of the

solution at intervals ; but she “ honestly ” had judged that if a

tablespoonful at a time would do good, the entire dose at once

would do much better,and, therefore, with the best “ intention , "

had given the whole at once .

Moral obligation reaches beyond the intention ; and although

our author says, “ courts of criminal law have always, in every

enlightened country, assumed this as a first truth, and they al
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There may

ways inquireinto the quo animo, that is the intention, and judge

accordingly ;" yet do they not make the intention the absolute

and exclusive rule of judgment. The degree of criminality is

thus to be determined , for the better apportionment of punish

ment ; but the law, too , as well as the facts and intention, must

be taken into view, in the rendition of the judgment, guilty or

not , when an accused stands charged with crime.

be room for the exercise of mercy ; but mercy always presup

poses guilt in such cases . Such is the fact, and not in the un

qualified manner in which our author states it.

His last fact is of like character. “ The universally acknow

ledged truth that lunatics are not moral agents and responsible,

for their conduct, is,” he says, “ but an illustration of the fac et

that the truth we are considering is regarded and assumed as v

first truth of reason ." To a certain extent, even lunatics are

treated as responsible by those who have the care of them. But

admit the author's assertion in its widest extent, and the conclu

sion he draws from it is too large . We are wont to regard such

as destitute of the powers which qualify for moral agency.

There are other things besides simple intention to be brought into

view, in our estimate of the moral agency of lunatics . When

lunacy assumes the character of malignancy, as it often does,

so farfrom regarding the beings as innoxious or innocent, mankind

hold them justly liable to confinement, and sometimes subject

them to certain forms of punitive discipline . The vulgar notion

is in unison with the scriptural style of speech upon the subject,

which attributes to demoniacal influence much of that conduct,

rightfully requiring a treatment for protection as from ferocious
animals .

These are specimens of the manner in which our author, sin
gularly enough, attempts to prove a first truth of reason . This

would imply , at least , some doubt on the subject in his own mind

whether, after all, moral obligation may not extend beyond mere

intention . Indeed, he has admitted that indirectly it does,

to the states of the sensibility, ” “ to the states of the

intellect,” outward bodily actions, and, in short, “ to everything

about us over which the will has direct or indirect control.393 In

reality therefore, nothing is gained , by his philosophy ; nor would

muchmischief be apt to result from it with this admission, were

it not that by means of his psychology, and his notionsabou the

will , he so ‘magnifies the ultimate intention” as to leave the

impression very distinctly onthe minds of his readers, that if
the intention only be right, all else will be so too . “ Strictly

speaking , ” says he, ” “ all virtue and vice belong to the heart or

intention. Wherethis is right all is regarded as right, and where

this is wrong all is regarded as wrong. " The application and
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use of his psychological views may be stated in a few words.

“ The muscles of the body are directly under the control of the

will ; ' ' but “ the sensibility isonly indirectly controled by the will .

Feeling can be produced only by directing the attention and

thoughts to those subjects that excite feeling by a law of necessity.”

“ The moral law ,” therefore, “ while strictly it legislates over

intention only, yet in fact legislates over thewhole being, inas

much as all our powers are directly or indirectly connected with

intention, by a law of necessity. Strictly speaking, however,

moral character belongs alone to the intention ."

Our author has thus opened an inviting field for the exercise

of his casuistry . We think that his efforts in the end , will be

about as successful in “taking away the sin of the world ,” as

have been those of the Jesuits, who, by directing the intention,

transmute evil into good . For they , too, as Pascal with exquisite

satire has shown , had discovered a wonderfulprinciple by meansof

which they can discharge all their duty both to God and man ; for

they satisfy the world , by permitting their actions, and conform

to the Gospel, by purifying their intentions — allow men the

external and material action, and give to God the internal and .

spiritual intention, and by their equitable division aim to harmo

nize divine and human laws. ' If the moral law extends di

rectly to ultimate intention only, and if that intention being right,

all else , by a law of necessity becomes right, as our author

teaches,then it follows, that, asis the intention such will be the

moral character. Grant, then, for the sake of the argument,

that the ultimate intention is right; we ask , are there not inter

posing circumstances greatly affecting the choice of subordinate

means for accomplishing that intention ? Does the generic pur

pose of necessity sanctify all the specific executive volitions ?

If so , then have we indeed a short-hand and patent method of

attaining to perfect holiness or entire sanctification, which even

excels the Jesuits . But what shall we say of ignorance ? Are

there no wrong means, which may ignorantly be adopted, to

accomplish a right end ? Are there no sinsof ignorance ? Our
Bible tells us there are ; and that God took special care to pro

vide atonement for them, as well as for other sins . But they are

excluded from our author's inventory of human guilt. The ulti

mate intention , being all that moral law looks to, and the subor

dinate means of accomplishing it lying wholly within the range

of executive volitions determined by a law of necessity, the

Christian casuist has but to purify that, and perfect holiness, en
tire sanctification, is secured. Ignorance in this case is bliss.

Oberlinhas even surpassed the holy brotherhood of the order of

Loyola !

According to our author, moral obligation exists only where

there is knowledge, and that, in so far only as it is possessed.

p . 39.
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“ In morals,” says he, “ actual knowledge is indispensable to

moral obligation. The maxim ignorantia legis non excusat, (igno

rance ofthe law excuses no one), applies in morals to but a limited

extent.” He says, that the Bible plainly recognizes the prin

ciple that knowledge is indispensable to, and commensuratewith,

obligation ; ) , and that, too, notwithstanding he had immediately

before quoted the words of Christ, in reference to the ignorant

offender, viz ; “ He that knew not and did commit things worthy of

stripes, shall be beaten with few stripes.” The amount of know

ledge indispensable to the lowest degree or existence of moral obli

gation, our author says, is that of the good, or valuable for their

own sake. Moral obligation cannot exist where there is no

knowledge of moral relations, of the valuable, the good ; where

there is no intellect to affirm oughtness or moral obligation — to

affirm the rightness of willing good or the valuable, and the

wrongness of willing evil , or of selfish willing." Here again,

we are constrained to wish he had studied more precision . So far

as we can catch his idea, it is , that the rational creature must ac

tuallyknow that there is such a thing as the good or valuable, as

• a condition ofhis obligation to will it." Of course , the rational

creature must know what the valuable is ; for the valuable in the

abstract is a nonentity, and incapable of being made the object of

choice . Now, the very point in question is, whether thismoral

obligation attaches directly to the subordinate choices, the execu

tive volitions in the use of means, onthe part of one who, in a

particular case, is ignorant of the right and best and only true

means to secure his ultimate end. Does the rational creature

know it intuitively ? Does he instinctively adopt it ? Does the

law of necessity so determine the subordinate choices, that there

can be no mistake ? Who will affirm these things ? But if there

may be mistake in the subordinate choices or executive volitions,

induced through ignorance, is there no guilt attaching to the

rational creature, through such mistake and ignorance ? Our

author answers, the law only requires us to make the best use we

can of all the light we have." If so , then in a thousand instances,

the end will santify the means, and men may “ do evil that good

may come , ”—the very doctrine of the Jesuits !

We notice, in some further respects, our author's approxima

tion to the loose morality of the Jesuitical doctors, in what he

says about involuntary actions, and about the want of natural

ability induced by ignorance. His idea is, that the states of the
sensibility , that is, “ our feelings," being involuntary, "moral

obligation cannot therefore directly extend to them . The same

he says is true of the states of the intelligence. ” “ The pheno

mena of this faculty ( are) under the law of necessity. " *“ The

3 Luke , 2 : 48 .
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states of the sensibilityareconnected with the actions of the will

by a law of necessity." The law which obliges the attention ,

the feelings and the actions of the body, to obey the decisions of

the will , is physical law, or the law of necessity — the will has

the aid of the law of necessity or force, by which to control them. "

The mind and will , according to our author, are free only in

the choice of an ultimate end . Executive volitions in the em

ployment of meansfor that end, and the states of the intelligence

and sensibility, are under the law of necessity ; and of course,

moral obligation does not extend directly to them. Let us then

take the man, whose choice or intention is right according to our

author's view . The ultimate intention puts the whole machinery

in motion . “ The choice of an end secures, and even necessitates,

while the choice of the end continues , the choice of the known

necessary conditions and means."" Of course , where it operates

on ignorance, there will be liability to mistake, in the choice of

means for its accomplishment, in many instances, as has already
been remarked . But the error occurring by a law of necessity,

there canbeno guilt in it — there is nothing culpable. In like
manner, “ when the sensibility is exhausted, or when, for any
reason , the right action of the will does not produce the required

feelings," the will is nevertheless accepted as sufficient. The

Bible accepts the will for the deed invariably.” It is all that is

required according to our author. No matter how great may be

the defect, this is “ entire obedience.”
Pascal introduces to his readers the Jesuit Doctor, quoting as

follows to his interrogator, from “ Father Bauny," on the au

thority of Aristotle . “ An action cannot be deemed criminal,

when it is involuntary. Voluntarium est, as we commonly say

with the philosopher- ( Aristotle, you know , said he, with great

self-complacency, squeezing my hand,) quod fit a principio cog
nocente singula in quibus est actio ; sothat, when the willchooses

or rejects inconsiderately, and without investigation, before the

understanding has been able to discover the evil of complying or

refusing, doing or neglecting an action , it is neither goodnor

bad, inasmuch as previous to this examination, this observance

and reflection of the mind on the good or bad qualities of the ob

ject in view, the action is not voluntary." The Jesuitical philo

sopher is the more cautious of the two, in the application of

the same principle.

Our author's system makes great allowance for ignorance. It

will not, therefore, be surprising if it finds great favor from this

“ I maintain ,” says he, “that present ignorance is

present natural inability, as absolutely as the present want of a

hand is present natural inability to use it ; and I also maintain

.

source.

1
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that the law of God requires nothing more of any human being,

than that which he is at present naturally able to perform under

the present circumstances of his being.” And this, too, he

maintains, notwithstanding he had previously admitted that

ignorance is often the effect of moral delinquency . ” “ Neg

lect of duty,” he says, “ occasions ignorance, and this ignorance

constitutes a natural inability to do that of which a man is utterly

ignorant. The truth is , that this ignorance does constitute, while

it remains, a natural inability to perform those duties of which

the mind is ignorant ; and all that can berequired is, that from

the present moment the mind should be diligently and perfectly

engaged in acquiring what knowledge it can,and in perfectly

obeying as fast as it can obtain the light. If this is not true, it

is utter nonsense to talk about natural ability as being a sine

qua non of moral obligation . This is bold enough. We are

not at present concerned with the theology of these positions.

A more favorable opportunity to notice it willoccurelsewhere,

when we trace the application he has made of his philosophy to

the doctrines of theGospel. But we cannot, in passing , with

hold the remark, that on this subject the Bible teaches very

differently from our author's philosophy; and also, that the moral

law is thus lowered down exceedingly,and made to adapt itself

to the condition of fallen and corrupt man , so as on the one

hand actually to release from all obligation the reprobate who,

by blinding his mind, and hardening his heart, has destroyed his

power of perceiving truth, or, according to our author, through

moral delinquency rendered himself ignorant, and, on the other

hand, to make that perfect or entire obedience which falls im

measurably short of the divine requisition .

We feel constrained to refer our author, as the interrogator in

Pascal's letters referred his Jesuit Doctor, to the sentiment of

Augustine, in condemnation of the position which they hold in

common, viz . , that it is impossible to sin while in ignorance of

what is right.” “ Necesse est ut peccet,a quo ignoratur justitia .”

Ignorance of the law is the moral certainty of sin. Augustine

draws from the same premises a conclusion directly the reverse

of our author, and so does the word of God. “ It is a people of

no understanding, therefore he that made them will not have

mercy on them , and he that formed them will show them no

favor." Ignoranceof his Lord's will did not exempt the erring

servant from punishment. Even the pagan philosopher will
reprove our theological professor. The Jansenist has vindicated

the Stagarite , and distinguishing between ignorance of fact, and

ignorance of right, quotes Aristotle as saying— “ All the wicked

are ignorant of what they ought to do, and what they ought to

avoid ; and it is this which renders them wicked and vicious.

' p . 11 . ? p . 9 , 10 , s Isaiah 27 : 11 . * Luke 12 : 48 .
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On this account it cannot be said , that because a man is ignorant

of what is proper to be done to discharge his duty, his conduct

is therefore involuntary. For this ignorance, in the choice of

good and evil, does not constitute an action involuntary, but

vicious . The same may be said of him who is unacquainted with

the rules of duty, as this is blame-worthy, and not excusable.”

“ Do not,” says the Jansenist, “ expect any support from this

prince of philosophers, and no longer oppose the prince of

divines, who decides the point in the following words : “ They

who sin through ignorance, commit the action with the consent

of the will, though they have not the intention of committing

sin ; so that a sinof thisdescription cannot be perpetrated with

out the will ; but the will induces the action only, not the sin,

which, however, does not prevent the action being sinful, its

contrariety to the interdicting precepts being a sufficient crimina

tion ." We shall not be surprised if a lax morality, ere long,

will pollute the churches and community infested with the new

Metaphysical Theology:" Nay, we think we have already
observed indications of its development . The views enter

tained and expressed by our author, on the subject of the “ Foun

dation of Moral Obligation , ” cannot fail, in our judgment, to

exert a pernicious influence on the interests of socialmorality,

and not only to lower its standard , but utterly, in due season, to

subvert the piety of the coming generation ,among whom they

shall be adopted, and carried out in their practical applications.

Having assumed that moral obligation extends directly only

to the ultimate intention , and that this intention , to be intelli

gent, must have a reason, he affirms that reason to be “ the

highest well-being of God, and of the universe of sentient exis

tences — in other words, the well-being of God and of the universe

is the absolute and ultimate good,and, therefore, it should be

chosen by every moral agent." This is the absolute good

that which is “ intrinsically and infinitely valuable,” and whose

intrinsic and infinite value,he says, constitutes the true founda

tion of moral obligation . He explains himself as follows: “ To

admit and affirm that a thing is intrinsically and infinitely valu

able, is the same as to affirm , that every moral agent who has

the knowledge of this intrinsically and infinitely valuable thing,

is under an obligation of infinite weight to choose it, for the

reason that it is intrinsically or infinitely valuable, or, in other

words, to choose it as an ultimate end." This is not the law,

but the end proposed and required by it. The moral law,

according to our author, is not the will of God, nor His com

mand proposing and requiring that endto be chosen . He utterly

repudiates the thought. Hesays—“ The moral law is nothing

else than the reason's idea or conception of that course of will

1 B. I. of his Retr. ch . 15. • B. IV. p. 66 . ' p . 43 . * p. 43.
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ing and acting that is fit, proper, suitable to , and demanded by,
the nature , relations, necessities, and circumstances of inoral

agents.” “ It is the law of nature — the law which the nature

or constitution of every moral agent imposes on himself.” “ It

is the rule imposed upon us, not by the arbitrary will of any

being, but by ourown intelligence." “ The will of God can

not be the foundation of moral obligation in created moral

agents.” Such being his idea of moral law , moral obligation

“ is a responsibility imposed on the moral agent, by his own
reason." " The reason, the intelligence, is the lawgiver ; and its

judgment or idea of the intrinsically valuable, is the law of God.

Of course “sin consists in beinggovernedby the sensibility,
instead of being governedby thelaw of God, as it lies revealed

in the reason ." “ This,” our author says, “ is sin , and the
whole of sin . "

It is difficult to learn from our author what is moral law, what

its source, what its authority , and whence it emanates.

moment, it is the rule imposed on us by ourown reason or intel

ligence. Then, again, it is the course of willing and acting, &c. ,

which is “ demanded — another mode of expression to denote

the imposing of a rule — by the nature, relations, necessities, and

circumstances of moral agents. Reason, the nature , the relations,

the necessities,the circumstances of moral agents, are, according to

our author, all sources of moral law ; butwhether any, or which,

is supreme, or co -ordinate in its legislative authority, we are not
told .

We gather up, in a few words, the leading features of the

author's system , which we have endeavored to give in his own

language. The foundation of moral obligation ,” is the reason

for doing what the law requires. The reason for doing it, is
identical with the reason why the law requires it. That of which

moral law especially takes cognizance is “ intention ,” or “the

choice of an ultimate end .” There can be no moral obligation

to make choice of an end, unless there is something in that end

which renders it deserving of being chosen for its own sake.
In and of itself, it must be intrinsically valuable. This is "the

highest well-being of God, and of the universe of sentient exist

ences.” The highest well-being of God and of the universe
resolves itself, “ in its last analysis," into the satisfaction of

universal mind , that results from having every demand of the

being fully met." The ultimate source, then,ofmoral law is the

public good of the universe, and the authority which demands
it, the universal mind.

Our author's great object, evidently, is to generalize and sim

plify , and thus to trace all moral obligation, invariably , to one
and the same source. Moral law, and obedience to moral law,

p . 45 . ' p . 6 . -8 p . 25 . • p. 25. 6 p . 287. ' p . 59 .
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hesays , are, each, “ oneand indivisible ” —theformer requiring,
and the latter consisting in , “ one choice, one ultimate intention ."

Edwards's definition of virtue, an imperfect psychology, and his

own exposition of one or two texts assumed as philosophical or

metaphysical truths, have contributed to the structure of his
sys

tem. But he has not been careful to distinguish things that differ.

There is , we apprehend, a very appreciable difference between

theultimate obligation, its source, the best rule , and the imme

diate motive of virtue. The neglect of this distinction , as an

accurate writer has remarked, hasled to much confusion in moral

investigations. The motive or consideration that induces the

individual to act, determines, so far as the rational creature is con

cerned, the character and the value of the action . As moral law

is the rule of action for a rational creature , it must commend

itself, as the best and only proper guide of duty . In estimating

its character, in this respect, it can layno claim to be the best

guide, unless it obviously is the most likely to lead to , or induce,

thosemotiveswhich just as they have an actuating influence in

the mind, exalt it towards the highest point of human excellence.

Of course, it will in itself furnish the best criterion of virtue , or,

in other words, the best test to determine the moral character of

an action .

Our author, therefore, in estimating moral virtue, has very

properly noticed the ultimate choice or intention, as an important

part or element. But what is ultimate intention ? He defines it

to be the choice of an end for what is valuable in the end itself.

This resolves itself into two things, first the object or thing

chosen or intended , and, second, the reasonor motive which in
duces the choice. These he identifies. 6. That in the end which

imposes obligation to choose it as an end , must be identical with

the end itself .” 66 This reason is the end on which the choice

ought to , and must, terminate , or the true end is not chosen ."

Thus the immediate motive, the best rule, or ultimate obligation ,

are confounded ; and the author leaps out of all embarrassment,

by one dexterous effort; saying, “ It is a first truth of reason,
that whatever is intrinsically valuable should be chosen for that

reason, or as an end ." But we must not allow ourselves to be

imposed upon in this way. It may be very convenient to fall

back upon a first truth of reason, and attempt, by its aid , thus to

escape from all perplexing interrogatories and objections. We,

however, acknowledge no such supremacy . We worship not

human reasoning ; norwill we be deterred, by any imputation

of sacrilege if we should pursue our author here to the very

horns of his altar, regardless of any cries of absurdity, nonsense,

and contradictions, by which he sometimes dogmatically attempts

to silence a troublesome objection . We must, in all cases, see well

* p . 43 .p. 42. ' p. 42,
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to it, that it is a first truth , and not a conclusion arrived at by

reasoning.

If our author's language, quoted above, when applied to his

theory, means anything, it means this , that we must choose the

well being of God and of the universe, as being our ultimate

obligation , because they are intrinsically and infinitely valuable

in themselves. This is the demand of universal mind -- the right

fullegislation ofthe sovereign democracy oftheuniverse of sentient
existences . Of course wemust know correctly in what consists

that well being of God and of the universe , which this sovereign

authority of universal mind demands, before we can choose it as

an ultimate end. It is one thing to be convinced or to know,

that, “ the happiness " of God and of the universe , “ the satis

faction of universal mind,” is in itself intrinsically valuable ;

and another and a differentthing to know in what way we are to

seek to promote it, or, in otherwords, what we are specifically to

will and to do , in order that all the demands of the universe of

sentient existences may be met and satisfied. To will good to

the universe indefinitely, is like opposing, sin in the abstract,-a

thing easily done by a little aid from the imagination , -a sort of
poetic illusion, indulging in which, we may flatter ourselves on

account of our disinterested benevolence, and yet it be too lofty,

too grand , too immensely extended, to be conversant with, and

to be employed in particular details of actual, intelligent, well

directed effort to glorify God , or to benefit our fellow -men.

There are, and must be, some specific acts and ways, in which

benevolent intention shall be accomplished ; and these must be

known , or benevolence is of little efficiency and worth . If igno

rant as to these things, not knowing how or in what the demands

of universal mind , in its endless and complicated relations, ne

cessities , and circumstances are to be met, our choice would not

be intelligent ; yea, would be impracticable; and , according to

our author's admissions, we could be under no moral obligation

whatever to choose them. “ Until the end,” he

hended , no idea or affirmation of obligation can exist respecting
it. ” The end cannot be a mere abstraction — a vague ideality.

It must in all cases be something definite, distinct, intelligible,
and practicable.

How is that end to be ascertained ? Whence is the knowledge,
essential to its existence , to be obtained ? Has the reason

self-sufficient power to reveal it ? Is its authority final and

supreme ? Neither the word of God , nor the experience of

mankind, sanction the idea . What can we know of the satisfac

tion of God , and of the best interests of the universe , in the com

plicațed relations of universal mind ? Nothing, but as God
Himself has made them known. He is our sole and rightful

p. 33, 34.
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sovereign lawgiver. We recognize no such vast democratic

legislative authority, as universal mind. The Bible proclaims ,

“ Jehovah is our lawgiver.” We therefore rejoice that he has

given us His law , made known His will . Mind and con

science feel bound to yield obedience to this. It is just as obvi

ously a first truth , that God is to be obeyed, as that the demand

of universal mind must be satisfied ;-yea, much more distinct,

definite, intelligible and practicable , and better adapted to men's
constitutional convictions and common sense . The moral law

comes to us commended as His law, bearing the impress of His

own character. God being infinitely wise, just and good, and

Hislaw being the transcript of Hisown perfections — the reflection

of His own excellence,—it is obviously apprehended,and felt to be

the best guide, the proper rule of duty. Nor care we to look further.

Our author will perhaps reply, that this is what he means

that by a first truth of reason in this case, he understands nothing

more nor less , than the instinctive , intuitive perception or convic

tion of the mind , that the well-being of God, and of the universe

is in itself a thing infinitely valuable, and therefore should be

chosen. It must be obvious, however, wethink to every intelli

gent reader, that this is not, according to his own showing, “ a

first truth of reason .” For it unquestionably resolves itself into

another, which is a mere abstraction, that the valuable must
always be chosen for its own intrinsic value. He admits that

“ the idea of the intrinsically valuable is the condition of moral

obligation .” On this perfect abstraction , which he calls a “ first

truth of reason , ” rests his foundation of moral obligation. As

he presents it, it amounts to this , viz : that because we have the

idea of the valuable ; because also, we are so constituted that

we instinctively judge in all cases , thevaluable should be cho

sen for its own sake ; and because, still further , the well being

of God and the universe are in themselves of infinite value,

therefore, we are obliged to make it our ultimate choice .

do not see in all this, that stamp of unity, nor that air of simpli
city, which this theory claims for itself. Much less do we

discern any practical value to commend it .

Human consciousness does not universally bear its attestations

to such analyses of moral obligation . But even were it admit

ted , it leaves still a great gap to be filled — the very thing which

we have shown is essential to its existence — the knowledge of

those acts and duties on our part, by which the well being of

God and of the universe is to be promoted, and sought by us.

Our author thinks it sufficient, in answer to the question , in what

the well-being of God and the universe consist, to say , in the mind

of God and of the universe being satisfied. But stillthe question

recurs ,how arewe to contribute tothis satisfaction ? By what means

' p 34
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shall knowledge sufficient to imply obligation and to direct action

be obtained ? ºOur author will not,certainly, say intuitively ; nor,

by processes of reasoning. He will doubtless reply , by the light
of nature . But what is the light of nature ? A revelation from

God ? Admit it. But what does that mean ? What can it

mean , but that God has so constituted the human mind , that it

naturally , without any aid , in view of its relations to God and its

fellow creatures, approves of, and feels obliged to perform , cer

tain actions tending to their good , and to avoid those tending to

their injury. This is what theologians have been accustomed to

call the law of God “ written on the heart," adopting the lan

guage of the apostle Paul , who says, that " when the Gentiles,

which have not the law—the written or spoken revelation of the

will of God-do by nature the things contained in the law, these

having not the law , are a law untothemselves, which show the
work of the law written in their hearts , their conscience also

bearing witness, and their thoughts the meanwhile accusing or

else excusing one another.” The idea is , that God who created

man has so endowed him with rational powers, as a moral agent,

and so constituted his relations to himself and his fellow crea

tures , that he perceives what tends both to please God , and to

promote the welfare of his fellow -men ; that so perceiving, he

feels urged or pressed by motive to make these the end of his

actions , and that in doing so , he consciously approves of his

conduct, and in failing to do so , as consciously condemns it.

Here still, however, it is to the will of God as revealed to man

a law of God of equal obligation with the written law , —that the

apostle traces the source of moral obligation .

The idea of a revelation from God, as the means of knowing

our duty, is distinctly brought into view. Whether it be as the

light of nature, or as the written word, the moral law is regard
ed as the will of God-His revelation , making known to us the

rule of duty. It is enough for us to apprehend His will — to

know, in this and the other particular, that it is His good plea
sure we should do this or that; and the motive consideration

which prompts to action , and which we feel should be complied
with, begins at once to affect us. We feel the pressure of moral

obligation at every announcement of the will of God , and care

not to inquire any further. To meet the good pleasure of God
is an ultimate intention . It is much more intelligible and con

sonant with scriptural style of speech, than the ultimate end of

our author, viz : to will good to God and to the universe . To do

good to our fellow -men is one means of accomplishing the

ultimate intention to please God. This His moral law, in

great organic provisions, prescribes. The will of God or His

moral law, as far as it is known, is felt to be the best, and indeed

only safe and efficient guide, how to please Him, and to benefit

* Rom . 2:14, 15.
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our fellow -men. Making it our effort and aim to please Him,

we feel that when he is pleased, we are pleased ; and thus by

our obedience we promote our own happiness. But this follows

as aresult, and is not the ultimate intention. Withoutallowing

our imaginations, therefore, to range over the wide universe , or

without even attempting to form any abstract notion of what is

best upon the whole, or what eventhe public good requires, ex

cept as the revelation of God's will or law enables us to judge,

we bow with cheerful submission, to His sovereign authority,

which , as our great supreme Lord and Lawgiver, wefeel is right
fully exercised over us.

The following expresses so clearly and so fully,what appears

to us to be the plain common sense view of this subject, that we

make no apology for giving it inthe author's own language :

“ If it appears that to makethe will of God our rule of duty, is

the best way to promote our own worth and happiness, as well

as the worth and happiness of others, this must be our best rule.

We may, nevertheless, be acting in perfect consistence with this

rule, when we are exerting ourselves for the good of others , or

imposing restraints upon our selfish inclinations, with an explicit

intention to promote the welfare of others , or to follow the dic

tates of conscience, without, for the time, any direct reference

to the will of God as such. Benevolence, or a sense of duty,

is , in this case, our immediate motive. The remotest obligation,
in this case, is the same as before ; but we can seldom find it

necessary , even in theory, to revert to it as the ultimate obliga

tion ; for,if God is just and good, obedience to his will must be

productive of our greatest good on the whole. He is perfectly
just and good, and therefore, in the actual state of the case,

and we need think of no other, the will of God may, with

the utmost propriety be assumed , notonly as the noblest motive,

and the best rule, but also , as the foundation, and even (with

very little departure from logical correctness, and with greater

accordance with the feelings of the man who is accustomed to

employ this rule) as ultimate obligation of duty ."

Our author has attempted to maintain his theory in opposition

to every other which he pronounces erroneous. In doing so, he

has advanced something which we regard exceedingly excep

tionable and dangerous. While he admits and proves, that God

rightfully exercises an authority over usas moral governor, and

that we are, therefore, bound to please Him , by obeying His law,

he, nevertheless, resolves that authority of God into thetyrants

plea of necessity-something totally irrespective of His own

nature, qualifications, and relations to the universe. The uni

verse is, in effect, viewed by him as existing independently of

God - apart from His wise, sovereign , and beneficent will , which

ordained alike its origin , and all in the nature and relations of

Dr. Ree's New Encyclopedia, Art. Mor. Phil .
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things . He traces all the rightful authority of God to govern the

universe , to the fact, that government is necessary for its highest

good. How much special legislation has been justified by

despots, precisely on this ground. “ Unless,” says he, “there

is some necessity for government, the fact that God created the

universe, can give Him no right to govern it.” He affirms the

same of the fact of His being its owner and sole proprietor.

“ Neither God, nor any otherbeing, can own moral beings in

such a sense as to have a right to govern them , when govern

ment is wholly unnecessary, and can result in no good whatever

to God, or to His creatures . Government, in sucha case, would

be perfectly arbitrary and unreasonable , and consequently an

unjust, tyrannical, and wicked act . God has no such right. No

such right can by possibility in any case exist." He affirms the

same of His qualifications to govern , found in His infinite attri

butes and resources . “ The possession of these attributes can

not confer the right , independently of the necessity of govern

ment ; for however well qualified He may be to govern , still ,

unless government is necessary to securing his own glory, and

the highest well-being of the universe , he has no right to govern

it.” And yet, elsewhere he says, if not in contradiction of

mere positions, certainly with great looseness of thought and

language— “ His relation to the universe as Creator and Pre

server, when considered in connexion with His nature and

attributes, confers on Him the right of universal government ;":

yea, “ renders it obligatory on him ;" affirming that “ His honor,"

His conscience,” (to our mind an irreverent form of expres

sion , not sanctioned by any precedent or authority in the sacred

Scriptures), and “ His happiness, must demand it." Still fur

ther, as if to show the utter futility, irrespective of its practical
bearing and utility , of all he has said about the right of God to

govern, being founded on necessity, he admits that “ the sove

reign, and not the subject, is to be the judge of what is neces

sary legislation and government." To what purpose then , we

ask , is all this theorizing and reasoning about God's right to
govern, when, according to the author's own admission, we, the

rightful subjects of Hismoral government, must not presume to

judge of any necessity on which the Divine legislation, in general ,
or in any special case, may be founded ?

Such views are contrary to the feelings and common sense of

mankind. The creature's dependence, and the importance, value,

and necessity of the Divine carethence arising, (facts not to be

mistaken or questioned ), are easily and distinctly apprehended

by the mass. Reasoning on impossible suppositions, and at

tempts to substitute logic for fact, are of no value, yea , dan

p. 23. p. 23. p . 23 . * p . 20 . p. 25.
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gerous in matters of such high concernment, as, on the one

hand, the Divine care , support, and protection — all the obliga

tions of government - are the certain dictates of benevolence,

that benevolence finding motives, or a reason , for the dependence

and necessities of the rational creature , for the exercise of go

vernment ; so , on the other hand, on the part of the rational

creature , there grows out of that dependence, obligations of love

and gratitude , to meet and fulfil the. Divine will. A sense of

such obligation is common to men . Just as the human mind

recognizes, and apprehends as true, whenever presented , the

idea of the existence of God, so does it this other idea, that we

are under obligations to do His will , or please Him. It is a short,

summary , practical, and satisfactory process , which the mass of

mankind understand. It is one which is naturally and univer

sally adopted , and, what is of still greater value , it is one which

is everywhere recognized and sanctioned in the sacred Scrip

tures. “ God has commanded, and I must therefore obey."

It is this fact, which has particularly excited our apprehen

sions and dissatisfaction in relation to our author's theory . The

deductions of reason , the generalizations or abstractions of logic,

we are accustomed to regard with suspicion and jealousy, when

ever they conflict with , or are opposed by, any Scriptural facts, or

the plain truths of the Bible . " What it says on the subject of

holy obedience, andof subjection to the authority of moral law ,
in its familiar and incidental allusions and forms of expression,

we value infinitely more than all the reasonings and analyses of

the logician and metaphysician . Although the present view we

are taking of our author's theory does not immediately lead to it,

or call for it, yet we cannot withhold a few facts and references,

illustrative of the Scriptural style of speech on this subject. We

cannot divorce religion from revelation ; nor think that the au

thority of God's word resolves itself into the law which the rea

son imposes on itself ; nor that evangelical piety will even gain

anything by attempting to reduce its great facts and truths to the

principles of natural religion , or to illustrate and explain the

Gospel as a mere system of natural morality: God has distinctly

apprised us , that He will estimate and finally decide upon men's

character and conduct, by the actual respect which they shall

have paid to His will . Matt. 7 : 21 ; 12 : 50. His sovereignty as

a moral governor is asserted in the most explicit manner; and

for its exercise He will not be interrogated and judged by man.

Dan . 4 : 35 ; Rom . 9 : 19 ; Eph . 1 : 5 , 9 , 11. Hiswill or com

mand is referred to , as an abundantly sufficient rule of duty.

Exod. 8 : 27 ; 7 : 2 ; 18 : 23 ; 34 : 11 ; Num. 9 : 8 ; 24 : 13 ;

36 : 6 ; Deut. 4 : 2 ; 12:28 ; 7 : 11 ; 8 : 11 ; 10 : 13 ; 11 : 8,27 ;

30 : 8, 16 ; Jer. 9 : 4 ; Ezra, 7 : 23 ; Josh. 1 : 9 ; Ps. 119 : 4 ;

Jer. 50 : 21 ; Matt. 28 : 20 ; Mark, 7 : 9, 13 ; John , 15 : 14 ;
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2 Thess. 3 : 6, 12, & c. Even where reason can discern nothing

satisfactory, the will or command of God is referred to, both

as the rule and reason of duty, or submission .-Acts, 21 : 14 :

Eph , 6 : 5 , 7 ; John , 7 : 17. Obedience is made to consist in

the intelligent respect to the will of God . Rom . 12 : 2 :

Coll . 4 : 12 ; 1 Thess. 4 : 3 , 5 , 18 ; Heb. 10 : 36 : 1 Peter, 2 :

15 ; 3 : 17 ; 4 : 2, 19 ; Rom. 2 : 17 , 18 ; Coll. 1 : 9, 10 ; Luke,

12 : 47, 48 : Heb . 13 : 21 ; Rev. 17 : 17. These are but a few

examples. The Scriptures abound with them. Instructed as

Christian men and ministers from this source , we rest in the su

preme authority of God our moral governor, as a sufficient source

of moral obligation and reason for obedience . His greatness ,

goodness, power, and wisdom , as Creator, Benefactor, and Pre

server, and His rightful claim to us and all ours, as the sole legi

timate and supreme proprietor of the universe, we feel, afford,

both abundant and most satisfactory reasons and motives to yield

obedience to His will. Ninety -nine hundreths and more, who

have the light of the Gospel, and love the good word of God, as

the man of their counsel and light unto their feet, turn awaywith

dissatisfaction from metaphysical speculations here , and will not

allow themselves to be reasoned out of their just sense of moral

obligation, which they feel the will or law of God imposes. And

not a few such will be shocked at the bold and irreverent man

ner, to say the least , in which our author has expressed himself

on this subject. “ The will of God cannot be the foundation of

moral obligation in created moral agents.” “ The fundamental

reason why moral agents ought to act in conformity to the will of

God, is plainly not the will of God itself. The will of no being

can be law ." : Our author presumes to penetrate the workings

of the Divine mind, and logically to demonstrate the “ secret

things which belong unto the Lord . ” Regarding God himself

as equally “ a subject of moral obligation ” with the creature, he

attempts to estimate the reasons of His actions , making impossi

ble suppositions for argument's sake, which sometimes assume

the air and aspect of impiety and blasphemy, and would be so

regarded, were they the ordinary conceptions of men that make

no professions of religion. He virtually assumes that thehuman

mind may legitimately claim to sit in judgment on God's legisla

tion, remarking “ if the will of God be the foundation of moral

obligation, we have no standard by which to judge of the moral

character of His actions , and cannot know whether He is worthy

of praise or blame . He not only can change the nature of virtue
and vice , but has a right to do so-is not Himself a subject of

moral obligation, and has no moral character .”

Our author does, indeed, incidentally admit - but it is not with

p . 68. * p. 68. * p . 68 . * p . 68 .
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him pervadingand influential thought ,-- that the infinite excel

lence of God, His wisdom , benevolence, rectitude and other per

fections, which revelation has disclosed to us , influence and

give character to His legislation . Yet he expresses himself

often , in such way, as to make the impression on the reader, that

it is in some eternal constitution of things , apart from and inde

pendent of God's sovereign ordination we are to trace the reason

of His law, and not in himself — something “ back of His will

that is as binding upon Him , as upon His creatures.” How

irreverent is all this! And how unlike to the holy breathings of

the man whom God has held up to view in His word , as an

example for the imitation of all ages !

Abraham once undertook to plead with God, in reference to a

matter, in which, according to his limited andimperfect views,

he could not see the equity of the Divine procedure. “ Shall not

the judge of all the earth do right ??? But how deeply self

abased was he. What overpowering reverence and awful solem

nity affected him as he gave utterance in prayer, to the thought

implying his conviction , that God could not do wrong ? He pre

sumed not to sit in judgment and condemn the ways of God, al

though he could not understand the reason ofthe Divine severity,

in a procedure which shocked both his sensibilities and his un

derstanding. He was far from thus exalting his reason ; and its

promptings on the occasion , so far from being flippantly and

irreverently uttered , prostrated him in the deepest self-abasement

of spirit. And , as if God had intended for ever effectually to

rebuke, if not to cure such rash, irreverent presuming to sit in

judgment on His ways, as being inconsistent with the very na

ture of that faith and submission which He requires from his

believing and obedient children , He commanded Abraham to

slay as a sacrifice his only and dearly beloved son Isaac . Not

one solitary reason was given for his obedience to this precept.

On the contrary, abundant and anaswerable reasons could be

given against it. It was obviously a direct and most flagrant
violation of the moral law-an action immoral and infamous

among men . Yet did Abraham essay to perform it . He could

discern no other reason for his obedience than that “ thus the

Lord had commanded.” But this , to his mind , was sufficient

and overpowering. Beyond the will of God he presumed, not

for one moment to go in estimating his moral obligation.

This example of blind , unqualified obedience to the will of

God , has been exhibited to the admiring gaze of all generations.

Abraham has been extolled for his faith, which silenced reason.

His conduct has been pronounced worthy of imitation, in our

implicit and absolute obedience, notwithstanding infidel blas

phemers have undertaken to sit in judgment on this procedure

* p. 68. * Gen xviii, 25.
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of God, and impiously to censure it . Our author's positions
and logic would justify them in doing so . We cannot see how

the morality of Abraham's obedience, or his moral obligation in

the case , can be at all affirmed on his ethical principles. To

say, as he has done, that God's "“ command is necessarily

regarded by me as obligatory, not as an arbitrary requirement,

(he can mean nothing else by this language, than a requirement

resting exclusively on His will, withoutany reason obvious to

the creature), but as revealing infallibly the true means or con

cition of securing the great and ultimateend, which I am to will

for its intrinsic value," is but to beg the question ; for, admit

thatwe must, in any one case, take the command of God “

infallible proof that that which 'He commands is wise and bene

volent initself," then maywe, and ought we, to do so in all,

and to dismiss logic for His law , since our author says—" I

necessarily regard his commandment as wise and benevolent ;

and it is only because Iso regard it, that I affirm , or can affirm ,

my obligation to obey Him ." " Our author has not hesitated to

say, that we necessarily regard God's command, not only as
benevolent and wise “ in itself,” but as, in every instance,

6 commanded by Him for that reason ,” the thing commanded

being always, " in itself , ” wise and benevolent. This, cer

tainly, shuts up “ the reason ” to the will or law of God exclu

sively, and contradicts fact, as well as renders the author's whole

theory nugatory : Was Abraham's killing Isaac a thing in

itself ” wise and good ?—and did God “ command it for that

reason ?" If Abraham had been necessitated to believe it, he

would have been necessitated to believe what was not true ; and

had he reasoned according to the theory of our author, he had

rebelled outright against God, and claimed merit and virtue for

so doing. “ I necessarily regard God's commandment as wise

and benevolent; and it is only because I so regard it, that I

affirm , or can affirm , my obligation to obey him . " This is part

and parcel of my constitution . I cannot do otherwise. Should

He command me to choose as an ultimate end, or for its own

intrinsic value , that which my reason affirmed to be ofno intrinsic
value , (which is unquestionably the fact with regard to slaying

my son), I could not possibly affirm my obligation to obey Him .

Should He command me to do that which my reason affirmed to

be unwise and malevolent (and there can be nodenying that the

slaying in cool blood,of my own son, is such), it were impossible

for me to affirm my obligation to obeyHim ." " What would have

become of Abraham's faith and obedience to God, had he allowed

himself to consult the law imposed upon the creature by his own

reason or intelligence ? Our author's theory would have justified

his rebellion . But Abraham's ultimate choice was to please God .

The way to do so , he knew and felt, was by doingHis will

sp . 70
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obeying His command . He did not regard the slaying of Isaac

as a thing in itself wise and good - intrinsically valuable; but he

had the command of God ; he , therefore, looked no further, and

silenced all the objections of reason .

Our author does indeed throw in a qualifying word , when he

denies that the will of God is the foundation of moral obliga

tion ; but it seems to us more like a covert attack on the senti

ments of those who he condemns. It is the “ sovereign will of

God” ofwhich he speaks . By sovereign , he evidently means arbi

trary, capricious, will without reason, and seems to have a very

special dislike to the word. But this is not the meaning of the

word ; nor is it used by those whose theological views he espe

cially opposes, or indeed any who study precision, in this sense.

The sovereign will of God is His will expressed in the enact

ments of His supreme authority. This we claim to be , as well

the source of obligation, as the rule of duty, notwithstanding our
author pronounces it “ grossly inconsistent and nonsensical .”

The ultimate end is not always the chief end . The phrase is

ambiguous ; but the chief end of a moral creature , as the Bible

unequivocally teaches , ought ever to be to please God . Col. 1 :

9, 10 ; 1 Thess. 2 : 4 ; 1 John , 3 : 22. To do His will is the

way toplease Him. His law is the revelation or expression of

His will - His sovereign constitution ,-in other words, the rule

which He, in the exercise of His infinite wisdom and benevo

lence, has ordained, to direct us in seeking to accomplish the

great end of our being . The Assembly's Shorter Catechism has

well said , in answer to the first question, that “ the chief end of

man is to glorify God ,” &c . It is but what the apostle has said :

" Whether ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the

glory of God.” 1 Cor. 10 : 31. This is all plain , intelligible,

scriptural, and adapted to the common sense of men.

pleasure of God is the highest conceivable end. To go beyond

it and talk of the interests of the universe, and of moral law,

requiring us to will the well-being of God and of the universe,

as though the universe was something higherthan God , existing

independently and irrespectively of His will , who, as

explicitly told “ worketh all things after the counsel of His own

will ;" Éph. 1:11 , and who, in His sovereign will , ordained all

its relations, interests, adaptations, dependencies , and obliga

tions, is a vain, presumptuous attempt, as it seems to us , to ascend

above God, to be wise above what is written , and to erect a tri

bunal in the human mind , before which He and His ways must

be tried . It may suit the unbelieving philosopher, who exalts

reason , but is totally unbecoming in the theological professor,

who should ever be guided by a “ thus saith the Lord.”

Our author happily is too much under the habitual pressure of

this obligation, to bow with implicit, absolute, unqualified sub

Thegood

we are
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jectionto the will of God, not to acknowledge it. He admits,

that while reason does not regard,” as he says,

mand , as the foundation ofthe obligation to obey,” it does, and

ought to regard it “ as infallible proof that that which He com

mands is wise and benevolent in itself, and commanded by Him

for that reason ;" 1 of course, in every possible instance . As a

practical principle, therefore, our author's theoryamounts to little

ornothingof value . For he has himself to fall back upon the
will of God, and to acknowledge its use , importance, and neces

sity , in actually determining obligation, where the reasonable

ness and fitness of circumstances cannot be known by us,

and no other reason of obligation can be assigned than that it is

the will of God . The mischievous bearing and tendency of his

theory on many points of Christian doctrine and practice,

we shall have occasion hereafter to notice and develop. At

present we must enter our solemn and formal protest against it,

as rash and dangerous, and tending to lose men's sense of obli

gation to God as the great moral governor of the world.

We deem it unnecessary, to follow our author, through his ex

amination of different theories on the subject of the “ foundation of

moral obligation, ” in which self-interest, human happiness, utility,

right, the moral excellence ofGod, moral order, the nature and rela

tions of moral beings, and duty, have respectively an undue promi

nence given to them by their several advocates ,as though the one

idea met and solved all its phenomena. All things, then, have an

influence, in making up our estimate of those obligations, which

the law of God imposes, and may furnish motives to obedience.

But nothing, whatever, so well meets all the circumstances of

human nature, and its relations to , and dependence on God , as .

the plain common sense Bible view of the matter, which every

child can understand, and which has heretofore been regarded

orthodox ; viz :that we are obliged to obey, because God com

mands . His will must be the standard by which to judge whether

our actions are right or wrong. Wherever this is known by ex

plicit precept or declaration , there can be no dispute , no doubt

aboutour obligation in any case ; it is a self - evident truth—that

the will of a being infinitely wise , powerful and benevolent,

must deserve our unqualified respect, and unhesitating obedi

Where , however, it is not thus known, and other criteria

of virtue , which bring into view motives forming an essential

part of moral excellence, there the mind is too apt to act upon

them, as themselves the foundation of moral obligation . Happy

is it for us , that we have the Gospel , the pure word of God,

which will practically correct the errors of metaphysical theo

ries on this subject. Yet it is of no slight importance what is

the fundamental principle adopted . Some are more restricted ,

* p . 70.
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more pliant, more accommodating than others ; and the morality

of their advocates will thence take somewhat of its character.

The theory will affect the practice .

It was the distinguishing trait of excellence in our Savior's

moral character, that His leading and governing purpose , His

habitual ultimate aim or end , was to do the will of God .

came down from Heaven , ” said he, “ not to do his own will but

the will of Him that sent Him . " John, 6:38. “ It was His meat

to do the will of Him that sent Him ." John , 4:34 ; 5:30. As

we resemble Him will it be our chief end also. Paul found his

delight in doing the will of God . Rom. 7 : 22. Just as we

make it our chief aim or object, to please or glorify God by doing

His will , we include every other criterion of virtue, or rule of

duty that is reasonable and just. Both reason and conscience,
and the supposed tendency of actions, may in certain cases,

assist us in estimating, and furnish motives exciting to, moral obli

gation . But the will of God , in some way made known, is the

last point to which we must come , if we would judge whether

reason is correct or conscience ought to govern us .

The will or law of God affords the only universal and invaria

ble criterion of duty . We are not possessed of sufficient know

ledge and experience to judge, under all circumstances, of the
tendency of actions , or of their utility, much less of what the

good of the universe may demand, or even the public good . The

very dictates of conscience often vary in extent, in power, and

in correctness, through the influence of fashion, philosophy, igno

rance, example, prejudice, education , selfish interest, and public

opinion. But he who makes the good pleasure of God his ulti

mate aim , or takes His will or law to guide him into the know

ledge of the best and proper means of accomplishing it, has a

fixed principle, that will not bend to the reasonings of the phi

losopher, to the promptings of passion , to the authority of the

Church, to the dogmatism of the schools , or to the despotism of

public opinion . It is firm , steady, and immutable as is the will

of God. It is exalting, expanding, and ennobling in its influ

ence on the mind . It is , in an eminent degree, the safest guide ;

the rule which carries its own obligations ; that which the Scrip

tures everywhere commend and enforce ; and without which we

shall assuredly err and fail in a thousand cases , with regard to our

duty.

Our author has attempted to exalt the good of the universe in

cluding God, as our highest aim, and as inducing the ultimate

obligation. But we see, in so doing, that which is of very dan

gerous tendency in morals . It resembles, too much, if it be not

identical with , the mischievous element developedin Godwin's

Political Justice, and tends in its practical results to similar danger

ous applicationswhich were made of it. However specious , at first

sight, it may appear, to lay in it the foundation of moral obliga
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tion, it cannot fail, we think, to counteract the moral improve

ment of man, by checking it at its origin . It is a process of

logic that hardens the heart. It in effect founds universal be

nevolence on the ruin of limited charities. He that imposes on

himself with this abstraction or mere ideality , and makes the

sum and substance of moral obligation to consist in willing good

to God and to the universe, cannot fail to injure, if not eventu

ally destroy his sense of obligation , attaching to the near rela

tions of social life. For, if the highest good of the universe be

the ultimate aim to which morallaw obligates us , of course it

follows, that every individual exertion should be so directed , as

to produce the greatest possible amount of good to our species .

Hence it will follow , that should we have , in a given case,

power to save only one life, or to promote the happiness of but

one individual, we owe our exertions to the stranger whose use

fulness is much greater, and of more consequence to society , than

to our wife, child, parent or friend, as the case may be . Thus,

not only are the claims of self wholly excluded by the general

principle; but the promptings of nature, the very kindlings of

the passions and affections which God has implanted in us for

the better preservation and for the happiness of society, must be

extinguished. Thebeautiful order prescribed by the law of God,

which begins with the near relations and extends to those more

remote, becomes inverted ; and all the obligations growing out

of near relations, and in general, of limited social ties, must be

lost sight of, or merged in that of the public good. Beginning

with the near relations, and seeking to please God by doing good

to our fellow -men, as we are brought in contact with anyof our

species, piety and benevolence find opportunity for their offices,

and extend indefinitely. But seekingthe good of the universe ,

with this logical abstraction occupying the thoughts, the heart

is fortified against the impressions and motives to action , appro

priate to the relations of family, kindred, neighborhood and coun
try, and obligated to resist the impulse of anyand every generous

emotion , till the intellect has well considered what is the great

est economy, and best upon the whole. The question, in all

such cases, by which to estimate duty,according to this theory,

must not be, is he my father, child , relative, friend , neighbor or

benefactor, but which is the most worthy or worthless member

of society. What desolation may such a principle of moral obli

gation produce in the walks of social life ! The public good
becomes omnipotent — the Deity to be adored and obeyed . Not

only when private interest interferes with the good of the uni

verse must it be sacrificed; but the tenderest ties and all the obliga

tions of near relationship must be rent asunder. The limited

charities must give way, as being too selfish in their character,

whenever the public good demands the sacrifice.
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We admit that the conduct which the limited charities pre

scribe, must sometimes give way for that demanded by the gene

ral good . But who is to be the judge when they seem to con

flict ? Must we act in all cases regardless of their dictates ?

Certainly not. The law of God has settled that question , and

left no room for us to judge in the case, by imposing obligations

on us to respect the limited charities. General benevolence can

never be developed but through the medium of the limited affec

tions. Our author takes a fearful leap when he requires as the very

foundation of moral obligation , as the element of virtue, that we

will good to God and to the universe.

God's law requires us to love our neighbor as ourselves. Love
to others flows from their fountain . As the child learns to

distinguish objects around it, its parents, kindred , friends, ac

quaintances become the objects of the same sort of regard it

cherishes for itself. As it forms the desire to do good to some,

it learns to extend that desire to all . Such is the order of God's

constitution . The confined charities form too important a part

in the general system, to be on this account rejected as not being,

on the whole, safe guides. The neglect of them , and of the

obligations growing out of them, as must indubitably be the case ,

if we are to be determined in our estimate of moral obligation ,

by the greatest good of the universe would render human life

a matter of mere calculation , and often of very erroneous calcu
lation . The principle , if carried out , would utterly destroy so

ciety . The barbarities and butcheriesof the French Revolution

might all be justified upon this principle , as it certainly contribu

ted no little to suggest and sanction them . Every attempt to

make the highest good of the universe the paramount object of

pursuit, conceding to human reason a right of judgment in the

case, and its dictates supreme in the human breast, is to counter

act the essential laws of our nature, and drive the plough

share of ruin over all the bland, benignant charities of social

life, and the obligations arising out of the more limited

virtues. We should dread the diffusion and prevalence of

such principles and philosophy, as we would the pesti
lential vapor or the scalding flood. And we think that some

practical tendencies of thissort have, of late years , begun to

manifest themselves precisely in the wake of this metaphysical

morality . What means this ceaseless tendency to revolution in

churches ? This special hostility to the organization of those

that are Presbyterian ? This war proclaimed in certain quarters

against all who oppose the views of our author, deemed by him

self and others so essential to the greatest good ? Whence this

sundering of relations, and contempt of social obligations , and

the avowedpurpose to divide and scatter and destroy the churches

which stand in the way of its progress ? Whoso is wise may

understand these things ; and the prudent may observe them .
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We think we descry the elements of revolution at work , and

fear that the morality and theology of our author may be exert

ing, without his meaning it, a fearful and fatal influence toward

the ultimate subversion, in many churches, of the great cardinal

doctrines of the Gospel.

ARTICLE III .

ROMANISM AND BARBARISM.

By Rev. HENRY P. Tappar, D.D., New York .

Barbarism the First Danger ; a Discourse for Home Missions.

By HORACE BUSHNELL,Pastor of the North Church, Hartford,

Conn.

The destiny of our countryis a great problem, and one in

which every Christian and philanthropist must be interested.

The extent of territory, the rapidly increasing population, the

extensive and important commercial relations, the vast accumu

lation of wealth , the political and religious institutions, form a

power for good or evil , whose effects cannot be limited to this

continent, if they do not extend to the whole human race .

Those are poor philosophers, and, certainly not good Christians,

who compute national destinies in the spirit of narrow , national

competitions ; and who cannot see that the well-being of

each separate nation is connected with the well-being of all

nations ; that if France did not lie on the other side of the Chan

nel, the entire history and condition of England would he chang

ed , and that the extinction of America would deprive her of the

noblest field for the spread of her race , her literature , her laws

and her religion . If an ambitious Pleiad would blot out one of

its sisters , the light and influence of the lost star will be with

drawn from the spheres of all the others, and the ambitious

Pleiad will be no brighter, or more powerful, because there is a

vacant spot in the heavens.

The destiny of our country ! Why should we attempt to solve

this problem ?

Our aim is to see the pointto which we are tending, that if the

destiny a head , under the action of present elements, be not such
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ARTICLE I.

INFLUENCE OF COLLEGES, ESPECIALLY ON WEST

ERN EDUCATION AND CIVILIZATION .

By Rev. CHARLES WHITE, D.D. , President of Wabash College , Indiana.

All who have become acquainted with American society,

have observed that its most marked feature, is restless activity.

Enterprise is more characteristic of us than a high civilization ;

a passion for the glitter and parade of wealth, more than a

tendency to substantial, unostentatious investments and solid

comforts. It has now become a universal statement and opinion ,

that a spirit of adventure and advancement, as also an actual

forward and ascending movement, are no where in the country

more apparent than in the Valley of the Mississippi . This

ardor and progress, as is always the fact in new countries,
respect the physical more than the intellectual ; fortunes and

honors morethan facilities of knowledge and achievements of

mind . All education is in a depressed condition. A large

proportion of the population remains far below the highest and

best forms of civilization. There is , however, at the present

time, a very general and a very determined purpose on the part

of the West to emerge, intellectually and morally, and place
itself, at least on a level with the best educated and best ordered

communities.

It will be the object of this discussion, to exhibit the capable

influence of Western Colleges in assisting the existing auspicious

movement in behalf of education and a superior civilization .

I. These Literary Institutions are peculiarly fitted and re

sponsible for the introduction into the country, of a sound and

thorough scholarship .

THIRD SERIES, VOL. IV . NO. 3 . 1
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dients and agencies are a fit and fair image to us of the elements

and influences which Western Colleges are to aid in furnishing

to the multitudes of intelligences, which shall struggle and grow ,

and thrill and rise and labor, upon this vast intellectual and moral

theatre. It were better that our lakes were emptied into the sea,

our railroads torn up, our rivers and canals left dry, our prairies

turned to sterility, our bland clime changed into Northern rigors,

than that our Colleges should be either extinguished or neglected .

Our beautiful land, reposing between grand mountain ranges,

would become as the valley of the shadow of death ! The

adversary would spread out his hand upon all her pleasant things.

The Lord cover her with a cloud ; in his anger cast down to the

earth her beauty, and make her altars desolate.

Western Institutions of learning should enlarge and enrich

themselves , for influence and accomplishment, with an energy

and enthusiasm commensurate with the greatness and value of

the service allotted to them. The West should cherish liberally

her Colleges, as noble sources of her life, her honor, her useful

ness. May she ever have those which are worthy of her con
fidence and her love !

ARTICLE II.

REVIEW OF FINNEY'S THEOLOGY.

By Rev. GEORGE DUFFIELD, D. D., Pastor of First Presbyterian Church of Detroit, Mich .

Lectures on Systematic Theology, embracing Lectures on Moral

Government, together with Atonement, Moral and Physical

Depravity, Regeneration, Philosophical Theories, and Evidences

ofRegeneration. ByRev. C. G.FINNEY, Professor of Theolo

gy in the Oberlin Collegiate Institute.

The proper office of philosophy is to explain facts. In matters

of religion, its functions have sometimes beendeemed both legiti

mate and necessary. Its influence and bearing upon the great

cardinal doctrines of Revelation, as matter ofhistory, is a subject

of great interest. To examine and trace them, is an exercise

attended with much profit. But it would require an entire life

spent in study, by one of keen discrimination, and under circum

stances propitious to investigation, to do the subject justice.
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Amid the incessant cares and labors of active pastoral vocations,

we feel almost afraid to make an effort for the purpose of exposing

the difference between faith and philosophy . Yet is it essential

to a faithful review of the two volumes already published, of the

work whose title is given in the caption of this article .

In a former article, this subject has been adverted to , and a

radical distinction has been taken between the facts revealed in

the Bible as matters of faith, and the doctrines of Theology

founded on or inferred from them . Wehave often wished,that

some learned master Theologian, imbued with the spirit of faith ,

would unfold the manner in which metaphysical notions, defini

tions, and philosophical explanations , of the great cardinal facts

of the gospel of the grace of God , have in different ages affected

men's minds, in apprehending and exhibiting them . With the

bearing of the Gnostic philosophyon Christianity, and its influence

in the early ages of the Christian church, in developing the

germs of popery, till expanded in the great anti-christian apostasy,

those who have studied history and consulted the patristic writings

cannot be ignorant. Thecontroversies between Augustine and

Pelagius, and between Calvinists and Armenians, furnish us

striking illustrations of the manners in which the mind may be

beguiled from the simplicity of faith . We fear that the author

of the work on Systematic Theology, now under review, will be

found , unintentionally and unconsciously to have “erred from the

faith , through the influence of a favorite philosophy, assumedas

hisguide and infallibleinterpreter of the lively Oracles of God.

What that philosophy is, with its application to the great

questions of the nature and foundation ofmoral obligation, has

been unfolded, in a former article, to the reader's attention. Its

Theological applications possess great importance, having been

elaborated into a system of subtle and dangerous error,subversive

of the gospel of our salvation , since that article was prepared .

Another volume has been published by our author, in which

those applications are more studiously and extensively made,

and his Theological system worked into shape, by his philosophy

of what our author has himself styled , “ the dogma of a necessi

tated will ; by assuming which ," he says, “ ail the practical

doctrines of Christianity have been embarrassed and perverted.”

The doctrines which are 10 pass through the alembic of his

philosophy, are moral depravity, ability and inability , justification

before God, regeneration , santification , perfection and their

cognate and correlate truths . Our decided conviction is, that

our author, neither in his own mind, nor in his teachings , has

drawn the line of distinction between what is revealed to us as

matter of fact, upon the simple veracity and authority of God's

word, and what is man's addition , made in the exercise of his

own wisdom , by metaphysical and psychological assumptions
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and definitions, or philosophical solutions of the mysteries of

revelation . The reader will excuse us for adding somewhat on

this point, inasmuch as it is necessary, alike to prevent ourselves

from being misapprehended, and to correct what our author, in

common with a large class of Theologians, seems to have assumed .

In the preface to his third volume, he says, “ I have not yet

been able to stereotype my theological views, and have ceased

ever to expect to doso . The idea is preposterous. None but
an Omniscient mind can continue to maintain a precise identity

of views and opinions." True, most true, in so far as human

reasonings and matters of mere opinion areconcerned. How

important, therefore, that, in the incessant fluctuations of the

human mind, there should be found, in matters of eternal mo

ment, some solid and immutable rock, on which we may cast

anchor and feel safe ! This we have alone in the Word of God,

received as the rule and reason or foundation of faith .

The oracles of God, disclosing the “ mystery of godliness,"

have been committed to the Church of the living God, the

pillar and ground of truth ” -not for her ministry exclusively ,

nor for her authoritative and infallible exposition — but for pre

servation, circulation , and the use of all her members. They

are, like God Himself, eternal and immutable. Thence we

derive the true knowledge of Himself, and of the way of sal

vation through Jesus Christ. From no other source can it

originally be obtained by erring mortals. In this respect, the

men of one age have no advantage over another. What God

says to us in His Word, He has said to our fathers, and to the

generations before us, from the days of the Apostles down through

every age. The veriest child need not err here, in any essential

matter . The great facts and mysteries of redemption are not

communicated as abstractions, but as simple narrative . Abstrac

tions may suit the philosopher ; narrative is adapted to the child,

whose faith is not so likely to err as are the reasonings of the

philosopher. The philosopher must come down to the level of

the child, and believe with the same simple docile confidence, in

the unerring testimony of God, if he would enter the kingdom

of Heaven.

Science and philosophy are not essential to the apprehension of

truth by faith ; nor are they its exponents. To affirm that they

are, is to give vantageground , which never should be yielded to

Papists, Puseyites, High -Churchmen, rationalistic divines, and

allwho authoritatively prescribe their dogmas for our credence.

For if these things are important and essential in the exposition

of the Scriptures, and the common sense reader is to be led and

instructed by them, in his knowledge of the mind and will of

God, the argument certainly will lie greatly in favor of the Church

* Finney's Syst. Theol., Vol. III. , p . iii . Matt. xviii., 3.
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-the council of her clergy , her great lights, her theological doc
tors. Not to expositors outside, but within the church, would

we most naturally look. Here or in some concentrated Head ,

having the wisdom and authority of all, would infallibility most

readily be placed . The common sense of mankind teaches them ,

that an ever fluctuating will or standard of opinion , will leave

them subject to the strifes and disputes, the errors and imposi

tions of every would -be Pope . Our author affirms , that no

theologian should be afraid to change his views, his language , or

his practice, in conformity with increasing light ! ' “ Should I

refuse or fail to do this, I should need to blush for my folly and

inconsistency , for I say again, that true Christian consistency

implies progress in knowledge and holiness, and such changes in

theory and practice , as are demanded by increasing light.” As

to points in faith , this is heresy of most dangerous character.
The reverse is the Bible's account of this matter.

Having ascertained what God testifies, and thence learned and

believed the facts, a change of views is unbelief. It is no

more allowable for us to alter our belief, under such circum

stances, than it is possible to change the facts. The faith of

the child of God at this day, is , as far as it goes, the same with

the apostle's. Here there neither is nor can be improvement,

except in extending our knowledge of what God has testified,

and in increasing our faith . But having once ascertained what

God says, it is at our infinite peril that we dare to differ from

Him , or alter, or modify our views as to the fact. He does not

mean one thing this age and another the next - one thing to -day
and another to-morrow. His word, unlike the opinions and phi

losophy of men , abideth for ever. « The counsel of the Lord that

shall stand. “ The testimony of the Lord is sure." Eternal and

immutable like Himself is His Word. The Scriptural theologian

is mainly concerned to know what is to be believed on that

ground. This done, he must set it forth - not on human authority,

not by the force of logical reasonings , nor by the explanations of

philosophy — but from the ipse Dixit of Jehovah. His only and

all sufficient argument, or reason for faith, is the same with the

prophet's and apostle's : “ Thus saith the Lord ; " “ Thus hath

Jehovah said .”

It is on this foundation alone, that the churches of the Refor

mation framed and claimed respect for their creeds or Confessions

of Faith . They are of value and authority only as they set forth

the facts or truths made known in the Scriptures. The West

minster Confession of Faith, as adopted by the Presbyterian

churches in these United States , and as approved by the great

body of New England Congregationalists, is but a summary of

what those, who adopt them , believe to be the doctrines of the

· Vol. III . p. 4. Ps . xix. 7.

THIRD SERIES, vol. IV . NO. 3. 3
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Bible on the various topics therein stated, or, in general, “ the

system of doctrine taught in the sacred Scriptures. They were

not originally sent forth , by the Assembly of Divines who framed

or systematized them ; nor are they now adopted by the Ministers,

Elders and Deacons at their ordination, or admission to office in

Presbyterian churches , as the decretals or canons of the church,

possessing any right to dictate the faith ; nor as the prescriptions

and dogmas of those invested with any inspired , oracular or

divine, transmitted authority, to require the adoption of this or

the other sentiment or opinion , and to make rules for the con

sciences of men. They are but the public avowal , made by the

ministers, officersand members of the churches embracing them ,

of what they believe to be the truths affirmed in thesacred

Scriptures.

We had supposed that this was well enough understood; and

that no man would think of entering the Presbyterian church,

and of making the profession of faith which is done at ordination

or admission to a Presbytery, who did not, as the result of his

careful examination and comparison with the Word of God , sin

cerely and cordially adopt these formulas as the exponents of his

own faith . If, afteran examination of its doctrines, a man can

not affirm that he believes the Confession of Faith to contain the

system of doctrine taught in the sacred Scriptures, and sincerely

and cordially adopt itas such, it certainly betrays the want of

moral honesty, to say the least, for him to receiveordination and

be installed as pastor, or be employed to labor, as stated supply,

in a Presbyterian church. Wecannot express ourselves in lan

guage too strong, condemning such conduct. It was, therefore,

both a matter of surprise and grief to us, to read the following

impassioned remarks of our author,reprobatingand denouncing
6 the form of sound words,” which he once professed to receive

and adopt as the confession of his faith .

“Hundreds of years since, when intellectual and moral science

was a wilderness,(!!) an assembly of divines as they are called ,

affecting to cast off popery, undertook to stereotype the theology

of the church , and to think for all future generations, thus

making themselves popes in perpetuum . Every uninspired

attempt to frame for the church an authoritative standard of

opinion , which shall be regarded as an unquestionable exposition

of the Word of God, is not only impious in itself, but it is also a

tacit assumption of the fundamental dogma of papacy. The

assembly of divines did more than to assume the necessity of a

pope to give law to the opinions of men ; they assumed to create

animmortal one, or rather to embalm their own creed and preserve

it as the pope of all generations. That the instrument framed by

that assembly, should in the nineteenth century, be recognized as

the standard of the church, or of an intelligent branch of it, is not
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only amazing, but I must say, that it is highly ridiculous. It is

as absurd in theology as it would be in any other branch of science,

and as injurious and stultifying as it is absurd and ridiculous. It

is better to have a living than a dead pope. If we must have an

authoritative expounder of the Word of God, let us have a living

one so as not to preclude the hope of improvement. “ A living

dog is better than a dead lion ;' so a living pope is better than a

dead and stereotyped confession of faith that holds all men to

subscribe to its unalterable dogmas and its unvarying terminology.

Whether this was ever intended by its authors or not, such is the

use made of the instrument in question."

All this is well understood . The impassioned tone of these

remarks is even worse than the remarks themselves, and will not

fail to make its unfavorable impression on the mind of every sober

and dispassionate reader. Whatever our author believed, when a

minister of the Presbyterian church , doubtless he did not know

ingly hold and teach doctrines which he judged to be inconsis

tent with the system taught in its confession of faith . A change,

however, has since come over his vision . He now claims to have

received superior light, and demands the renunciation and repro

bation of the symbols of the church, of which he once was an

honored and beloved minister. Thespirit of denunciation breathed

in the above extract , shows how widely he has departed from the

faith he once held in common with the Presbyterian church.

He has assumed a solemn and fearful responsibility, and having

avowed his reasons for so doing, has brought into notice a system

of theology so essentially at variance, in all its leading features,

with the Evangelical faith embodied in the Westminster Confes

sion , that heis compelled to treat it with unmitigated scorn and

contempt. He has thus made an issue for himself and the entire

Presbyterian church , and on it demands investigation, whether

those who adopt its confession or himself are nearest to the truth ,

Neither he nor his followers, therefore , should wonder if they

are regarded with distrust, and the right hand of fellowship with

drawn from them. He has placed himself in a hostile attitude,

and courts the acquittal and approbation of public opinion . His

appeals, however, are not made directly to the Bible ; but to

modernprogress in theology, to the increasing light of moral and

intellectual science , ” as umpire to decide between himself and

the brethren and churches henow denounces. The Westminster

Assembly of Divines, the heroes of the glorious Reformation, the

fathers of our American churches and their noble sons, the

Edwards and Bellamys, and Hopkins, the Tenants and Davises,

and Wetherspoons, and other great lights of this continent, were

but dim twinkling tapers, obscured with the murky clouds, or

* III , pref. iii., iv.
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lost in the wilderness,” of a false philosophy. Against all this

we enter our solemn protest .

The appeal, in this issue , must be “ to the law and to the

testimony ; if they speak not according to this word, it is because

there is no light in them .” In so far as biblical facts are con

cerned , that is, God's statement of what man is to believe, the

progress of Theology must be, in extending the knowledge of

those facts by the study, not of philosophy but of the sacred

Scriptures ; metaphysical reasonings and philosophy, can never
originate a solitary truth for the apprehension of faith . Science

may indeed aid us in discerning the bearing and reach , the power

and value of faith . It may greatly embolden us in meeting and

repelling the objections of infidels, and in exposingthe fallacy of

many of their deductions who reject the Word ofGod. It may

invigorate our own minds, and furnish us abundant and admirable

illustrations for the confirmation of our faith . But it cannot

bring to light, or demonstrate one new truth pertaining to the

being, nature, personal subsistences, character and providence of

God , the moral character, condition and relation of man as

His rational creature and as regarded by Him,—the person , work,

natures and offices of Jesus Christ,—the way of justification

through His blood and righteousness by faith alone without the

deeds of the law , —the deity, personality , mission and work of

the Holy Spirit,—the regeneration, sanctification, redemp

tion , filial relation and resurrection of the believer, and which is

not to be found in the Scriptures . It may aid us also in

presenting the truths of faith more vividly to the minds of others,

and in fixing and deepening their impressions; but even here,

attempts of this sort , often do but enfeeble and obscure. It is

not because of its own intrinsic worth, but because of the great

array of knowledge and of the almost endless expositions of

philosophy in ever varying phase, that science possesses much of

its value to the theologian, nor because it has ever actually

imparted a new truth to faith . What new truths to faith , have

all the theories and reasonings of Bacon , Locke, Reed , Stuart,

Brown , Coleridge , Kant, Cousin, or the innumerable host of

metaphysical writers, ever produced ? The plain unsophisticated

reader and student of his Bible, yea , the child that has learned

his shorter Catechism and been led byit to the Word of God, and

has apprehended the great truths of faith as drawn from this

source , and set forth inthat form of sound words, concerning the

being and perfections of God , the guilt , fall, condemnation and

ruin of man , the person , history, work and offices of Christ , as

the great Author of eternal redemption, and such like, has thence

obtained a much more vivid idea of Bible truth , than if he had

studied the discourses of all these and hosts of other philosophers.

1 Isaiah 8 : 20.
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In so saying, we mean not to pour contempt on science and

metaphysical philosophy . On the contrary let them be cherished

and cultivated ; but let them be taught their proper place .

When God speaks, man is bound to believe ; for the very simple

reason, that He can neither deceive others nor be deceived Him

self. All that He affirras is truth irrefragable and immutable.

We are not to suspend our faith, till scienceand philosophy come

in to confirm His statements, or explain to us what He means.

He addresses us in His Word, mainly in the language of common

sense, and in all matters of doubt and difficulty ; where His

meaning is not at once obvious, the Bible is to be its own inter

preter. In things essential, the word of God is so plain , that the

way -faring man , though a fool, need not err therein . Any

explanations of facts or expositions of Bible truth , that God has

not Himself given in the Scriptures, let them come from

what source they may, can have no authoritative power over our

faith . Astronomy, by its marvellous and astounding discoveries ,

may overwhelm us with ideas of the immensity of the Universe,

and of the inconceivable antiquity of the stellar hosts, sweeping

in their vast cycles of incomprehensible duration , and may thus

assist us in swelling our conception of the infinite majesty,

power and resources of God our Creator, and of His wisdom,

care and incessant energy as our Preserver. But it does not, in

the least degree, change the facts presented to our faith, that

Jesus Christ made and preserves them all , and that for His glory

they are and were created . ' Geology, too , may boast of its discove

ries, and discourse to us most learnedly of the structure and

stratifications of our globe , of the pregnant and violent convul

sions it has been thrown into by its own internal fires, of the

fossiliferous rocks which have entombed whole genera of

animals, etc. , that existed anterior to man , of the inferior races

that have flourished and perished, and prepared the way for him,

of the great changes in climate, and in the constitution of the

atmosphere that have wrought in it, of the various other phenomena

which indicate the great antiquity of the earth , and of the convul

sions to which it yet is destined . But these things cannot effect, in

the least degree our faith, as to the fact that, “ in the beginning, God

created the heavens and the earth ,” &c, or the divine promise

and covenant, that “ neither shall all flesh be cut off any more

by the waters of a flood ; neither shall there any more be a flood

to destroy the earth .”

Equally incapable is metaphysical philosophy or moral science ,

by any of its discoveries, to present to our faith any new truth , or

anything incompatible with the revelations of the Bible . It may
indeed introduce and sanction terms and phrases, whose import

shall vary greatly, from one age to another, and as used by one
* Col. 1:16. Gen, 1: 1 , 2. > Gen. 9 : 2 .
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school and another, according to the psycological opinions preva

lent ; and it may define with frequent changes, the different terms of

holy writ, in which God addresses himself to man, and thus make

the Bible appear to speak in one age , what it did not in another .

As for example, it may define life and law, power and faith ,

repentance and sin , understanding, reason , conscience and other

“ terminology” of the Bible, and by these means make various

passages to change their meaning, and having done so , pronounce

these things, discoveries in Theology. But against any such

attempts to transmute the facts ofScripture and to pervert our faith,

we solemnly protest.

It is precisely through this channel, that error has always

entered . It is not to the schools ; nor to this or the other philo

sophical divine or expositor of the Bible, that we are to appeal

for definitions. It pertains not to tradition, to the church , to

science or to philosophy, to furnish the glasses through which

we are to read the Wordof God, neither telescope nor microscope

of human invention is here needed . The language of revelation

is to be received and understood , in the sense in which God

Himself used it . To ascertain this we must let God explain.

As we compare spiritual things with spiritual , and let one part

of Scripturethrow light upon the other , can we, alone, arrive at

the accurate knowledge ofthe truth ; neither reason nor conscience

possesses here original authority. Nor can any system ofTheology,

boast as it may,of its lucidus ordo in arrangement, of its admirable

definitions, of its' psycological refinement, of its philosophical

accuracy , of its advancement in science , and of its new and bril

liant light and nomenclature , legitimately assume to present the

facts of Scripture, authoritatively to our faith, other than as does

the Scripture itself.

Amidthe lumber of ages and the dark clouds of metaphysical

philosophy, which have enshrouded the Divine Word, we may

sometimes find it difficult, and need a knowledge of what is , in

itself, of little value,and of no authority, toseparate between the

precious and the vile , “ the good seed of the word ,” and the

chaff -- admixture of error — to determine what is the truth, as God

has spoken it, and what is man's addition or transmutation.

Hence has originated much of the labor , embarrassment and diffi

culty of exposition. Could we brush away the philosophy of

ages, and come to the Bible, in the simple unadulterated import

of its language, as God Himself expounds it, we should find that

far less of this is needed than is wont to be imagined . The

most vigilant and careful of us, are in danger of erring here, and

of using Bible terms , not as God explains or defines them , but in

the sense of our particular philosophy .

We object not to such exposition, provided we can fully dis

tinguished between faith and philosophy, and do not ignorantly
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and unconsciously pass off as Bible truth, what is the addition of

our philosophy, or averthe meaning of God's statement to be

identical withthe complexion given to it by our psycological
notions or metaphysical assumptions. So far as faith is concern

ed , it may sometimes prove a bliss to be ignorant of the endless
contradictions of the schools. The plain common senseunsophisti

cated reader of the Bible, yea , even the simple docile child is more

likely toapprehend its proper meaning than the erudite philosopher.

The pride, contradictions and endless disputes amongthe men of
science and wisdom, do not embarrass the child . No forest of

perplexity must needs be first traversed ; nor clouds of mist and

darkness penetrated ; nor labyrinth of errors previously traced .

From themazes of philosophy we instantly escape, the moment

we are content to receive, as little children , the facts reported by
God , “ upon His exclusive testimony. It swelled the holy

bosom of our adorable Redeemer with joyous exultation , that

neither science nor philosophy were necessary, to the saving

apprehension of the truth . Indeed it was the only thought

during his sorrowful life, which seemed to take possession of His

mind , and fill it with overflowing delight. “ I thank thee, ”

exclaimed He, “ O Father, Lord of Heaven and earth , because

thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and hast

revealed them unto babes. '

The apostle Paul has utterly disdained the position of our

author on this subject, and borne his testimony against it, so

pointedly, that we are greatly surprised at the boldness with

which the claim is urged for the application of reason in the

explanation of the facts of Revealed Theology." And I, brethren,

when I came to you, came not with excellency of speech or of

wisdom , declaring unto you the testimony of God.” “ My

speech and my preaching was not with enticing words of men's

wisdom, but in demonstration of the spirit and of power, that

your faith should not stand in the wisdom of men . ” We speak

not in the words which man's wisdom teacheth, but which the

Holy Ghost teacheth, comparing spiritual things with spiritual."

“ I certify you, brethren, that the gospel which was preached of
me is not after man . For I neither received it of man, neither

was I taught it , but by the Revelation of Jesus Christ.”

Theology, as a science , has assumed endless cameleon hues.

He that would be erudite here , must inake himself acquainted

with the philosophy by which Arians and Socinians, Pelagians

and Semi-Pelagians, Manicheans and Mystics, Nominalists and

Realists, Papists and Unitarians, Arminians, Antinomians and

Calvinists , both Supra and Sublapsarians, and others, have

excogitated their systems. We object not to study and erudition
of this sort . On the contrary, we feel it, on some accounts, to

mat. XI, 25. * F . Sys. Vol . II , p . 40 . 31 Cor. 2 : 4, 5 , 13. •Gal. 2:11, 12.
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be very desirable, and have sometimes hoped, that somewhose

time and opportunities, whose station and vocation, as Biblical

Professors, afford them facilities for it , would give us a regular

history of theological science, shaped as it has been by the ever

fluctuating philosophy of ages , and trace also the grand, impor

tant and radical distinctions between its dogmas and faith. The

historian who shall himself be embued deeply with the spirit of

faith , and have imbibed, from the pure fountain of the Word of

God , the revelations of Jesus Christ, as well as studied fully the

progressive theology of real opinions — who will make the Bible

his chart, and mark the channels of revealed truth , running down

from age to age , while he projects the numerous shoals and quick

sands , deposits and sunken rocks of error and philosophy in

dogmatic theology—will render true service to the cause of evan

gelical religion . We need to be admonished continually, of the

danger of erring, when, in the study of theological opinions , we

are beguiled by natural, metaphysical, dogmatic, polemic, pasto

ral , or any other scientific systematic Theology, from the sim

plicity of Faith . How important, therefore, is the charge, and
how often should we feel it pressed on our hearts and consciences,

as by the voice of God, which Paul addressed to his beloved

pupil, “ O , Timothy, keep that which is committed to thy trust,

avoiding profane and vain babblings , and oppositions of science,

falsely so called ; which some professing, have erred concerning
the faith . "

The reader will excuse this digression , when he reflects that

here lies the ground on which our author must be met, and that

here only are found the tests by which we shall be able to judge

whether he is right or wrong . If metaphysics and philosophy

are to be the umpire, he may, as he does, claim his own to be

superior to allothers. Butif faith is tobe the arbiter - which

will not , for one moment, be questioned by any friend of evangel

ical religion—then , whatever may be the philosophy, and how

ever we may think to be in advance of all before us in theological

science , those philosophical and metaphysical views, that place

us in opposition to the plain facts revealed in the Scriptures, that

is, to any cardinal, evangelical truth, must be at once abandoned
as proved, ipso facto, to be both erroneous and criminal . Our

author has invited and urged examination ; that , as he says,

“ before I die , I may see whatever serious errors I may hold in

theology, and correct them , if the Lord will,” desiring, " to sub

ject them to the fullest criticism , that whatever is wrong in them

may bethoroughly sifted out. " 2

It is from no love of controversy ; nor because we have any

feeling congenial with those impertinent talkers and writers,

11 Tim ., 6 : 20 . Vol. III . , p . v .
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who must have controversy, ” that we presume to undertake this

review ; but because we are filled with uneasiness and alarm , in

beholding a brother beloved, and once honored, both of God and

man, as we verily thought , beguiled from the simplicity of faith ,

and brought, through the seductions of his philosophy, to per

vert , yea, discard , some of the essential truths of the gospel of

the grace of God, and to make open war upon the entire system

of doctrine which he once professedly held, in common with us,

as set forth in the Confession of Faith . How philosophy, by its

assumptions and definitions, can do this thing, and utterly extin

guishthe light, life and power of the gospel, rendering the Scrip

tures but a dead letter, none can be at a loss to perceive , who will

read attentively the Catechism of the Council of Trent. With

much parade of Scripture , and apparent showof zeal for purity

of doctrine and life, has Popery wrested and obscured the whole

gospel of salvation by grace ; rejected the precious truth of jus

tification through the righteousness of Christ, by faith alone ;

and substituted for it , itsown enslaving and soul -destroying sys

tem of personal holiness , as the foundation of acceptance with

God ; or, in other words, taught the conduciveness of human

works to justification in His sight . If our author has not reared

a system, as truly subversive of the same precious gospel , we

shall be happy to be corrected , and rejoice to know that his

philosophy has not turned him aside from the pillar and ground

of truth - the great foundation of a sinner's hope. But, regarding

it as fatal error , yea , blasphemy itself, on any pretext whatever,

to associate with the righteousness ofJesus Christ , human works

or obedience , as the ground of justification before God , we feel

bound , by the love of Christ, and of His truth , stronger than

any other love , to endeavor to guard against what appears to us

to be the subtle influence of his claimed discovery, of a philoso

phy of a free will , which he places in contradistinction from what

he calls a necessitated will, and which , he has plainly told us,

has, through Edwards, and the hosts of Scottish and New Eng

land divines , embarrassed and perverted the practical doctrines of

Christianity. He Himself has made the issue. Neither Popery

nor Unitarianism ever made one more explicit and direct .

We give the first andchief place to the grand evangelical truth

of justification before God , by faith alone, through the blood and

righteousness of Jesus Christ, well and truly pronounced by

Luther to be, Articulus stantis aut cadentis ecclesiæ. This doc

trine is set forth in the Westminster Confession of Faith : still

better in theSaybrook Platform , which we receive and believe,

not as “ authoritative expounders ,” but as being in full accor

dance with the sacred Scriptures. We have yet to learn , although

at the risk of being pronounced by our author, “ highly ridicu
Vol . Il . , p . vi .
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lous,” that there is anything absurd in theology ,” or unscrip

tural in the views of this subject, set forth in these admirable

Confessions of Faith . In common with our brethren, we have

adopted them , after careful examination and study, not as a form

to gain admission to a church, or to receive ordination and settle

ment, but from full and cordial conviction of truth . To insinu

ate the charge of insincerity against “ New School Presbyterians”

adopting them, is, to say the least, in excessive bad taste . But

to attempt to establish that charge, first by putting an improper

Antinomian construction on the doctrines of the Confession - a

construction disownedand abhorred — and then by affirming, that

that construction unfolds their only fair and valid meaning, and

thence, by inferring, that there must be insincerity on the part of

those adopting them , who so disown and abhor the alleged mean

ing, betrays a spirit of uncharitableness, to say nothing of the

sophistry , deserving the severest reprehension . This has been

done at Oberlin recently ; but it comes with very bad grace from

those, who, were the same rule of judgment to be applied to

themselves, would be proved to haveacted hypocritically at their

ordination, and to have lived in hypocrisy,bycontinuing for years

to profess attachment to doctrines which they now say, are Anti

nomian, and nothing else, and which they never did believe.

Constructive accusations and insinuations of this sort, sometimes

rebound with killing power on those who make them .

On the subject of a sinner's justification before God, the testi

mony of the apostle Paul is both ample and decisive. His lan

guage is very plain and explicit. " A man is not justified by
the works of the law, but by the faith of Jesus Christ." That

we have not misapprehended his meaning, might be shown by

the testimony ofa long line of eminently devoted and useful re

formers and ministers of Jesus Christ . To start with the Refor

mation, Luther says, “ We are delivered from sin , justified and

made inheritors of everlasting life, not for any of our own works

and deserts, but for our faith , whereby we lay hold on Christ .” .

His own account of his experimental apprehension and use of

this glorious truth deserves attention.

“ Though, as a monk , I was holy and irreproachable,"
“ my conscience was still filled with trouble and torment. I could

not endure the expression -- the righteous justice of God. I did

not love that just and holy Being, who punishes sinners. I felt

a secret anger against Him ; I hated Him, because, not satisfied

with terrifying by His law, and by the miseries of life, poor crea

tures, already ruined by original sin , He aggravated our sufferings

by the gospel. But when, by the Spirit of God , I understood

these words — when I learned how the justification of the sinner

proceeds from God's mere mercy by theway of faith — then I felt

Gal., 2:16 .

says he,

* Luther's Commentary on Galatians, p. 122 .
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2
myself born againas a new man , and I entered by an open door,

into the very paradise of God.”

It was not as a theological abstraction , or scientific discovery,

but as a living truth - a glorious fact which shed its benign and

blissful influence over his whole future life - that Luther appre

hended this fundamental point of the Christian faith . He im

bibed it from the living fountain of eternal truth itself, ebullient

in the Word of God. It became the means of his regeneration ,,

and lifted him up from the deep degradation of his superstition

and bondage. Just as this precious truth has shed its clear and

brilliant light upon a people, has it transformed their character

and taught them true rational liberty. No wonder that it became

the watchword of the Reformation ,and the tocsin of alarm to the

supporters and slaves of Papal tyranny and oppression .

In all the writings of the early Reformers, it holds a conspicuous

place . Calvin says, “ We obtain justification before God solely

by the intervention of the righteousness of Christ. For he must

certainly be destitute of all righteousness of his own, who is

taught to seek a righteousness out of himself. This is most

clearly asserted by the apostle, when he says, “ He hath made

Him to be sin for us,' & c. We see that our righteousness isnot
in ourselves , but in Christ , and that all our title to it rests solely

in our being partakers of Christ." Witsius expresses himself

very plainly, also : “ In locum perfectæ obedientiæ , quam lex ad

justificationem postularet, evangelium non substituit nostram

fidem , sed Christi obedientiam , qua jus legis impletum est.”

“ In the place of perfect obedience, which the law demandsfor

justification,the gospel does not substitute our faith , but the

obedience of Christ, by which the demand of the law is satis

fied .” To these might beadded the testimonies of Gomarus

Ursinus, the author of the Heidelberg Catechism, Paræus, Beza,

Turretin, Stapfer, Hietterus, Melancthon , Piscator, Pietetus, and

the confessions of various continental Protestant churches, the

French, Augsburg , Belgic, &c. ; also of English and Scotch

divines without end - all renouncing good works or human obe

dience, as the ground of justification ,and affirming the blood and

righteousness of Jesus Christ to be the reason of a sinner's par

don and acceptance with God . Some express themselves more

clearly and strongly than others ; but the imputation of Christ's

Righteousness was regarded as mucha constituent part of justi

fication as forgiveness. Whatever philosophy may have been

wrapped up in their use of the word imputation, the fact which

they intended to assert by it, was the same, that we are justified

in the sight of God , on account of Christ's Righteousness, and not

D'Aubigne's Hist . of the Reformation, Vol. I. , pp . 171 , 172.

Cal. Just. B. III . , p . 23. * Wits. Ecou .Fæd. p. 309, B. III . , c . 8 .

1
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of our own . It formed the reason for it with God, and not man's

obedience .

Our own great American divines were not of any different

opinion. “ We are no more," says Edwards, " justified by the

voice of the law , or of him that judges according to it, by a mere

pardon of sin , than Adam, our first surety, was justified by the

law, at the first point of his existence, before he had fulfilled the

obedience of law, or had so much as any trial whether he would

fulfil it or not. If Adam had finished his course of obedience,

he would have been justified ; and certainly his justification

would have implied something more than what is merely negative:

he would havebeen approved of, as having fulfilled the righteous

ness of the law, and accordingly would have been adjudged to the

reward of it." Dr. Dwight is very pointed and full. “ The jus

tification of a sinner under the Gospel, consists in the three follow

ing things : pardoning his sins; acquitting him from the punish

ment which they have deserved ; and entitling him to the rewards

or blessings, due by law to perfect obedience only." 6 The

penitent is not partially justified on account of his own merit after

he is sanctified.” “ The Scriptures no where teach us , that we

are justified partly on account of our own righteousness, and

partly on account of the righteousness of Christ.” “ The works

of the best men never fulfil the demandsof the law ; and , there

fore , cannot be the ground, either wholly or partially , of their

justification.” The believer is not accepted on account of his

faith, considered as merit ; or as furnishing a claim in the nature

of a work of righteousness, sufficiently excellent to deserve jus

tification, either wholly or partially." To these , others might be

added , of still more modern date, but they are unnecessary, being

of like tenor with the above .

Such is the general current of sentiment on this subject, among

evangelical Protestant divines. It is fully sustained by the lan
guage and revelations of the Scriptures , whence these sentiments

have been derived, especially such passages as the following :

Rom. 1 : 16, 17 ; 3 : 23–25 ; 5 : 1 ; Gal. 2 : 14. The following

theses we present to the reader, as detailing the Scriptural view

of this subject.

1. The Scriptural idea of the justification of a sinner before

God , implies the full pardon of sin , the acceptance of the person

and a title to eternal life. Rom . 3 : 25 , 26 ; 5 : 1 .

2. The terms justified and justification, are used, in the Scrip

tures, not to signify that the sinner is made righteous, but accounted

such . Rom. 3 : 27, 28 .

3. This of course is unmerited, an act of mere grace. Rom.

3 : 24.

2

* Edwards' Works , Vol . V. p . 354.

Dwight's Theology, pp . 301-2 ; 307 , 308 . * Id. 341 .
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4. The ground or reason , why God graciously justifies a sinner,

is nothing on the sinner's part , which, in any way, directly or

indirectly, can entitle him to it , but wholly of the righteousness

of Jesus Christ.” Rom. 3 : 25, 26 ; 4 : 25 ; 8 : 34 ; 1 Pet.

2 : 24 .

5. The righteousness of Jesus Christ is that conformity to law,

which God has provided, in the person of the new Head or second

Adam , as the public ground or reason of His gracious procedure

in justifying sinnersof the human family, and is appropriately

and distinctively called , “ The Righteousness of God," on this

account. Rom . 1 : 16 , 17 ; 3 : 25 ; 5:18.

6. That righteousness becomes effectual to the actual justifica

tion of sinners, in so far only as they are united to Christ — so

related to Him as His seed , as to be one with Him or “ in Him ."

Rom . 8 : 1 ; Eph. 1 : 5,7 ; Phil. 3 : 8,9 ; John 15 : 4,5.

7. This relationship is the result of God's free , sovereign and

eternal purpose, choice, or election . Eph . 1 : 4 .

8. The relationship itself is that of children adopted of God,

and loved as His — not a relation springing up, by any natural

process , but from the free gift which God made of all Christ's

people to Him . Eph. 1 : 5 ; John , 17 : 6 , 23 , 24.

9. The means by which this union and relation is fully and

internally constituted, so as to bring the sinner into a justified

state ,to be loved and treated as adopted children , is faith . John,

1 : 12 : Gal . 3 : 26.

10. This faith becomes efficacious to justify , not as an act of

righteousness, but is accepted “ for," instead of it. Gen. 15 : 6 ;

Rom . 4 : 3 ; nor as a meritorious condition, or stipulated work

or deed, to be performed previously, in order to entitle to it , which

would be incompatible with grace. Rom. 4 : 16 ; 11 : 6 ; nor

as it is in itself an excellent grace, an admirable virtue , a part of

our goodness, holiness itself, or anything else attaching to us per
sonal worth . Tit . 3 : 5–7. But,

11. Faith justifies, as it is themeans of bringing the believer

into actual, cordial union with Christ, and through Him and for

His sake , thenceforth to be treated not as a subject of strict , legal

government, the victim of law, the heir of wrath, condemned,

accused , but a child of God, and sharing in the same rich, abound

ing love, the Father extends towards his only begotten Son, Jesus

Christ, who is the first - born among many brethren. Gal . 3 :

5–6 : John , 17 : 20–23.

Such is the view of Justification before God, which the Scrip

tures not only plainly teach , but which has been currently re

ceived by Protestant churches, and orthodox , evangelical Chris

tians. Our author's view of the matter is distinctly and avow

edly opposed to this. Hesays,He says, “ Justification must be in some

sense a governmental act ; " — which will not be denied. He in
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sists that it is not a forensie act- the act of a Judge butentirely

and exclusively that of the high Executive functionary of the
universe . He assumes that God's dispensation of gracethrough

Jesus Christ, our surety, and the Mediator of a better Testament,

is, strictly speaking, a mere system of moral government, and has

nothing more in it, or pertaining to it, than what is to be estimated

on strict, legal or governmental principles. Naturallyas Creator,
God is moral Governor over his intelligent creatures, and man is but

a subject,and nothing more. This the Deist teaches confidently,

But Revelation goes further, and proclaims thatthe whole scheme

of Redemption through Jesus Christ, is something above nature,

which reason could never have devised or discovered, and which

is not to be explained and accounted for on these natural princi

ples. That man will , and must assuredly err, who sees nothing

more in the gospel of the grace of God , than a mere abstract,

general system of moral government.

“ There have been ,” says a profound writer of the last century ,

« in all ages of Christianity, a number of men, who, reckoning

themselves greatly wiser than their neighbors, made it their

business, instead of declaring the testimony of God, to reduce

the gospel of Christ toa merely rational system , exactly suited
to the natural state of the human powers, the measure of a sort

of moral government : and they suppose that when that is once

fairly revealed and notified, the great Creatorand gracious Re

deemerhave no more to do with them , until they come to stand
before His judgment-seat, to be rewarded or punished, according

as their behavior has been good or bad, wise or foolish .”

Our author says, “ It is ofgreat importance to a right undertaking

of gospel justification, to inquire whether justification be an act

of the judicial, the legislative, or the executive department of

government; that is, whether gospel justification consists in a

strictly judicial or forensic proceeding, orwhether it consists in

pardon, or setting aside the execution of an incurred penalty,

and is therefore properly an executive or legislative act." He
pronounces it a great mistake of Dr. Chalmers and those of his

school, who holdthat it is a forensic or judicial proceeding.”

The term justify , isunquestionably forensicas Deut. 2 ,1, plainly

shows. Dr. Dwight has remarked that the word being taken

from the business of judicial courts, “ denotes the acquittal of a

person tried by such a court upon an accusation of crime.'

It is not a mere synonymefor pardon. Release from punish

ment does not imply restoration to favor, nor place a man back

in formerrelations as an accepted member of society, and entitled

to as kind treatment, as if he had not sinned, much less does it

re -instate him in former offices of trust and privilege. A sentence

of justification is an acquital from all charge, a very different

* Riccaltoun's Works,Vol. III . p . 96 .

' Finney's text, Vol. III , p . 96. • Dwight's Theol. Vol. III, 301.
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thing from pardon . It proclaims the man to be righteous, and in

no wise liable to the charges made against him, entitled fully to

all the rights, immunities and privileges pertinent to one whohas

not violated the law. This pardon does not. The justification

of a believer, byGod, restores him to the same liberty of access

to God , and to all rights and privileges, which wouldhave been

pertinent to him, had he not offended. " That we should take

the word,” says Edwards, “ in such asense ,and understand it as

the judge's accepting a person, as having both a negative and

positive righteousness belonging to him , and looking on him ,

therefore, as not only free from any obligation to punishment, but

also as just and righteous, and so entitled to positive reward, is

not only most agreeable to the etymology and natural import

of the word , which signifies to pass one forrighteous in judgment,

but also manifestly agreeable to the force of the word as used in

Scripture . Neither Dr. Chalmers nor any of “ his school,"

hold that in the sinner's case, such an acquittal from all charge

ofguilt , which rendered him obnoxious tothe punishmentprovided

for in the law, and such a re-instatementin favor, privileges and

communion with God, as if he had not sinned , can ever be had

on the ground of personal innocence or perfect rectitude, but is

an act of grace on the part of God — who is Judge, Lawgiver and

Lord , all in one , on the ground of Christ's righteousness.

“ The term is, therefore,” says Dr. Dwight, “ not used in the

gospel , because its original meaning is intended here ; but
because this term figuratively used, better expresses the thing in

tended than any other. The act of God denoted by this term, as

used in the gospel, so much resembles a forensic justification, or

justification by law, that the word is naturally, and by an easy

translation, adopted to express this act. It is in this sense

Edwards uses the word, and with him, most orthodox American

divines ; and although both he and Dr. Chalmers weretenacious

of theological technics “ imputation” and “ imputed ,” used to

designate the act of God in respect of the reason of justification ,

yet when they explain themselves, they mean only, that in view

of what Christ has suffered and done, God acquits, accepts and

confers a title to eternal life, as really and fully, as if the believ

ing sinnerwere himself righteous. The Lord, theSovereign, Law

giver, Judge and Executive - in the administration of His moral

government - for the righteousness ' sake of Christ, and through

the love he bears to Him, withholds the penalty, cancels for ever

all obligations past, present and to come, that bind the believer

naturally to theendurance of everlasting woe, and places him in

high unmerited and honorable relation to Himself as His Son and

Heir. This is intelligible to the common sense of mankind,

and will admit of very easy and familiar illustration .

> Edwards' Works, Vol. V. p . 354 . • Dwight's Theol. Vol. III , p . 301 .
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A guilty child , cast out from his father's house, feels unhap

py under his displeasure , but knows not how to satisfy or

make amends for his flagrant offences, and wonders whether it

is possible to conciliate him . His elder brother, whose character

and conduct have peculiarly endeared him to that offended

parent, is touched with sympathy, and deeply interested and

affected on his behalf. He toils and suffers much , and renders

such public satisfaction to the parents ' injured law and authority,

by his voluntary interposition and disinterested suffering, that

the father, for his sake, consents to forgive and to restore the

discarded child. That child, accepted, restored and affected

with a sense of his own just obnoxiousness to punishment and

the evil of his ways, looks not to his penitential conduct as the

reason of his forgiveness and acceptance , but feels that he is

indebted to his brother's mediation , and íhat it is for his sake

and through him he has been accepted . He cares not to philoso

phize about how this restoration has been effected , or the principle

on which it has been done. It is alike his security and bliss to

know , that on his brother's account -- for his sake he has been

restored . So the humble Christian rests satisfied , and rejoices to

know that it is for Jesus' sake, his elder Brother, on account of

His worth and work, through the Father's love to Him , and

delight in His perfect righteousness, that He is justified . Whether

he can explain it fully or not , does not affect his faith . Our

shorter Catechism attempts no explanation but simply states the

fact, that God pardoneth all our sins , and accepteth us as righteous

in His sight, only for the Righteousness of Christ, imputed to us

and by faith alone.”

After all the discussions on the subject of imputation, whether

we decline the use of the term or are zealous for the technic, we

must fall back upon what is obviously its common sense import,

if we will not give up the radical overture of justification through

the righteousness of Christ . One may define it to mean the

legal connection between the act of one man and its desert in

another ; another may prefer to talk about a legal union in

such way as tomake the act of one man be regarded, in “ the

eye of the law ,” as the act of another. A third may contend for

such an “ unión of representation,” that upon the maxim qui facit

per alium facit per se, the act of the substitute shall be regarded

as the act of the principal . Attempts at philosophical accuracy

here , have done mischief. Edwards has explained the thing with

sufficient precision. “ By Christ's Righteousness being imputed

to us, is meant no other than this , that the Righteousuess of

Christ is accepted for us, and admitted instead of that perfect

inherent Righteousness which ought to be in ourselves. Christ's

* Edwards' Works,Vol. V. , p . 399 .
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perfect obedience shall be reckoned to our account, so that we

shall have the benefit of it, as though we had performed it our

selves.”” A Scotch divine, of the last century , of note in his day,

expresses himself to the same purport. “ Imputing righteous

ness then should be the same as treating the person, whether

righteous or not, in the same manner as if he was completely

righteous, ” “ not in a strict law sense, but what (is) as good

as law, the mind and will of the only sovereign .”

If men choose to philosophize upon this subject, and trying to

make the justification of the believer plainer, by illustrations

suggested by procedures of commercial justice, willprefer to say ,

that Christ's perfect personal obedience, shall be to the credit of

the believing sinner, and become his personally by donation , and

on that ground he is justified, because his proxy has obliged the

law, or the principal in the bond has been paid by the endorser :

or if theywill prefer to say that the person of Christwassubstituted

for theperson of the elect, so that He, acting “ in their law, room

and stead,” suffered what they ought to have suffered , and did

what they ought to have done, we freely confess that this is a

depth of exposition, or philosophical explanation, which, how

ever confidently they may believe and affirm it, we find not

either in the Bible or the Confession of Faith ; nor presume to

fathom ; nor can we see to be necessarily implied in the Scrip

tural use of the word impute. We would not here be wise above

what is written ; nor make illustrations taken from commercial

transactions among men the ground of inferences as to the nature

of God's procedures in the justification of sinners,

Men understand practically, well enough, without any philoso

phical explanations, that it is a very common procedure, on thepart

of moral governors, to confer favors upon those who personally

do not merit them , because of the personal worth or valuable

services of another. In such cases there is some real or assumed

relationship, between the deserving and the undeserving , that

renders this a proper procedure. The children of a favorite at

court, share in the benefits of his exaltation. Our regard for the

parent is areason often for our gracious treatment of his children .

So the justification of believers, although an act of grace to them,

accrues as the reward of its worth , as a favor which is awarded

to them , as due not to them , but to Christfor His righteousness

sake, and because of the relationship which they sustain to Him

as His brethren . The love of the Father to Jesus Christ the Son,

prompts a treatment for His sake, towhich His people can lay

no claim . Should we illustrate the subject as follows, we should

render it intelligible to the common sense of men, and not

perplex by any philosophical explanations.

The brethren of the heir apparent are found in rebellion against

* Riccaltoun's Works, Vol. III., p . 180, 186.
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the government. Should the law take its course, and its penalty

be executed, the forfeiture of their lives must be exacted . Their

elder brother, their kinsman, redeemer, intercedes on their

behalf. He is eminently devoted to the interests of the royal

sovereign and father, and deeply interested for his honor and

glory. He volunteers a series of services, designed to assert and

to maintain his father's authority ; subjects himself to much toil

and suffering ; devotes himself to the work of reconciling his
brethren to that parent, against whom they have rebelled ; under

takes to unfold to them his character, and the equity of his

government ; opposes himself to their prejudices and hostility ;

illustrates and magnifies before them the honor of his law ;

willingly falls a sacrifice through their hatred and malice ; and
by this means, bringsthem to repentance and reconciles them to

their offended sovereign. In all this he has actually accomplish
ed more for all the ends and purposes of a benignant government,

done vastlymore to support the sovereign's authority, to secure

confidence in his administration, and expose the baseness, in

gratitude , malignity and criminality of their rebellion, than if the

penalty of the law had been fully executed on them . Through
out the whole of this devoted life of obedience, he pleads for

their forgiveness, and in the last agonies of his dying moments

still intercedes, praying, with his latest breath , father, for

give, they know not what they do. The royal sovereign,

seeing all the greatinterests and ends of his government secured ,

through the loyal obedienceand suffering of his devoted servant
and son , being affected with intensest love for him , and know

ing that this amazing proof of zeal for his honor and compassion

for the rebellious — this voluntary sacrifice which he has made

of himself to the justice and honor of his law and government,

becomes available, and can be made efficient, to bring them to

repentance, to restore their confidence, and thenceforth to render

them his devoted subjects, issues his proclamation of pardon,

and his act of grace, engaging to cancel their obligations to

punishment, bestow on them unmerited favors, to endow them

with a princelypatrimony and to receive and treat them as his
friends and children , the instant they accept the grace , and

cordially return to their allegiance . Thus the monarch magnifies

his grace. His public justice cannot be impeached. He indulges

his love for his devoted servant and son, for whose sake he exer

cises his royal clemency, and thus doubly binds his once revolted

subjects and children, by cords of love and gratitude to his sway.

All this, as an illustration of the love and grace of God, through

Jesus Christ, to the children of His adoption, is perfectly intelli

gible , and in accordance with the Scriptures. Faith is satisfied

with a knowledge of the great facts - the bold outline of God's

gracious procedures - and asks no more. Philosophy may attempt
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991 the

to explain it more minutely, but it seems rather to bewilder and

perplex . The explanation forms no part of the fact ; nor is it

essential to faith . Happy will it be for the churches and the

cause of Christ, when theologians will learn the bounds of

liberty here , and will concede it fully to each other in their

explanations, without confounding them with the fact, reproach

ing each other for their differences of exposition, provided they

hold “ the faith once delivered to the saints."

Our author has noticed one particular exposition of the nature

of imputation , and insists that the Confession of Faith cannot be

interpreted in any other sense, than in what he pronounces

Antinomianism. We must, forsooth, understand it in the sense

he dictates for us ; and if not we are insincere and adopt opinions

“ founded on a most false and nonsensical assumption , '

merest Antinomians !! In this he greatly errs, as well in matter

of fact as in modesty and charity. The apostle Paul has already

admitted the fact, that the doctrine of justification by faith with

out the deeds of the law, as he taught it, might be ,and actually

was, misrepresented , and construed into a license for sin . And

the objection, which he encountered was made even in stronger

terms than our author employs. See Rom. 6 : 1 . It is his

peculiar boast that his mode of presenting the doctrine of justifi-.
cation is not liable to such Antinomian objections. It is true

that no such objection can be urged against his mode of present

ing it, which makes justification depend upon “personal holiness

as a condition of acceptance with God." But this praise is its

condemnation, since it proves it to be radically , essentially differ

ent from the apostle Paul's teaching. That moment a man so

states the doctrine of justification by faith without works, that

the licentious spirit cannot find pretext for its objection , his

doctrine, whatever it may be, cannot be identical with Paul's.

For both in and ever since his day, the apostle's doctrine has

been liable to this perversion and abuse. Our author's is as

wide from it as heaven from earth . In meeting this objection

and defending the doctrine, Paul , and the sacred writers, and the

advocates of justification by faith alone without the deeds of the

law, have recognized , and brought into view, important and

radical distinctions, which our author seems to have never appre

hended, or if he has, to have utterly disregarded.”

The moral Law is regarded in different relations to man, as

written on the heart , the law connatural with every man , the light

or law of nature, as the basis of the covenant constitution , “the

law or covenant of works," as the foundation of the political

constitution and ceremonial forms of the Jewish nation , the Sinai.

tic Law or covenant-and as the rule of life prescribed by Jesus

Christ to his justified people, “ the law of faith the law of Christ,
* Fin . Sys . III . , p . 99 . * Vol . III . , p . 106 .
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fellowship with God , unrestrained liberty of access to Him, Im

mortalityand Eternal Life, form not the natural and necessary

rewardsofobedience to thelaw of God, as it is the law of nature

the law originally written on the heart. Our first parents were

createdand existed as intelligentconscious beings,foranything that

appears to the contrary, and according to the plain Scriptural

account of man's origin, anterior to their being placed in Eden.

The formation of paradise for man , was no part of the original

work ofcreation; but was a subsequent gratuitous procedure for

his special benefit and happiness. Whatever was done affecting

his future prospects, was through a special arrangement that

flowed entirely from God's sovereign pleasure. For anything

that man could have known if left to the light of nature, his

reason alone,he could have had no assured hope ofit,much less

founded a claim for eternal life, on his personal obedience to that

light or law of nature. He might have naturally expected

exemption from suffering, impunity, and present enjoyment, as
long, and as far as he observed that law . He could not have

known from this source anythingwith regard to an eternal state

of existence, or how long it might please his Creator to allow

him to continue in present obediential enjoyment. All the analo

gies he observed in creation around him , would not demonstrate

to him his immortality. For anything he would learn from

nature to the contrary, he might be but a transient creature , whose

ephemeral existence was only of wider duration than those he

saw undergoing continual and rapid changes and decays around

him. Theignorance on this point , and the vain bewildered con

jectures, contradictions, and reasonings of the heathen , who had

lost all traditionary knowledgeon this subject, are proof conclu

sive of the insufficiency of the light orlaw of nature .

The Scriptures teach us, that man's knowledge of his own im

mortality, and his prospects for the future, came originally and

gratuitously from God. He learned, on these high themes, just

as he was taught, not by the light of nature, but by special reve
lation from God . It was subsequent to bis creation - how long

we are not told, nor is it of consequence to know — that God pro

posed to the first parents of the human race, the knowledge,

means, and terms of life. In doing so, He ordained their perfect,

personal obedience, as the condition of their exemption from
death .

Abstinence from the fruit of the tree of knowledge, was made

the test of their allegianceto God, and would securetheir per

petuation in life. No simpler test could have been devised by

man. It was not the suggestion, however, of natural reason,

the moral dictate of unaided conscience, but was wholly arbi

trary, resolvable into the good pleasure of God alone. The tree

Gen.. 1 : 26 ; 2 : 9.
)
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of life was evidently symbolical, and sacramental in its character,

designed toassure man of life, as the result and reward cf his

perfect obedience . See Gen. 2 : 17, and 3 : 22, 23. That life

was illimitable and eternal , and not merely indefinitely and un

certainly prolonged, but to succeed, upon a change of constitu

tion, when the condition should have been fulfilled, the test had

been fully tried . For this is proved abundantly, not only by the

perishable nature of the test prescribed , but especially by the

declaration of the gospel, that what the law could not do,

through the weakness of the flesh , Christ has done, who has not

only brought immortality to light, but secured eternal life for

them that believe . Rom. 8 : 3. We take the facts as the Word

of God unfolds them, and utterly reject and loathe the disguised

infidelity, which , claiming to be a more rational interpreter, re

jects all this, and affirms the mythic or allegorical character of

the history, as given by Moses in the first three chapters of Gene

sis . With such interpretation, we have no sympathy ; nor can

we respect its teachers as ministers of the faith, though they may

claim to be theological and learned professors, cis or transat
lantic.

Here, then, we have the Divine arrangement first made, for be

stowing eternal life on man, or, in other words, for establishing

him, as fully and for ever justified in the sight of God. It was,

indeed, founded on man's personal obedience ; yet was it not a

necessary appendageof thelaw of nature ; butan arbitrary con

stitution, flowing entirely from the sovereign will and pleasure of

the great Creator. It has been called the law of works, the law

in its covenant form or relation , and is clearly distinguishable

from the law as a natural rule of conduct. It was God's sove

reign constitution , under which He was pleased to place the human

race in His arrangements with our first parents, and by which,

through His own act of gratuitous benignity ,Hemight direct the

hopesand aspirations of man toward eternal life, tobe enjoyed,

and assured to him eventually, in a state of perfect justification.

To object against the covenant character of this constitution, that

is, the fact of its involvency , promises, and specifying conditions

for their fulfilment, because Adam was not consulted and asked

to give his consent, is the veriest impertinence, if not bordering

on impiety ; for the assent or consent of man , to any.

arrangement which God should propose to him for his conduct

and benefit, is part and parcel of that absolute obedience required

from him by the very law of his creation . He is not an inde

pendent being, on equal terms, to treat with God .

This constitution was a great public procedure, designed by

God to have a bearing on the relations , the character, the destiny

of Adam's progeny. He, as the head of hisrace, a public person,

was tried ; and the relations of his offspring to God, and their

and every
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condition and character, were to be affected by his conduct. It is

not conceivable how any of the race to be developed from Adam ,

would have ever been placed , in circumstances more propitious
and favorable for the success of the trial , than was Adam . All

the attendant circumstances and correlate ordinations of God,

mentioned by Moses, show, that they were organic in their cha

racter, and that God had designedly arranged everything, so that

in trying him, He tried all his natural offspring. Men may reason

and object as they choose, on this subject; but the fact is unques

tionable and can never be gainsaid, that his offspring are treated ,

as Adam himself deserved to be treated , and that , too, before any

actual personal transgression of theirs has been developed. For,

on his failure, God , not only drove him out of Paradise, but all

his offspring have, with him, thenceforth been excluded from it ;

they are born into the world which God has cursed for his sake ;

and death reigns over all , as well the infant that never knew the

difference between good and evil , as the first father himself, who

subjected his race to its tyranny. Not one of all his progeny has

ever been placed in equally favorable circumstances with him .

Let men talk as they please about a system of moral government,

and try to read their condition and destiny by the light ofnature,
leaving out of view the public character and relations of the first

parent, the facts remain for ever undeniable, that we have been

exiled from Paradise, along with him , and that none have ever

been suffered to re-enter, and attempt what Adam failed to do .

Such was the connection or relation, between him and his pos

terity , that, as Paul affirms, “ by the offence of one, judgment
came upon all men to condemnation . "

The law or covenant of works violated by Adam, has been in

a constant process of execution . His act has attainted his race .

All possibility of a man's justifying himself before God, on

Adamic ground, has for ever ceased. It may as truly be said of

the forfeiture of eternal life, exacted on all our mortal race, as it

was, according to the old English law , of the traitor's offspring.

“ By his treason standst thou not attainted ,

Corrupted , and exempt from ancient gentry ?"

Underthe Sinaitic covenant, the Lord proclaimed the moral law,

and made it the basis of that constitution, according to which He

assumed the Jewish nation into a political compact with Himself,

as their Lawgiver and Judge. Its great design is to foreshadow

and prepare the way for the comingand kingdom of the promised

Messiah. While it held forth obedience as the condition of jus

tification, it was not with the design,or expectation on the part

of God, that man would fulfil it. The very proclamation of it

Rom 5:18.
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filled the whole multitude with horror and consternation , and

made them beg for a mediator, some constituted head and organ ,

through whom they might approach to a communion withGod.

See Exod. 20 : 1-19 , and Heb. 12 : 18-21. To this, it will be

objected ; butthe apostle has anticipated the objection : “ Where

fore, then , serveth the law ?" He is speaking of the law, under

the Sinaitic covenant, and he answers promptly and pointedly,

“ It was added, because of transgressions." It was not pro

posed by Godas an entire , independent rule of righteousness, to

whichalone they were to look , who sought for justification be

fore Him. It was a mere appendage to something else. That

was the Abrahamic covenant, or constitution, in which justifica

tion is held forth by faith in the promised seed— “ the covenant

that was confirmed before of God in Christ. ” Its object wasto

show what that righteousness is, which men must produce in order

to their justificatian before God, and thus contrasting it with their

transgressions, for ever kill all their proud hopes of meriting His

favor by their own works, and make them look to a Mediator.

“ Before faith came," says the apostle, “ we were kept under the

law, shut up unto the faith , which should afterwards be revealed.

Wherefore the law was our schoolmaster, to bring us unto Christ,

that we might be justified by faith .” Thus we see , that to the

former promises made to Abraham and the fathers, the Lord

added a fiery law, promulged from Sinai , in thunder and light

ning, with a terrible voice, to stiff-necked, self-righteous Israel,

by which to break down their pride and haughtiness, and make

them sigh and long for the promised Redeemer, “ who of God is

made unto us wisdom and righteousness, and sanctification and

redemption ." So Christ used the law as a covenant of works, to

kill the pride and self-righteousness of the young man , who

thought, by his good deeds, to merit eternal life. His perfect

morality was but a development of selfishness .

But for the covenant of grace confirmed in Christ, the human

race had universally and eternally perished, for anything that we

can learn , to the contrary, from the Word of God, orthat the

human mind, unaided by revelation , would have discovered or
demonstrated for itself. He fulfilled all righteousness ; and sin

ners now are to turn away from thefiery, condemning law, as the

covenant of works, and look to Christ, to be justified through

Him, the new and glorious Head of His believing people, and on

the ground of His deserving. He “ hath redeemed us from the

curse of the law being made a curse for us." “ By the obedience

of one, shall many be justified.” Surely shall one say, “ In the

Lord have I righteousness and strength, even to Himshall men

9
* Gal. 3:19. Gal. 3:17.

5 Mat. 19 : 16-22.

*Gal. 3 : 23, 24 .

o Gal. 3 : 13 .

" 1 Cor. 1 : 30,

7 Rom .5:19.
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come" for justification. “ In the Lord shall all the seed of Israel

bejustified, and shall glory."

Neither the covenant of works, nor the covenant of grace, at

all affect our natural and rightful obligations, as rational crea

tures, to obey the moral law of God . To this obedience, justifi

cation before God, so as to entitle to eternal life, never was pro

mised. All God's arrangements for man's attaining to it, have

been made through a publicly constituted or covenantHead - first

through Adam , next through Christ,the second Adam . Both were

procedures of Divine sovereignty, and we can know nothing of jus

tification unto eternal life, but as we learn it from the revelation

of God. Adam's failure to attain to it by his obedience, and our

forfeiture of it through him, did not and could not destroy our

natural obligations toobey the law . No more does Christ's per

fect obedience, and our justification through Him, and restoration

to the eternal life, forfeited in Adam. Weare “ not without law to

God, but under the law to Christ." But this natural and right

ful obedience,which we personally owe to God, can never form

the ground of our justification before Him. “ For if there had

beena law given, which could have given life, verily righteous

ness” —that conformityto law which justifies before God— “ should

have been by the law . We are all under one or other of the

public constitutions which God has ordained for men's justifica

tion unto eternal life - the moral law as it was ordained with

Adam, or the moral law, as it is ordained in Christ. Naturally ,

we all lie under the former ; but its motive influence is not suf

ficient to securefromus that perfect obedience which was made

the condition of justification . Clinging to it , with the young

man in the gospel, Christ is rejected, and the sinner perishes.

“ As many as are of the works of the law, are under the curse .'

It is only by the cordial choice of, and confident reliance on,

Jesus Christ, as the Lord our Righteousness , that we pass from

under the broken constitution — the violated law , threatening

curse , and are brought into union with Him. There is no other

means of escape from the desert ofAdam's sin being visited on

us his children, but by our being found in Christ, being united

to Him by faith, and so made partakers of the benefit of His

righteousness. Our relationship to the law must be changed ;

but this change does not affect or change our natural obligations.

They remain for ever the same, and followus, whether on earth ,

in heaven, or in hell . But to these natural obligations, no pro

mise of justification unto eternal life, has ever been annexed ; and

to teach, that justification before God is to be attained through

our own personal, perfect obedience to the law, is, if we at all

73
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understand the Word of God, to subvert the gospel of Jesus

Christ, and to destroy the souls and hopes of men for ever.

Our author seems to have lost sight of these different relations,

in which men may stand to the law, and of the distinctions on

this subject, so clearly made, in the Scriptures, when he insists

upon perfect, personal obedience to the law , as the ground

or condition of immutable justification before God. According

to his view, there is no security whatever for the believer, whether

on earth or in heaven, but what he can find in his own perfect

holiness or obedience to the law. He is not fully justifiedat any

moment, and cannot be fully assured of his admission to eternal

life . The utmost he can dareto hope is , that, possibly, probably,

by persevering in perfect obedience, he may, in the end, be fully

justified. Verily, this is to bring back the thunders and tempest,

the smoke, and lightnings and terrors of Sinai ; and by throwing
their own deeds, to drive to utter despair, the more

humble and self-diffident, who cannot, with our author, and the

deluded victims of an offensive spiritual pride, flatter themselves

that their ways are found a perfect before God .”

He defines justification before God , to be anultimate treat

ment of the sinner as just” —not a present, full acquittal and

acceptance with God. And so confident is he , that he tells us,

“ Sinners cannot possibly be justified in any other sense.” The

apostle differs from him, most pointedly and radically ; for he

makes justification before God, aDivine procedure, so certain and

so complete, upon the very first exercise of faith , as not only to be

known by the believer asa veritable fact already taken place, but

also to become efficient as a cause , operating to produce its ap

propriate and blissful results or fruits . “ Being justified by faith,

we have peace with God,”” &c.

Christ, in fact, according to our author, has no other part or

office to do in our justification, than to secure a “governmental

decree of pardon or amnesty ,” which places us in a condition to

justify ourselves by our own personal obedience. For so far as

justification by Christ is concerned, he makes it to consist wholly

in pardon . At one moment, he says, the sinner is justified by

faith, and yet talks of an ultimate justification, on the ground of

personal obedience ; and that obedience, he insists, must be per

fect, for he will not admit, that anything short of perfection is

obedience at all , or that God can accept anything else. Nothing, "

says he, “ can be virtue, that is not just what the moral law de

mands. That is , nothing short of what it requires can be, in any

sense , virtue. The common idea seems to be , that a kind of obe

dience is rendered to God by Christians, which is true religion,

and which, on Christ's account, is accepted of God, which, after

* Fin. Sys . III .. p . 98 . · Rom . 5 : 6 .
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all, comes indefinitely short of full or entire obedience at any

moment ; that the gospel has, somehow, brought men, that is,

Christians, into such relations, that God really accepts of them

an imperfect obedience, something far belowwhat His law re

quires ; that Christians are accepted and justified while they

render at best but a partial obedience, and while they sin more or

less at every moment. Now this appears to me as radical an

error as can well be taught. The advocates of this theory hold, that

Christians are justified ,that is, that they are pardoned and accepted,

and treated as just, though at every moment sinning, by coming

short of rendering that obedience which the moral law demands.

They do not pretend that they are justified at any moment by the

law , for that at every momentcondemns them for present sin, but

that theyare justified by grace, not in the sense that they are

made really and personally righteous by grace, but that grace

pardons and accepts, and, in this sense , justifies them , when they

are in the present commission of an indefinite amount of sin ;

that grace accounts them righteous, while in fact they are con

tinually sinning ; that they are fully pardoned and acquitted,

while at the sametime committing sin . While voluntarily with

holding full obedience, their partial obedience is accepted, and

the sin of withholding full obedieace is forgiven . God accepts

what the sinner has a mind to give, and forgives what he volun

tarily withholds. This is no caricature.”

We greatly differ from our author. It is not only a provoking

irritating caricature, but an impudent sophistical sneer, and

never would have been indulged by one, who did not allow him

self to ride over rough -shod , and to take delight in trampling

under his feet, the distinctions which the apostle Paul and evan

gelical theologians after him, from his day down, have recog

nized between things that differ , viz , the law of God as a cove

nant of works or means of justification, and the law of God as

the covenantof grace or law of faith, which proffers justification

without deeds of righteousness, and who did not confound with

both, the natural obligations to obedience, which, so far as the

question of justification is concerned , are neither here nor there,

in any way altered or affected, nor made the pivot on which turn

acceptance with God , admission to a justified state as adopted

children, and a title to eternal life . The discriminating reader

will not fail to detect in the above extracts, the sophistical use he

makes of familiar forms ofspeech , such expressionsas, “ sinning,

“ committing sin , ” “ with holding full obedience , " " what the

sinner has a mind to give,” & c, and in the popular sense of

voluntary and deliberate offences, and thus charging on those
whose sentiments he condemns, statements and admission which

Fin . Syst. , II . , pp . 178, 179.
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they do not make, in the sense he attributes to them . The advo

cates of justification by faith without works, are as cautious and

zealous as our author,if not more so , in teaching , that the mind
of the sinner who is justified by faith , is in such state , that he

cannot willingly and deliberately do what he knows to be sin , or

refuse to do what he knows to behis duty, while they are far, very

far, from admitting or representing as our author does, that this is

perfect obedience, or “ the full entire obedience,” to use his own

favorite phrase, which the law requires. So far from Antimonian

tendencies and predilections, their morality and piety and spirit

uality will not suffer by comparison with those whomake more

display, and whose censoriousness and uncharitableness have
become proverbial.

The views he slanders are those of the Westminster Confession

of Faith, which teaches that “ believers be not under the law as a

covenant of works to be justified or condemned,” and they are

in accordance with the apostle Paul's, for he says of himself , “ I

through the law, am dead to the law ,that I might live unto God.

I do not frustrate the grace of God , for if righteousness come by

the law then Christ is dead in vain ." " Now we are delivered

from the law, that being dead wherein we were held .” It has been

well remarked , that if as to any set of men, the justifying and

condemning power be removed from that law which God gave to

Adam, as acovenant of works, and to all mankind in him ; then

the covenant form of that law is done away as to them , so that

there is not a covenant of works in being as to them , to have

a commanding power over them. But such is the case of believ

ers, that law can neither justify them nor condemn ; therefore

there is no covenant of works in being between God and them,

to have a commanding power over them ; our Lord Jesus blotted

out the handwriting, took it out of the way, nailing it to his

cross .” How well does this agree with the apostles doctrine

and illustrations ! “ Whereforemy brethren ye also are become

dead to the law by the body of Christ, that ye should be married

to another, even to him , who is raised from the dead , that we

should bring forth fruit unto God." The first husband, the first

head is dead to us ; or we are dead to it, that is, the covenant

relation is destroyed . “ Ye are not under the law but under

grace. This death to the law as a covenant of works, or

divorce from the first husband, is effected by Christ . Our Lord

Jesus put Himself under the commanding power of the law asa

covenant of works, and gave it perfect obedience , to deliver His
people from under it . “God sent forth his son made of a woman

made under the law to redeem them that were under the law. '

That they never should put their necks under that yoke again ,

* Chap . 19; Sec. 6 .
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cannot but be highly dishonoring to this crucified Christ, who

disarmed the law of its thunders, defaced the obligation of it as a

covenant, and as it were ground the stones on which it was

written to powder. All this will doubtless appear unmeaning

and ridiculous to our author.

His experience runs not in this way at all . He has indeed

very correctly said of it, “ this is certainly another gospel from

the one I am circulating. It is not a difference merely on some

speculative or theoreticpoint. It is a point fundamental to the

gospel, and to salvation if any one can be."" Thus He has

deliberately and solemnly made the fearful issue, and separated

himself from the hosts of his Presbyterian and Congregational

brethren , from the Reformers and the multitudes of holy and

devoted men in past ages, who lived and died in the faith of this

very doctrine which he calls Antinomianism , and which as taught

by the apostle Paul , was slandered by unbelievers in the very

same way he does our faith. How widely and fundamentally

he differs,we proceed to show from his own statements.

He objects to the common phraseology that “ the law regards

Christ's obedience as ours on the groundthat He obeyed for us,"

because the legal maxim, that what a man does by another he

does by himself, does not apply except in cases where one acts

in behalf of another by his own consent, which was not the case

with the obedience of Christ." That Christ acted in behalf of

His sheep , suffered too , and died on their behalf, are facts of un

questionable verity . “ I lay down my life says the Saviour,” for

the sheep ,,946 Jesus was made a surety of a better testament.”

A surety is one who undertakes for another to make good his

obligations. Christ is surety for God to sinners, pledging the

oathand promises of the Father, and engaging in the exerciseof

that power and authority with which He is invested to make

men good. Even Socinians admit this . But He is especially

surety for men to God, and so is Mediator between God and

who gave Himself a ransom for all ," was made a curse for

us, was made sin for us, was wounded for our transgres

sions and bruised for our iniquities." 0 God has constituted Him

a public Head, “ given Him for a covenant of the people," and

authorized Him to act for all that will accept His proffered

services . He offers Himself as Sponsor or Surety for us, and

our consent to Him, and trust in Him , as our Prophet, Priest,

and King, in the various offices He performs, gives us at once
the benefit of His suretiship .

The objection that Christ's obedience cannot avail for us,

because He has not been appointed by us, seems to be worse than

Charnock's Works, II . , p . 531 . * Fin . Syst. III., p . 155 . * III . , p . 99 .

John 10 ; 15, * Heb. 7 ; 22 . * Heb. 6 ; 17 , 18 , John 10; 25 , 37, 38, 6 , 39, 40.
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futile. It would have been the very height of impiety for us, to

propose a substitute to meet our obligations, and make amends

for our failure, unless God had intimated His will . If He, in

infinite grace, has been pleased so to do, to withhold our consent

would be the veriest pride and madness. A government acts for

the interests of its subjects. Even in our own, where represen

tation is carried out more explicitly and formally by the choice of

electors, the government, in matters ofvital moment, acts for us,

and where our consent is not asked . Minor children and females,

have no opportunity of expressing their consent or dissent.

Their parents and husbands act for them . A dying father

appoints one to act, and render all services in law necessary, for

his children's welfare. Their refusal cordially to submit to such

procedures, would be accounted just as criminal as it would be

injurious to their interests. The consent of the minor does not

vest more authority in the acting Executor or Justice appointed

of the father, than the law had given him. If he discharges his

trust so as to conciliate the confidence, and gain the consent of

those for whom he acts, it does indeed magnify his grace and

benevolence, his wisdom and care , but gives him no authority he

did not previously possess. It is thus with our Lord Jesus

Christ. He acts for us and manages our interest,when in our

impenitence and guiltweoppose Him ; nor does He desist in reter

ence tothose given Him , put under His care, by the Father, for

whom He has been appointed guardian and trustee, till He over

comes their enmity, by the manifestation of His love and excel

lence, and winning their hearts, sways them , as well with their

full consent, as by the appointment of the Father. The proofs

of the fact, that Heperforms such invaluable services, as guar

dian , shepherd , justice, sponsoror representative of His people,

according to the Father's deed of trust, are abundant in the

Scriptures. In his dying moments He performed the surety's

service and prayed , “ Father forgive them for they know not

whatthey do." “ Deliver him from going down to the pit ; I have

found a ransom ." " He was delivered for our offences and

raised again for our Justification .?" " When we were enemies

we were reconciled to God by the death of His Son , much more

being reconciled , we shall be saved by his life.” 6. Who is he

that condemneth ? it is Christ that died, yea rather is risen again ,

who is even at the right hand of God, to make intercession for

“ He hath made us accepted in the Beloved ." “ The

Father hath committed all judgment into my hand.” “ And

are complete in Him, which is the Head. ” Jesus was made
surety of a better testament." We confess that with such and

other proof of the fact of His being constituted by the Father,

Luke 23 ; 34. 2 Job , 33 ; 24 . *Rom . 4 ; 25. * Rom. 8; 34 .

Eph. 1 ; 6 . • John 6 ; 22 . ' Col, 2 ; 10. • Heb, 7 ; 22.
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the great Administrator of the covenant of grace, our sensibilities

have been greatly shocked, by the flippant, dogmatic and super

cilious manner, in which our author's philosophy has led him to

set aside the surety work of Christ, and all His active obedience,

as the reason with God , or ground of our justification in His

sight.

But this is not the worst. He affirms that it is 66 a most false

and nonsensical assumption, that Christ owed no obedience to the

law in His own person. This is an infinite mistake.” The obe

dience of the blessed Redeemer, he makes to be as truly and

fully necessary for his own personal justification by the law, as is

the personal obedience of man for his justification on the same

basis. His public office and relation as mediator and surety are

totally overlooked, and He is placed by our author, precisely on

the same ground, that any one of our mortal race occupies, in his

natural condition, as the subject of God's moral government. “ It

was naturally impossible for Him , and is naturally impossible for

any being , to perform a work of supererogation, that is , to be

more benevolent than the law of God requires him to be . This

is , and must be, as true of God, as it is of any other being.

Would not Christ have sinned, had Henot been perfectly bene

volent ? If He would , it follows that He owed obedience to the

law, as really as any other being. Indeed, a being that owed no

obedience to the moral law , must be wholly incapable of virtue ;

for what is virtue but obedience to the moral law ? But if Christ

owed personal obedience to the moral law, then His obedience

would no more than justify himself. He did no more than this .

He could do no more. It was naturally impossible for Him, then ,

to obey in our behalf.” Thus does he, by his philosophy, set

aside the whole mediatorial obedience of Christ, as a nullity and

impossibility . Wecan scarcely restrain the feelings of abhor

rence, with which the presumption and rashness of our author, in

carrying out his theory, lead him to express himself on a theme,

so vitally dear and infinitely important to our hopes of accept

tance with God and eternal life. The death of Christ was on

His part an act of obedience . “ This commandment have I re

ceived of my Father, ” says He, viz , that “ He should lay down

His life for His sheep .” He “ became obedient unto death , even

the death of the Cross . " 4 This act of obedience did not grow

out of His personal obligations as a subject of mere moral

government. It was a public work, incident and essential to

His mediatorial and surety character , office, and relation , and to

which He voluntarily engaged Himself, in the gracious covenant

of redemption. To characterize, as our author does, the views

of those who so understand and represent it , as if they made it a

work of supererogation, we will not say, is an attempt to use the

1 Fin . Sys. III . , p. 99. - Fin . Sys. , III . , 100 . 3 John 10:18. · Phil. 2 : 8 .
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odium theologicum among Protestants, but looks very much like it.

It is , in fact, to our mind, a most disgusting and offensive cari

cature , of a radical truth of the ever- blessed gospel of salvation .

The reader will not fail to perceive here, how he uses both his

philosophy and sophistry in maintaining his positions. With him,

the sum total and perfection of obedience, is good-will or willing

good to God and to the universe. Christ was under obligations

to be perfectly benevolent, both as man and as God . His obe

diencewould not possibly exceed these ; therefore His obedience

would be for none other than Himself, to meet and sustain His

own personal obligations . Consequently, everything beyond

this , being more than moral law required, must be a work of

supererogation. His object is , by the argumentum ducens in ab

surdum , to prove, that theobedience of Christ can have no place

in our justification. But his argument proves too much ; for it

proves, that neither can the deathof Christ have place in our

justification , or pardon, as he uses the word , since that death was

an act of obedience, by the showing of Christ Himself. See

John , 10:18. But here again our author's errors can be traced

to the fact of his attempting to simplify, by confounding things

that differ.

The above extract , which is of kindred character with many

that might be added, betrays the fact, that he either has totally

lost sight of, or cares not to make, the distinction already noticed,

and in the sacred Scriptures constantly kept in view, between

natural obligations binding us personally to keep the moral law,

and official obligations binding to certain acts and services ren

dered necessary in particular public offices and arbitrarily consti

tuted relations, and which pertain not to any natural relationship.

Itpertained not to Christ as God-was notan obligation pressing

Him as a Divine person, to assume human nature into union with

Himself, and be made under the law and under the curse . Nei

ther did it pertain to Him as man, to make the suicidal sacrifice

of Himself, of which He speaks. John, 10 : 18. But assuming

the office and relationship of Surety and Mediator, in that cha

racter and relation , He owned and met obligations , from which

naturally He was exempt ; but which obligations were assumed

not for Himself, only for His people. The eternal Son of God,

the second person of the adorable Trinity, as God equal with the

Father, was not, and could not be, naturally, under moral obliga

tions to performthe acts and services, and to accomplish the
death, to which He devoted Himself.

Whatever view we may take of His benevolence in this matter,

the Scriptures are so unequivocal and pointed , and clear, that we

are perfectly amazed our author has not seen and pondered what

they affirm , viz. that the whole, from beginning to end, was a

procedure of grace. Nor will we allow him here to confound
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between grace and benevolence ; for the Scriptures are just as

clear in distinguishing between them , and in making grace a

matter of pure, unobligatedfavor, flowing freely fromthe sove

reign pleasure of God . “ The grace of Christ” is something cha

racteristically different from natural good will or benevolent re

gards. Our first parent and public head, having failed and lost

the inheritance promised on conditionof his obedience, God was

under no moral obligations to provide another : much less was

the Eternal Son, the second person of the Godhead, under moral

obligations, to assume human nature into union with His Divine

nature, and thus place Himself in , and adapt Himself to , the cir

cumstances and condition, in whicha public person or Head must

appear and act , if fallen man is to be ever rescued. The Son of

God, however, having most graciously undertaken thus to assume

man's nature, and place Himself in new relations to His fallen

creatures, to appear and act as a new public Head, the second

Adam,a Surety, Mediator, Redeemer, Deliverer, Prophet, Priest,

King, & c ., did,by that very fact, undertake to perform important

obligations, which naturally pertain to Him. In other words,

His mediatorial office and relation , His being constituted the

second Adam, involved services and looked to sufferings and acts,

to wbich, as Son of God , He was under no obligation to devote

Himself, nor was the Father torequire from Him .

Our author loses sight entirely of the mysteryof His person .

His human nature never existed separate from His divine. His

personal Deity never was united to a human person . The man

Christ Jesus was the Son of God ; and the Son of God was the

man Christ Jesus. These are correlate terms, to denote the same

person , although in different respects of nature. Our author, by

his philosophy, and reasonings, places Him in the condition and

under the obligations of a mere creature - of one descending

from Adam “ by ordinary generation . ” Here, we lament to say,

he has been led presumptuously astray by his philosophy. Ex

ercising a simple, childlike faith inthe testimony of God - look

ing to religion as revealed in the Bible, and not as it lies in the

natural reason — taking the Scripturesas a communication from

God , instead of exalting his philosophy of free -will and moral

government, as he has defined them ,-and being content to sitat

the feet of Jesus, and learning of Him, instead of rising above

Him, and judging both Him , and His obligation, by the rule of

his own cogitation, our brotherwould certainly have perceived ,

that the scheme of redemption is not a system of mere natural

moral government — that it existed not eternally in the nature of

things but that it proceeds from thefree andsovereign love and

grace of God, electing a portion of the fallen, ruined, guilty

human race , and providing and ordaining for them a new and

glorious Head, on condition of whose faithful discharge of the
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duties and service required of Him, those, who were by nature

children of wrath , and heirs of the curse, should be adopted in

Him, as the sons and daughters of the Lord Almighty, justified

for ever in His sight, and brought into and established , eternally,

in a new and exalted relation to the Most High, far more glorious

and blessed , than would have been secured, or had been originally

proposed , by the obedience of their first and fallen head . See

Eph. 1 : 3-10. “God the Father so loved the world as to give

his only begotton Son, & c. God the Son most freely gave

Himself and consecrated Himself to the work of saving those

whom the Father gave toHim , as the reward of His purchase.

See John, 17 : 6, 11 , 19, 20, 21. Placed in a new and peculiar

relation by this covenant of redemption , peculiar services de

volved on Him for the justification and salvation of those who

were given to Him by the Father. As the newly constituted

covenant Head, He voluntarily received commands, and assumed

obligations, which pertained not to Him, as the Eternal Son.

See John, 6 : 37-40 ; 10 : 14–18. This glorious covenant (see

Psalms, 89 : 3) seems to have been lost sight of by our author,

in the mazes of his philosophy .

So far from the obligations binding our blessed Redeemer to

obedience,being whollyfor Himself, His whole lifeanddis
courses prove that they were not natural to Him as the Son of

God, but were voluntarily assumed , and for the discharge of which

He qualified Himself, by taking upon Him our nature, that He

might have somewhat to offer, and by His obedience, merit the

reward promised of the Father, which was to be for ever exalted

and established as the second Adam, the Lord of the new crea

tion , and Head over all things to His Church. See Heb . 10 : 5

13, and Phil. 2 : 5–11. Losing sight of this official public rela

tion of Christ, our author has yielded himself to the guidance of

his philosophy, and been led into a labyrinth of confusion and

error. Havingtaken a metaphysical position, as to the nature and

ground of moral obligation, which necessitates him, for consis

tency's sake, to make, by a process of generalization, both God

and man's moral obligations to be of like character ; neglecting

to distinguish between things that differ, and resolving God's

special revelations of grace in the scheme of redemption through

Jesus Christ, into a system of mere moral government, he is ever

found conflicting with the Scriptures. Denying that the obedience

of Christ was rendered on behalf of His people, as their covenant

Head or Surety , through whom alone God deals with us andfor

us, he is necessitated to make justification mere pardon.
Yet

this is not done openly and fully ; for at one moment he identi

fies “ pardoning and restoring to favor, " which things are not

identical, and at the next, makes them to differ, averring , that

* John 3 ; 16.
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"justification consists, ” not in the laws pronouncing the sinner

just, but in his being ultimately, governmentally treated as if he

were just.” . Present pardon , according to his own admission,

cannot justify. The sinner is not, in fact, and fully, justified

when he believes ; but “ ultimately” he will be . When or how

long before he will be “ ultimately, governmentally treated as

just,” however, he does not say. This we are left to infer,

from his variouspositions or assertions advanced , while discussing

the subject. Thence we learn, that it is only when , and while,

perfect obedience is rendered by men in their own persons, that

they are justified. And here he brings in his doctrine of perfec

tion, or entire sanctification, substituting the holiness of the

believer for the righteousness of Christ.

“ The Bible,” says he," everywhere represents justified per

sons as sanctified, and always, expressly or impliedly, con

ditionates justification upon sanctification." “ By sanctifica

tion being a condition of justification, the following things are
intended . " 1. That present, full and entire consecration of heart

and life to God and His service , is an unalterable condition of

present pardon , of past sin , and of present acceptance with God .

2. That the penitent soul remains justified no longer than this
full-hearted consecration continues.” The phrases full-hearted

consecration ," “ entire consecration of heart and life, " “ full ,

present obedience," " entire obedience,” “ universal obedience, "

sincerity , "
" " obedience,” and such like, used by our author,

when speaking of the condition of justification, are, with him , the
synonymes of absolute perfection of moral character, utter sin

lessness, living without sin . " That he cannot be justified by

the law , while there is a particle of sin in him ," he says, “ is too

plain to need proof. But can he be pardoned and accepted, and

then justified , in the gospel sense, while sin, any degree of sin,
remains in him ? Certainly not . For the law , unless it be re

pealed, and Antinomianismbe true, continues to condemn , while

there is any degree of sin in him .” A man , therefore, must

become perfectly holy in order to forgiveness, in the very
first

instance ; and the slightest deviation afterwards, throws bim at

once back as fully under the condemnation of thelaw, as he was

at the first . To such absurdity and error is he led by disregarding
the different relations in which God has been pleased to give the

moral law to men .

The following passage shows how utterly he abhors, and

slanderously he reproaches, the distinction to which we have

referred . If I understand the powers of the Presbyterian

confession of faith, they regarded justification as a state remitting

from the relation of an adopted child of God, which state is

entered by faith alone, and held that justification is not con

* Fin . Sys. , III . , * Fin Sys., II . , p. 183. • Id. III . , p . 107.p . 98 .
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ditionated upon obedience for the time being, but that a person

in this state may (as they hold that all in this life in fact

do) sin daily , and even continually, yet without condemna

tion by the law , their sin bringing them only under his fatherly

displeasure, and subjecting them to the necessity of repentance,

as a condition of his fatherly favor, but not as a condition of

pardon or of ultimate salvation. They seem to have regarded

the child of God as no longer under moral government, in such

a sense that sin was imputed to him, this having been imputed
to Christ and Christ's righteousness so literally imputed to him,

that do what he may after the first act of faith, he is accounted

and treated in his person as wholly righteous. If this is not

Antinomianism, I know not what is ; since they hold that all who

once believed will certainly be saved, yet that their perseverance

in holy obedience to the end is in no case a condition of final

justification, but that this is conditionated upon the first act of

faith alone. They support their position with quotations from

Scripture as much in point as is common for them . (How very

modest, but still more so what follows.) When I read that Con

fession of FaithI am ashamed, not to say indignant, at the loose

and often ridiculous manner (strange language and charges from

one so remarkably loose and incorrect himself in the use of lan

guage) in which its framers and abettors quote Scripture in support
of someof its nonsensical positions. They often rely on proof

texts , that in their meaning and spirit have not the remotest allu

sion to the point, in support of which they are quoted. I have

tried to understand the subject of justification, as it is taught in

the Bible, without going in to labored speculations or to theologi

cal technicalities.” How true this may be, the reader will judge.
But to us it is very obvious that he has not gone to his Bible ,

and studied it as a whole, and taken his views entirely thence ;

but has actually gone into the most labored speculations, seeking

to generalise and simplify, and to reduce the whole of God's

complicated and wonderful dispensations of grace, into a mere

natural system of moral government. Throughout the whole of

his two volumes he has attempted but little of Scriptural exposi

tion , but having stated his positions, and reasoned out his con

clusions, in thelight of his philosophy , has piled together heaps

of texts, for which he has apologized to his readers. And well

might he do so, in view of the manner in which he has applied

passages to his purpose , without reference to their connection, or

to the great outline and scheme pervading the word of God. Pro

fessor Morgan has in one place been introduced to do this work

forhim, by way of answering Dr. Beecher.'

We, too, object to technicalities when addressing impenitent

men, who have never read their Bible attentively , and are unac

* Fin . Sys. III . , 159, 160 . * Fin . Sys. III . , 108 , 155.
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“ Repen

quainted with the convenient forms of speech among theologians.

But when Theology is the subject expressly treated, and that for

the instruction of theological students, candidates for the gospel

ministry,a sneer at technicalities, will be understood and passed

for whatit is worth .

Our author shall speak for himself. “ The following, ” says he,

« is a succinct and true account of the matter : ( viz : the justification

of a sinner before God ,) upon condition of the mediatorial

death and work of Christ, (which work , of course, according to

his own showing as above noticed, was obedience for Himself

that could no more than justify Himself,) the penitent and believ

ing soul is freely pardoned and received to favor, as if he had

not sinned , while he remains penitent and believing, subject how
ever to condemnation and eternal death , unless heholds fast the

beginning of his confidence to the end of life .” Language

cannot possibly affirm , more clearly and pointedly, that the

believer justifies himself by his own personal obedience. In

doing so he departs, as wide asthe poles, from those whose con

fession of faith he pronounces “ fabulous and better befitting a
romance than a system of theology .” He carries out his doctrine

boldly, and tracing the details ofhuman obedience, makes each

specific part a condition of justification before God ."

tance, also, is a condition of our justification. “ Faith in Christ

is another condition of our justification .” “ Sanctification is

another condition of justification ." « Perseverance in faith

and obedience, or in consecration to God , is also an unalterable

condition of justification or of pardon or acceptance with God."

Here, again, our author has lost sight of, or does not care to

notice the distinction-so common and carefullymade,among those

whom he so charitably denounces as Antinomians - between the

condition, and the indispensable evidences of a justified state .

Faith, repentance, sanctification, perseverance in holy obedience,

and maintaining our confidence and steadfastness in him unto the

end , are all regarded as essential tokens or proofs of a gracious

state, the evidences that pardon and acceptance with God are

truly had , and that we are the children of his adoption. The

difference is radical between these things, as traits of character,

the accompaniments or results of justification, the offerings of

love, andasconditions of justification . So far as the develope

ments of holiness are concerned, the former is a much more effi

cient mode of securing them , than the latter. Our author's

zeal here is out of place. He must not attribute , as do many of

his followers , all the holiness abroad , to the influence of his

system . As much conscientiousness, zeal and devotedness to

God , with far more of fidelity to Jesus Christ and to covenant
engagements, of humility , and far less of self -conceit, and

' Fin. Syst., III. , p . 160. III , p. 103. * III , p. 106. * III, p. 155.
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spiritual pride, and a vastly better morality , may be found

among those whom he reprobates as Antinomians, than among

moderntheological quacks and pretenders to perfection.

In all his extended attempt to apply his philosophy to the

doctrine of justification by faith, he has not defined carefully the

meaning inwhich he uses the word condition . This, in a work

on systematic theology , to say the least, is a great defect. The

word, it is well known , is variously used ; sometimes to denote,

“ the state in which things are put or placed together ;" some

times “ the qualities attributes or properties of persons or things

whether good or bad ; " either general or particular, accidental or

inherent, physical or moral;" sometimes the whole or partial

circumstances under which anything is done or required to be

done ;" and at others , “ the actions, services, or previous terms,

which , it is agreed, or covenanted , bargained or stipulated , shall

be performed by one party to entitle to or secure other things to

be done by another party.” In which particular sense he employs

the word, it does not always appear ; but the idea that “would

most naturally ” be suggested to the ordinary reader is the latter.

It would seem , that he designed, occasionally, to use it as it is

employed in philosophy. But even in this “ sense,” he is far

from being explicit and careful in its use . In speaking of some

accident, or circumstance, which is not essential to the thing,but

which is yet necessary to its production , we are apt to say of it ,

that it is a condition without which , a sine qua non as light , is a

condition of vision , without which, though a man have good

eyes, he cannot see objects, and air, of life , without which,

though a man have good lungs, and be in health, he cannot even

breathe. Reconciliation to God, confidence in Him, repentance,

love and holiness, may thus be styled indispensable to justifica
tion and salvation ; but not at all in the popular sense of the

term as meritorious terms or works or duties prerequisite and

conducing to it. Those whom he condemns as Antinomians,

admit and teach , that faith, repentance, love and new obedience

characterize a justified state , and that as qualities, attributes ,

properties, indispensably necessary as evidences of the fact of

justification, as its invariable accompaniments, they may, in the

philosophic sense of the word, be called conditions ; but they

deprecate the use of the term, because this is not its popular

sense, and is eminently calculated, to engender and foster a self

righteous spirit, and to lead into dangerous practical error .

Edwards says : “ Here , if I may humbly express what seems

evident to me, though faith be indeed the condition of justifica

tion , so as nothing else is , yet this matter is not clearly and suf

ficiently explained by saying, that faith is the condition of justifi

cation , and that because the word seems ambiguous, both in

common use, and also as used in divinity. In one sense, Christ
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alone performs the condition of our justification and salvation ;

in another sense, faith is the condition of justification ; and in

anothet sense, other qualifications and acts are conditions of sal

vation and justification. There is a difference between being

justified by a thing, and that thing universally, necessarily, and

inseparably attending justification ;for so do a great many things

that weare not said to be justified by . It is not the inseparable

connection with justification that the Holy Ghost would signify,

or that is naturally signified by such a phrase .'

Our author's views of the nature of justification, determine his

meaning of the word condition . It is in the sense, not of a sine

qua non, that he uses it , but of things previously to be done by

man , beforeGod can perform His part ; for he says , roundly, and

without qualification ,-as his objectionto a full and free present,

immutable andeternal justification by God, inseparable from that

faith in Jesus Christ, which changes the relation of the believer

to the penalty of the law, and to its commanding power as a

covenant of works,-that “ it is Antinomianism ” _ " impossible it

should be true , for God is not the author of the moral law, and

He cannot abrogate it, either as to its precept or to its penalty,""

“inconsistent with forgiveness or pardon ,""* renders it, “ out of

place for one who has once believed to ask for the pardon of sin ,"

a downright insult to God and apostacy from Christ,” “ wrong

and impious," to do so , and at war with the whole Bible.»

“ The Bible ,' ' he says, “ in almost every variety of manner, re

presents perseverance in faith and obedience to the end , as a

condition of ultimate justification and final salvation,” conſound

ing relations and things that differ. Not one of the passages he

cites, without comment or attempt at exposition , to sustain these

objections and positions , prove them at all .

We have endeavored fully and faithfully to present our author's

views, as they seem to us to stand in contrast with the Scriptures,

and with the faith of the Reformed churches, and of the men of

whom the world is not worthy. The manner in which his phi

losophy has effected and transformed his ideas of justification,

and led him forward in ruthless censure and condemnation of

<< the faith once delivered to the saints ," has been made apparent.

Starting with his philosophical ideas of the nature and ground of

moral obligation , and assuming the gospel to be a mere system of

moral government, according to which, God treats with indivi

duals, solely and exclusively, on their own personal responsibility,

instead of its being a gracious constitution, providing for favors

through a public or lederal Head, he has obliterated, from his

creed , the precious doctrine of justification by faith, through the

righteousness of Christ, without the deeds of the law.

' Edwards' Works , Vol . V. p . 356 . ? Fin. Sys. , III. ,

ld. p. 156 . * Id. p . 157.

(To be continued .]
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ARTICLE I.

PULPIT ELOQUENCE AS AFFECTED BY DIVINE

INFLUENCE.

By Rev. J. Few SMITH, Prof. of Sacred Rhetoric and Pastoral Theology, in the Theological

Seminary , Auburn , N. Y.

ELOQUENCE has always held a high place in human estimation .

The orator commands admiration ." He wields a mighty power.

It is a great thing to rule the minds and hearts of men ; and this

is his prerogative. It is his to stir up the deep waters of the

soul ; to summon every passion from its secretchamber, and

arouse it to activity ; to throw burning coals upon the conscience,
and dart the lightning flashes of truth in upon the mind. And it

is a noble sight to look upon , and it may well enkindle the loftiest

ambition , to behold a man master of eloquence, swaying assem

bled thousands ; fastening upon himself every eye in the vast

assembly, lookingthrough each eye, into the heart, throwinghis
own thoughts and feelings into their souls, convincing their reason,

deciding theirjudgment, and carrying them as one man with him

self. Eloquencehas had such triumphs; and they are among

the proudest that human intellect has ever achieved : and,

therefore, it is a great and noble thing to be truly eloquent. It

is a noble thing to be the defender of innocence; the asserter of

justice; the advocate of truth : to convince men's understanding,

and to persuade them to thatwhich is right:-and this is the

province of Eloquence ; for Eloquence, in its highest forin , is

speaking well in behalf of that which isright.

What is true of Eloquence in general, loses none of its force

when applied to the particular department of Pulpit Eloquence.
There, too, it is a noble power, commanding admiration ; and

there especially it is speaking well in behalf of that which is

THIRD SERIES, VOL. IV. NO. 4. 1
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To conclude, all that can be done for oratory in education is

merely preparatory. We might as well try to make poets as to
make orators . We may prescribe fitting and genial studies and

exercises, but the orator, as well as the poet, can alone make

himself, or must be madeby an inspiration from heaven.

ARTICLE VII.

REVIEW OF FINNEY'S THEOLOGY.

By Rev. GEORGE DUFFIELD , D. D., Detroit, Michigan .

Lectures on Systematic Theology, embracing Lectures on Moral

Government, Atonement, Moral and Physical Depravity, Re

generation ,Philosophical Theories, and Evidences of Regenera

tion . By Rev. C.G.FINNEY, Professor of Theology, in the

Oberlin Collegiate Institute .

i [ Continued from p. 452.]

SANCTIFICATION.

“Some theologians, " says our author," have made justification

a condition of sanctification instead of making sanctification a con

dition of justification . But this, we shall see, is an erroneous

view of the subject. The mistake is founded in a misapprehen

sion of the nature both of justification and of sanctification .

They make sanctification to consist in something else than in

the will's entire subjection or consecration to God ; and justifica

tion they regard as a forensic transaction, conditionated on the

first act of faith in Christ . Whole-hearted obedience to God, or

entire conformity to his law, they regard asa very rare ,and many of

them , as an impractical attainment in this life . Hence they condi

tionate justification upon simple faith, not regarding faith as at all

implying present conformity of heart to the law of God . It would

seem , from the very use of language, that they lay very little stress

uponpersonal holiness, as a condition of acceptance with God.” If

our author means, as it would seem he does from his use of lan

guage, to insinuate or charge that the theologians he refers to

are not careful and zealous to inculcate the necessity of holiness,

Sys. Theol. III. p. 106.
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and its reality as an indispensable evidence of a justified state, or

that their teaching and preaching do not secure conscientious and

devoted lives of new obedience, he insinuates and charges what he

cannot prove. The piety and morality of the men he thus reproach

es, and of their churches generally, will not lose anything in com

parison with those that affiliate and sympathize with him and his

school. The odium theologicum isa very weak argument,and

what we would not expect from one who claims to be perfect.

The above extract does express the truth, that the theologians

referred to deny sanctification to be the condition of justification.

But our author uses it with evident intent to be understood, that

they who deny and oppose the doctrine of entire sanctification as

he teaches it , are, to some degree, indifferent, or at least far less

concerned about holiness of heart and life, and the obligation to

maintain it , than he and his school are . For he says “ that it is

Antinomianism ,” and that “ a denial of ( his) doctrine prepares

the minds of ministers to temporize and winkatgreat iniquity in

their churches. This is grievous slander. We will not return

the compliment as broadly as it has been given, but must remark

thatso far as our observation has gone, we have witnessed so

much maneuvring and deception, and such developments of

rampant censoriousness, spiritual pride, self - conceit and lying

slander, in connexion with this doctrine , on the part of its ad

vocates , that we should be on our guard, and put no confidence

in the man or the church, that professes “ entire sanctification ,"

astaught by our author and his school . Nor are we at all sur

prised that it should be so . For, having affirmed of themselves

what is false before God, the power of perceiving truth has, as

its legitimate punishment, been so far impaired, that they now

cease to be aware when they depart from truth before men .

Our author assumes that there is , and can be, no other effectual

provision made for the holiness of men , but that which makes

sanctification the condition of justification. This is the common

assumption of all unsanctified minds ; and it operates powerfully

and extensively to keepmen from trusting in Jesus Christ, and

looking confidently for the grace of God unto eternal life. We

do indeed , in common with the theologians whom our author

condemns and traduces, deny that sanctification is the condition

of justification,in the ordinary acceptation ofthe term " condition , "

nor do we think it either necessary or efficacious'to secure holi

ness of heart and life, to assume and teach that it is. On the con

trary , we have found and believe that this very idea, the prece

dence of holiness as a condition of justification, operates as an

efficient barrier in the way of the sinner's being brought to

Christ, and powerfully, in some who think they have come to

Him, to secure the developments of spiritual pride, or self-righ

* I.II \ p. 155 . 'p. 225.
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teousness , or censoriousness. The theologians condemned by

our author, and the Confession of Faith so bitterly denounced by

him , are very careful to teach that, coincident with justification,

andby the very actings of the faith that justifies, the Spirit of God

regenerates, and ever thereafter sanctifies. While they discard

works or deedsof law , asthe precedent condition ofjustification,

they as positively affirm , that the faith which justifies is not meré

science like the faith ofdevils, but such a realizing apprehension

and belief of the great facts testified by Jesus Christ, concerning

Himself, His Father, and the way of justification through him, as

will bring the motive influence that maybe drawn from the excel

lence, grace, and love of God in Christ, to bear upon the mind

and heart, in determining to and promoting holiness. Its natural

and certain tendency in this way, they plainly and pointedly urge

from the Word of God, as it works by love, purifies the heart,

and overcomes the world.” Appropriate fruits or good works,

prove the genuineness of faith and the fact of justification, which

is very different from their being the precedent condition. Our

author either confounds or identifies these things, and in the

boldest manner so perfectly inverts the order of God's operations

in the justification and salvation of men, as to make them justify

themselves, always and only inso far as they become and keep

themselves perfectly holy . " The Bible everywhere represents

justified persons as sanctified, and always expressly or impliedly

conditionates justification upon sanctification. 1 Cor. 6:11 : And

such were some of you ; but ye are washed, butye are sanctified,

but ye are justified , in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the

Spirit of our God .”

We have here both the author's view plainly stated , and his at

tempt as a biblical expositor, to prove it. Because the apostle, in

his detailof facts, evidencing thegreat change wrought in the cha

racter and state of the converts at Corinth , puts sanctification before

justification, therefore he infers that the former is the condition of

the latter ! The apostle, designing to contrast their present and

former character and state, most naturally begins with the de

velopments in their actions and habits which give evidence of
their state, and thus traces them to their proper source . A dif

ferent design would have suggested a different course . Design

ing to prove the fact of a man's being in a living state, we should

naturally say he moves, walks, thinks, and lives, placing the
cause last. So regeneration and sanctification are stated first as

the consequents or accompaniments and proofs of justification.

We apply his mode of reasoning, and prove from the apostle the
very reverse of our author's inference . 66 God has chosen you

to salvation through sanctification of the Spirit, and belief of the

Does sanctification of the Spirit precede faith as its con

* Sys. Div. III. p . 207. 2 II . Thess, 2 : 13.
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dition ? So Peter writes, “ Elect through sanctification oftheSpirit

unto obedience and sprinkling unto the blood of Christ. ” . Does

sanctification precede obedience, and do both precede the appli

cation of Christ's atonement as the condition ? Our author's in

ference is a perfect non -sequitur ; nor can he find a fitter speci

men to his purpose, although he says that the passage in Corin
thians is “ but a specimen of the manner in which justified persons

are spoken of in the Bible .” As little to his purpose is his next

quotation, from Rom. 6 : 1, which does indeed prove that “ they

only are justified who walk after the Spirit.” But this walking

after the Spirit is the immediate, certain result, and necessary

evidence, not the condition of justification. He confounds regen

eration with sanctification, not, however, as the cause with its

effect, the one being characteristically different from the other ;

but makes them to differ, only as a higher and a lower state.

For, in reply to the anticipated objection , that the Scriptures speak

of sanctification as a thing that comes after regeneration, and to

be sought and arrived at, by the Christian, he affirms, that the

word is used in a “ higher sense ,” to denote “ a state of being

settled , established in faith, rooted and grounded in love , being

so confirmed in the faith and obedience of the gospel, as to hold

on in the way of life steadfastly, immovably, always abounding

in the work of the Lord ."

In his third volume our author has laid out all his force on this

subject, which , as it is the peculiarity of his school, he makes “ a
fundamental question in theology."

He has transformed , byhis philosophy, the meaning oflanguage,

with which the ears of Christians have been long familiar and

wrought confusion only. Holiness, sanctification and obedience,

have all their place in his nomenclature, and are retained still as

technics ; but they mean not in his lips what they have done

among evangelical Christians. Along with them he has intro

duced others, which, according to hissystem are the synonymes

of these , but have become the preferred phrases, and , with some

boasters of perfection, the merest cantings such as “ entire

sanctification ," “ entire obedience,” “ entire consecration of

will,” “ of heart," " of life toGod," « full - hearted consecration ,"

sincerity ,” “ honesty of intention,” 6 moral perfection ." These

are all used as convertible terms for “ holiness," and holiness as

another phrase for perfect sinlessness. They all serve the pur

poses of logicalsubtlety,by which to reach aconclusion uniform

ly aimed at. It is both painful and alarming to see what a

expressions he marshals around him, and how by his phi

losophy they become the merest engines of sophistry, by which

to give scope and power to error. Already have we met with

some of his disciples, who have played most skilfully with them,

11. Pet. 1 : 2 . * Fin. Thes. III. 107.
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and had learned so to identify in their use of the terms, holiness,

perfection, entire sanctification, etc. , that those who reject the

doctrine and pretence of perfection, have been denounced and

slandered as opposed to holiness and strangers to the grace of

sanctification .

Our author makes no distinction here, except between “ pre

sent full obedience, or entire consecration to God,” and “ continu

al abiding consecration, or obedience to God .” ' The formerhe

calls sanctification, the latter “ entire sanctification," which last

expression is the preferred equivalent for “ sinless perfection.”

In defining sanctification he is careful to affirm that it does not

imply any constitutionalchange of either soul or body,” — “ is not

a phenomenon or state of the intelligence , belongs to neither

the reason , conscience, nor unders.anding" " is not a mere feel

ing of any kind,” — “ is not a desire an appetite, a passion, a pro

pensity, an emotion, nor indeed any kind or degree of feeling,

is not a state or phenomenon of the sensibility,"--but “ is a phe

nomenon of the will or a voluntary state of mind.” . The termsvoy

and dymusw translated " to sanctify ,” he says are used by the inspired

writers “ to represent the act of consecrating one's self or ny .

thing else to the service of God and to the highest well -bein ; of

the universe,' " not only an act of the will, butan ultimate act

or choice , as distinguished from a mere volition or executive act

of the will." “ Sanctification as a state differing from a holy act,"

he says, " is a standing ultimateintention and exactly synonymous

or identical with a state of obedience or conformity to the law of

God.” “ Sanctification consists in the will's devoting or conse

crating itself and the whole being, all we are and have, so far as

powers, susceptibilities, possessions, are under the control of the

will to the service of God, or which is the samething, to the high

est interests of God and of being. Sanctification, then , is nothing

more or less than entire obedience for the time being to the law . ”

This description does not accord with the Scriptural account of

sanctification . A very essential element,entering into the Scriptu

ral representation of its nature, has been lost sight of by our author

in his description of it . The influence and agency of the Spirit

of God are radically important, so much so, and so essential, that

the sanctification of men is truly and appropriately His work.

There is a consecration, other than that of man's own voluntary

and entire surrender of himself to God, which the word is some

times used to denote, andwhich enters into the Scriptural account

of sanctification . Those whom God has given to Jesus Christ,

having elected them from the mass of the human family that they

should be holy, are set apart, in God's purpose, and havea new

and peculiar relation to the new Covenant-Head and Redeemer

assigned to them. See Eph. 1 : 4,5. He claims to be the author

2 III. p . 199. * III, 200. II. p . 200.
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of their sanctification , Ex.31 : 13 ; Lev. 20 : 8 . Beside this setting

them apart for Himself, He further consecrates them by the gift

of His Spirit, by whose influence the divine agency is efficiently
carried out for their sanctification . “ Because God hath from the

beginning chosen you to salvation, through sanctification of the

Spirit. ” This sanctifying agency of the Spirit precedes obedi

ence, and is designed as the means of securing it . So far from

the sanctification of a sinful man originating and consisting in the

sovereign choice of his own free-will, the Bible teaches, that

there is an exercise of divine sovereignty, to which it is to be
traced as to its prime source and efficient cause. Peter styles

Christians “elect through sanctification of the Spirit unto obedi

ence." ? Here the sanctification of the Spirit precedes and pre

pares the way for holy obedience, as the means does the end. Er

aylaquw avevuotos , “ by the sanctification or sanctifying influences

of the Spirit.” Eis ünaxorv, i.e. in order that they should obey the

gospel.” The Spirit employs appropriatemeans in thiswork , which,

in general , is the truth, the word ofGod. See John 17 : 17, 19.

The Shorter Catechism and Confession ofFaithhave well and truly,

therefore, assigned the first and most conspicuous place in the

sanctification of the sinner, to the agency of the Holy Spirit.

And we consider it a capital error -- a radical and fatal defect in

our author's system—that the influence and agency of the Spirit

in this work, are made to stand so far in theback -ground, and are

so indistinctly defined . There is a work of the Spirit in our sanc

tification, as appropriate and essential as is theconsecration of

ourselves to God, carried out in a life of new and holy obedience.

According to the Scriptures , as set forth in the Shorter Catechism ,

the Spirit begins the work in our effectual calling, by convincing

us of our sin andmisery, by enlightening our minds in the know

ledgeof Christ , by renewing our wills ,andthus persuading and

enabling us to embrace Him as He is freely offered to us in the

gospel, for all purposes of salvation . The work thus begun He

carries on by renewing us more and more into the image of Christ.

Mere arguments taken from the promises and threatenings of the

Word , no power of mere human suasion , no enticing words of

human wisdom or eloquence, will ever prove sufficient, without

that demonstration of the Spirit which makes our faith to stand ,

not in the wisdom of men but in the power of God. Thusbring

ing us to faith and unfeigned repentance, we are “ sealed with

that holy Spirit of promise, which is the earnest of our inheritance

until theredemption of the purchased possession ," 4 and renewed

more and more in life and vigor, through all the parts, powers, and

passions of our nature , into the image of God, Eph. 4 : 24 ; Col.

3 : 10, in knowledge,righteousness, and holiness.

Ourauthor fails to give any definite views, at all answerable to

* LI. Thes. 2:13. ' I. Pet. 1 : 2. 9 Bloomfield . * I. Cor. 2 : 4,5.
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the importance of the subject, to the work of the Holy Spirit in

the sanctification of thesinner. So far as we can gatherfrom him,

the Spirit's work in sanctificationconsists insimple illumination.

He does indeed talk of the indwellingof the Spirit,-- but we have

searched in vain for anything beyond His revealing Christ or pre

senting the truth. His language sometimes is so mystical as

to have a strong bearing towards fanaticism . “ When the will ,

the intellect, and the sensibility ,” says he ; “ are yielded to Him ,

He developesthe intelligence and the sensibility by clear revela
tions of himself in all his offices and relations to the soul , confirms

the will, mellows and chastens the sensibility by these divine reve

lations to the intelligence.” What these revelations are , and how

they are made ; whether independently of the written Word , by

some miraculous afflatus or inspiration, by an inward infallible

light or monitor. or through the prayerful andbelieving perusal and

use of the Scriptures, we arenot informed. There is a strange

blending of his philosophy and experience. Occasionally he

makes some excellent remarks, which would find a cordial assent

from the truly spiritual -minded, were it not that incidentally the

admixtures of his philosophy, betray a design directly at war with

Christian experience, viz. to prove their perfection in holiness .

We give the reader the following extractsas an example. “ It

is one thing to have thoughts and ideas and opinions concerning

Christ, and an entirely different thing to know Christ, as He is

revealed by the Holy Spirit. All the relations of Christ imply

corresponding necessities in us. When the Holy Spirit hasre

vealed to us the necessity, and Christ as exactly suited to fully

meet that necessity, and urged his acceptance in that relation ,

until we have appropriated him by faith , a great work is done" ?

" O how infinitely blind he is to the fulness and glory of Christ,

who does not know himself and know Christ , as both are re

vealed by the Holy Spirit . When we are led by the Holy Spirit

to look down into the abyss of our own emptiness — to behold

the horrible pit and miry clay of our own habits , and fleshly , and

worldly, and infernal entanglements — when we see in the light of

God that our emptiness and necessities are infinite, then and

not till then are we prepared to cast off self, and putonChrist.

Theglory andfulness of Christ are not discovered ( disclosed ?)

to the soul until it discovers its need of Him . But when self,

in all its loathsomeness and helplessness, is fully revealed, until

hope is utterly extinct, as itrespects every kind and degree of
help in ourselves , and when Christ, the all in all , is revealed to

the soul as its all-sufficient portion and salvation, then, and not

till then does the soul know its salvation . This knowledge is the

indispensable condition of appropriating faith, or of that act of
receiving Christ, or that committal of all to Him , that takes Christ

* Eph. 1 : 13, 14 . * III. 255 , 256.
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home to dwell in the heart by faith, and to preside over all its

states and actions. It is one thing to theorize and speculate and

opine about Christ, and an infinitely different thing to know him

as he is revealed by the Holy Spirit. When Christ is fully re

vealed tothe soul by the Comforter, it will never again doubt the

attainability and reality of entire sanctification in this life .""

Multitudeshave known and rejoiced in Christ as their all-suffi

cient Saviour, experiencing His strength and grace from day to

day, answerable to their appropriating faith, who have also glo

rified God on account of it,who nevertheless could notfor one

moment allow the thought of their sinlessness or perfect holiness

to take possession of them .

Our author expresses himself, often , with such exceeding loose

ness on the subject of the Spirit's revelations, through which, he

says, “ entire sanctification here ensues, that it is impossible

toknow what he means. Thus, speaking of the Spirit reveal

ing Christ as the Life, without ever giving any distinct idea of

what life is,he employs language which, if it came from the lips

of an old school theologian, he would denounce as heresy and
Antinomianism . 6. He enthrones himself with our own consent

in the heart, and through the heart he extends his influence and

his life to all our spiritual being ;-he lives in us as really and

truly, as we live in our own bodies ;-he as really reigns in our

will, and consequently in our emotions, by our own free consent,

as our wills reign in our own bodies. Cannot our brethren un

derstand that this is sanctification, and that nothing else

is ? 932 Speaking of Christ as the believer's sanctification,

he says, “ When He is apprehended and embraced as the

soul's sanctification , he rules in and reigns over the soul in

so high a sense, that he, as it were, develops his own holiness in

us . He, as it were, swallows usup - so enfolds ( ifI may so say)
our wills and our souls in his, that we are willingly led captive

by him . We will and do, as He wills within us. What ! has it

come to this, that the church doubt and reject the doctrine of

entire sanctification in this life ? “ The Holy Spirit sanctifies
only by revealing Christ to us as our sanctification ?" 4 “ Christ

is revealed and apprehended as the soul's substitute , surety , life,

and salvation , in respect to the particular besetment and weak

ness of which it has had so full and so humiliating a revelation."

The Spirit of Christ and our spirit must embrace each

other, and enter into ali everlasting covenant with each other.

There must be a mutual giving of self and receiving ofeach other,

a blending of spirits in such a sense as is intended by Paul in

the passage already quoted. He that is joined to the Lord is

one spirit . »

* III. p. 260.
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The foregoing extracts are taken from the author's comments

on the relations of Christ, which, from sixty-one different speci

mensgiven, he seems to think are asnumerous and as various, as

the different titles used to designate Him. Wemight add much

of the same sort, showing a want of unity and consistency, the
absence of any distinct and definite thought flowing throughout,

and a confusion, desultoriness , and frequent destitution of mean

ing. Nothing stronger can be found in the writings of theologi

ans, whom it has been customary with many to denounce as An

tinomian . The following from Marshall on sanctification, is in

perfect keeping with the above extracts from our author. " An

other great mystery in the way of sanctification, is, the glorious

manner of our fellowship with Christ, in receiving an holy frame

of heart from him . It is by our being in Christ, and having Christ

himself in us, and that not merely by his universal presence as he

is God, butby such a close union, as that we are one spirit and

one flesh with him, which is a privilege peculiar to them that are

truly sanctified .” Boston says, “ Believers, regenerate persons,

who fiducially credit Him and rely on Him , have put on Christ.

Gal. 3:27. If that be not enough, he is in them . John 17 : 23.

Formed in them, as the child in the mother's belly . Gal . 4 : 19." 2

Our author says, “ The spirit of Christ, then , or the real Deity of

Christ dwells in the truly spiritual believer. Christ not only in

heaven, but Christ within us; as really and truly inhabiting our

bodies as we do, as really in us, as we are in ourselves, is the

teaching of the Bible, and mustbe spiritually apprehended, by a

divine personal and inward revelation, to secure our abiding in

him ."'s Nothing stronger can be found in Harvey, Booth, or

Crisp, who have been denounced as Antinomians. Much ex

planation is needed by our author, to deliver himself from the

allegations he has indulged in so freely, against those whom he

pronounces Antinomians.

It is easy to see, that the Antinomian and fanatic could both

express themselves in our author's language, and with him claim

to be " entirely sanctified ” or perfect . The former claims that,

.by faith, he yields himself up entirely to Christ, so consecrates
himself, and is so united to Him, thatChrist henceforth lives in

him, and he can no longer sin ; that, in fact, nothing he does can

be sin , being so united to Christ andone with Him ,as to be com

plete in Him . Our author says, “ whenever Christ is appre

hended and received in any relation, in that relation he is full
and perfect, so that we are complete in him .”' The fa

natic says, that he has a special revelation, enjoys an inward

light, so that he cannot be mistaken or err ; the light within ren

ders him, while under its influence, infallible, yea as truly in

Marshall on Sanct. p. 47. · Fourfold State, p. 197. * Sys. Tb. III. p . 294.

* III. p. 279.
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eye

spired as ever were the prophets and apostles, so that resistance

to it is resistance to God. Our author says , " We receive the

Holy Spirit , who offers himself as an indwellinglight and guide,

andwho is received by simple faith .” The leading and guiding

of the Spirit which are by the knowledge of Jesus Christ,vouch

safed or imparted through the word of God, are precious facts,

well known in the experience of Christians, and fully established

by the Scriptures . Rom. 8 : 14 ; Psalm 13 : 24; Eph. 1: 17 .

But his attempts at explanation, only produce perplexity and con
fusion . “ Light certainly,” says he, “ appears to be of two

kinds, as every spiritual mind knows, physical and spiritual.

Physical or natural light reveals or makes manifest physical ob

jects, through the fleshly organ the eye ; spiritual light is no less

real light than physical . In the presence of spiritual light the

mind directly sees spiritual truths and objects, as in the pre

sence ofmaterial or natural light , itdistinctly sees material ob

jects. The mind has an eye or seeing faculty, which uses the

material eye and natural light to discern material objects. It is
not the eye

that sees. It is always the mind that sees. The

and the light are conditions of seeing the material universe, but

ät is alwaysthe mind that sees . Sothe mind directly sees spi

ritual realities in the presence of spiritual light. But what is

light? What is natural and what is spiritual light? Are they

really identical or are they essentially different?" Our author

declines all “ philosophical speculations upon this subject,"

but remarks , " that whatever spiritual light is, the mind, under

certain circumstances, cannot discern the difference, if DIFFER

ENCE THERE IS, between them. Was that spiritual or physical

light which the disciples saw on the mount of transfiguration

which Paul and his companions saw, on their way to Damascus ?

What light is that which falls uponthe mental eye of the be

liever, when he draws so near to God as not, at the moment, to

at all distinguish the glorythat surroundshim from material light ?

What was that light, which made the face of Mosesshine with

such brightness, thatthe people were unable to behold it? And,

what is that light , which lights up the countenance of a believer

when he comes direct and fresh from the mount of communion

with God ? There is often a visible light in his countenance.

What is that light which often shines upon the pages of the Bible ,

making its spiritual meaning as manifest to the mind as the let

ters and words are ?!

The reader can draw his own inferences from these quotations.

Our author carefully distinguishes between the doctrinal light or

light of truth , which Christ reveals by His Spirit, and the inward

spiritual light which emanates from Christ, and is as real as the

physical, and which he denies to be metaphorical or figurative.

* Sys. Theol. III. p. 318. * III. p. 256. * III. p. 289 .
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“ What,” says he , “ is the source of spiritual light ? The Bible
says Christ is . But what does this mean ? When it is said that

He is the true light, does it mean only that he is the teacher of

true doctrine ; or does it mean that he is the light in which true

doctrine is apprehended , or its spiritual import understood ; that

he shines through and upon all spiritual doctrine, and causes its

spiritual import to be apprehended, and that the presence of his

light, or in other words, his own presence , is a condition of

any doctrines being spiritually understood ? He is no doubt

the essential light.' 66 Whoever has a true spiritual, and

personal acquaintance with Christ, as God, knows that Christ

is light; that his being called light is not a mere figure of

speech.” . According to his idea there is an elemental light,

which, if not identical , is not distinguishable from material light,

and which is as necessary to the perception of spiritual truth as

the latter is to corporeal vision . t . You can no more doubt, " says

he, “ the time that you see the true spiritual import of the words

(of the Bible), than that you see the words themselves.” “ At

other times the letter is as distinctly visible as before, and yet

there is no possibility of discerning the spirit of the Bible ” ( all

man's natural ability which our author makes of so great account,

and which he affirms to be sufficient for perfect obedience to the

law, to the contrary notwithstanding !!!) “ The Bible,” he

says, everywhere abounds with evidence, that spiritual light

exists, and that its presence is a condition (of course, according

to his own showing, a necessary condition ) of apprehending the

reality and presence of spiritual objects.” How completely in

these viewsdoes he contradict himself, and all he has said of

man's full power, without the Spirit's aid , to keep the law of God

perfectly ! He can no more believe, or do any other duty, which

implies the perception of spiritual truth and objects, without this

spiritual light, without this revelation of Christ, thancan the man

in darkness see and act, in reference to natural objects around

him : that is, the sanctification of the man depends,according to

this his showing, absolutely upon the Lord's imparting light

to him. Had our author expressed himself so as to convey the

idea of the light essential to spiritual discernment, which is given

in the Scriptures, we should have understood him , and rejoiced

in his asserting a precious truth, as far removed from fanati

cism , as it is fromhuman sufficiency. “ Whatsoever doth make

manifest is light,” 2 is Paul's simple account of it. “ God, who

commanded the lightto shine out of darkness, hath shined in our

hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in
the face of Jesus Christ.”3 Knowledge is light , in the scriptural

sense of the word, equally in reference to spiritual as to other

things. The knowledge of Christ and the way of salvation can

* III. 291. Eph. 5 : 13. $ II. Cor. 4 : 6.
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never be obtained by the unaided reason , or excogitated by the

unrenewed mind . For this we depend upon Christ. He has

embodied, in His Word, all we can or need to know in order to

sanctification ; and the Spirit , by His own appropriate and pecu

liar teachings, brings our minds to the knowledge of the truth as

it is in Jesus Christ : how, precisely, it is not for us to explain.

But the Saviour himself has said , “ the Comforter, which is the

Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in my name, He shall

teach you all things,and bring all things to your remembrance,

whatsoever I havesaid unto you .” Beyond this, viz . : the re

velations of the written Word, we have no promise of the Spirit's

teaching, nor a right to expect His illumination . It is by means

of the truth taught in the Word of God , and apprehended

by faith, that the Spirit enlightens and sanctifies. To assert or

lay claim to any other influence of the Spirit, as a light within ,

orrevelation from God, independent of and apart from His illu

mination by the Word of God, is the very element of fanaticism.

Our authorconfidently teaches, that spiritual light is an element

or medium, if not sui generis, yet as reallyand truly as natural

light, and scarcely distinguishable the onefrom the other, except

inthe greater glory of itseffulgence. The office of the Spirit, it

would seem according to him, in the sanctification of the man, is

to create the light, or shed itdown on the pages of the Wordof

God, or pour around us , just as it is of the natural sun , to dif

fuse his beams for our irradiation. 6 All truth in doctrine is only

a reflection of Christ - a radiation upon the intelligence from

Christ." “Look steadily in the direction from which the

light emanates, until the Holy Spirit enables you to appre

hend the essential truth , and the true light that enlightens

every man . Do not mistake a dim reflection of the sun for the

sun himself.” Our author has forbidden us to understand this as

metaphorical illustration. “ I say, to a spiritual mind, these are

not mere figures of speech , they are understood by those who

walk in the light of Christ, to mean what they say.” . Inasmuch,

therefore, as the existence and presence of this divine light , is

just as nécessary to render spiritual vision or discernment possi

ble, as is the physical or natural light to corporeal vision , and it

is the office of the Spirit to supply this light ; we see not how

our author, according to his showing,can escape from the charge
he brings against the “ Old School," who, he says, seem to

have regardedsanctification as brought about by a physical

cleansing. " . The only difference between his views and this,is,

that he is more specific in explaining the physical process of

sanctification. According to him , the cleansing is produced by

a law of necessity through the spiritual light which is poured

' I. Cor. 2 : 14. * John 14:26 . Sys. Theol. III. 288 .

4 III. 291. III. 317.
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around by the revelation of Christ, which is “ no less reallight

than physical ; ” and, as he has said, not at the moment distin

guishable from material light.” By all this he means, and

must and can only be understood to mean, that the process of

entire sanctification by the Spirit , is through a special reve

lation , and that revelation as direct and personal, as inde

pendent, miraculous, and infallible, as was ever imparted by

inspiration to the prophets. Of course it would be very wrong

fora man thus illuminated and inspired, to question the accuracy

of his viewsfor a moment, andas wrong in others to dissent from

and reject them, when given forth oracularly by the recipient ;

just as wrong as to reject the word of God himself. This is fa

naticism ; and if it has not led to extravagance and wildness in

our author, it is owing to other causes than its own sanitive

virtue. Certain it is, that it has led to asserted claims to perfec

tion, extravagance, and excesses, among some who have adopted

his views, and must, ere long, develop itself in still greater

follies and evils, on the part of those who may not have the piety

and other influences that restrain our author. The mysticism of

Halyburton is not for a moment to be compared with it . His

reason of true faith," asserted in opposition to Locke's views, is

far more intelligible, and by no means as liable to mischievous
perversion as our author's “ inward light” and “ revelations "

by the Spirit of “ Christ within us.” Dreams, visions, ecstacies,

rhapsodies, trances , and all the other appliances of the preceders

of new sects, not even excepting theinsane reveries of Sweden

borg, must all follow , in due season, where this element of fana

ticism , which he has incorporated in his system , is brought fully

into action in its practical applications. Habitual neglect of the

Bible, conceited ignorance, the despotism of opinion, the phrenzy

ofimpulses, consciousness, denunciation, and practical claims of

infallibility, must sooner or later throw their shades upon the de

velopments of that “entire sanctification ” which our author

advocates.

There is yet one other aspect of the subject which deserves

attention , and that is the manner in which he lowers the standard

by which to judge of perfect holiness, and the ease with which

he adapts the claims ofthe lawto the debilitated powers of man,

so as to make it in fact a sliding -scale, suited to each one's

varying capacities, and varying in its acquirements at any and

every moment of his life. To this he is compelled, by a logical

necessity. His philosophy has rendered him special aid in this

perilous work . The reader will bear in mind, that this philo

sophy is, according to his own showing, that of free -will ex

ercising its own sovereignty, in opposition to what he calls the

philosophy of a necessitated will ; that is, of a will determined

certainly by motive influences from without operating anterior
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to, and exerting their efficiency in its own acts. Such motive

influences are inconsistent with his view of free -will. Liberty,

according to his philosophy, consists in full (of course he means
equal) power at any and every moment to do right or wrong.

The possession of this power of sovereign self-determination is

with him a sine quâ non of moral obligation . “ Moral obligation

(too) respects the ultimate intention only.” “Moral law requires
nothing more than honesty of intention.” “ Sincerity or

honesty of intention is moral perfection - it is obedience to the

law ." “ Sin and holiness are attributes of acts of will only.”

“ Moral character belongs solely to the ultimate intention of the

mind. ” In other words, "holiness consists in the supreme ulti

mate intention, choice or willing of the highest well-being of

God, and the highest good of his kingdom .” Obedience, entire

obedience, will-obedience, holiness, entire sanctification , are all,

as we have shown , synonymes with our author. They all

mean the same thing with him . “ If conscious honesty of inten

tion , both as it respects the kind and degree of intention accord

ing to the degree of light possessed, be not entire obedience to

moral law, then there is no being in heaven or in earth who can

know himself to be entirely obedient.” “ Where this intention

exists, there can be no sin .” . No one who is truly honest in pur

suing the highest good of being, ever did or can mistake his duty
in any such senseas to commit sin .” 7 Here, then , we have sin .

cerity of intention as the sum total , the essence and perfection

of moral character and conduct. If this be not to degrade the

claims of the law, we know not what will . Arminians' views

of Christian perfection are much less exceptionable in this res

pect; for they affirm , that through Christ the law has been so

modified, as to admit sincerity in lieu of, or as , perfect obedience.

But our author, by a bold stroke of his philosophy, makes it the
very thing itself.

The reader will have patience with us while we present him

with a few further quotations bearing on this subject.
66 It is

plain that men are naturally able to be entirely sanctified, in the

sense of rendering entire and continual obedience to God ; for
the ability is the condition of the obligation to do so . But what

is implied in ability to be as holy as God requires us to be ? The

ready and plain answer to this question is-(1) The possession of

the powers and susceptibilities of moral agents. (2) Sufficient

knowledge or light to reveal to us the whole of duty.

also to reveal to us clearly the way and means of overcoming
any and every difficulty or temptation that lies in our way.

first we all possess. The second we also possess ; for nothing

strictly is or can be duty that is not revealed or made known to

( 3) And

' III. 13. 3 II. 153. * II, 167.

* II. 162 . • II. 163. * II. p . 149.

1 II. 36 .
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us. The third is proffered to us, upon condition that we receive

the Holy Spirit, who offers himself as an indwelling light and

guide, and who is received by simple faith .” It will be per

ceived how our author here slides off - by the use of phrases not

of the same import , asconvertible terms,identical in theirmean

ing ,-into the most fallacious sophistry . According to his view

thewhole of man's duty is not what God has specifically, in de

tail, enjoined in His law and expounded in His Word, but just so

much and no more than the man at the time actually knows,

his willing the good of God and of the universe as far as he un

derstands it ! If light is not had , or the knowledge of duty in
any particular, there is no obligation , and can be no sin . In other

words, he is perfect if he sincerely wills good to God and to the

universe, as far as he knows, notwithstandinghe may fail in many

important respects, to do what the law of God has detailed to

bethe duty of man. It may be the duty of others, but being
ignorant, it is not his. Thus, perfection or entire sanctification

ranges from the least possible amount of known duty , to the

widest extent in whichthe Spirit of God can reveal our duty.

Verily ignorance here is bliss ; for the less a man knows, the less

of moral obligation rests upon him, and the ease of perfect
obedience “ entire sanctification " _becomes proportionally

greater. He may omit many required duties, and do many things

that are forbidden ; but if he happily is ignorant, no sin attaches
to him.

This is exceedingly accommodating to sinful man in more re

spects than one. Our author admits that our powers are greatly

debilitated in consequence of transgression , and that the law,

consequently, according to his view , does not and cannot claim

so much of us as it would have done had not our faculties been

injured by sin . “ The law cannot, ” says he, “ require us to love

God or man as well as we might have been able to love them ,

had we always improved all our time in obtaining all the know

ledge we could in regard to their nature , character,and interests.”

“If entire obedience is to be understood as implying that we love

God as much as we should , had we all the knowledge we might

have had, then I repeat it, there is not a saint on earth or in

heaven , nor ever will be , that is entirely obedient.” “ The law

of God does not imply or suppose that our powers are in a per

fect state ; that our strength of body or mind is what it would

have been had we never sinned. But it simply requires us to use

what strength we have .” “Entire obedience does not imply

the same degree of faith that might have been exercised , but for our

ignorance and sin ." It follows, therefore, from our/author's position,

that sin actually diminishes man's obligations to his Creator, and

that long continued and confirmed habits of sinful indulgence and

* III. p. 256. * II. p. 199. 3 II. p. 200.
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ignorance, wasting his powers, is much the easiest and most di

rect way to perfection ,by lessening continually the amount of
love and service and faith that will be due from him to God. It

follows also , that if the Spirit of God does not reveal to the be

liever, more than he does, and can naturally know at any time,

he is free from all obligation bindingto a wider extent of obedi

We see not why Socrates and Plato and Anaxagoras and

other Greek moralists, should not be found to have attained to

“ entire sanctification ;" yea, more of the pagans than ofprofess

ing Christians who have had such superior light. And such is

probably our author's real belief,for he says, “ The heathen are

not under obligation to believe in Christ and thousands of other

things, of which they have no knowledge. Perfection in a hea

thenwould imply much less faith than in a christian.”

We take issue with our author on this subject, and regard his

schemeas directly opposedto the Saviour's teaching, and as fall
ing within the range of His condemnation. The servant that

knew not his lord's will, and therefore did it not, was not excused

but punished , though with fewer stripes than the other. God

attributes the deeper degreesof depravity and obnoxiousness to

punishment, to those who bytheir corruption have destroyed their

power of perceiving truth . The law of God varies not with light

and knowledge. The degree of culpability may, but not the exist
ence and extent of moral obligation. It matters not whether through

ignorance or pretextofbenevolence or philosophy it may not be

done, “ whosoever shall break one of the least commandments of

God , contained in the moral law or law of the ten command

ments, and shall teach men so, he shall be called the least in the

kingdom ofheaven. " The Law remains immutable in all its pre

cepts, and is not of fluctuating variant obligation . We see not

but that the Hindoo who sincerely immolates his parent or off

spring or himself, as an offering for the good of his god - the

only god he knows in the universe around him - upon our author's

principles, is performing a pious deed and giving proof of “ en

tire sanctification ."

The doctrine he teaches on this subject is very grateful to the
unrenewed heart. We have encountered it in the lips of impeni

tent men, who,as a defence against the desires of the Saviour

upon their confidence and obedience , have alleged , _ " we need

the illumination of the Spirit to reveal to us what we do not

know of Christ and the way of salvation through Him, as well

as our duty toward Him. This Spirit we have never received, nor
has His influence been imparted to us. We know nothing about

faith ; what it is, or how it becomes our duty, and therefore cannot

beguilty of resisting the Spirit. We havenot in fact the ability

to believe ; and therefore God does not, under such circumstances,

* II. p. 200. Luke 12 : 48 . * Isiah 27 : 11 . * Mat 1 : 19.
9
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require us to be as holy as He does others who know more.

Should He give us the Spirit, and pour into our minds His light,

we confess that then we should own our obligations , and our

guilt would be great in rejecting Him . " . Thus by accommodating
the claims of the law to their particular knowledge and circum

stances, they quieted their consciences , and flattered themselves

they were in no danger, or, were better than many others . Our

author's mode of expressing himself in reference to “ ability

to be as holy as God requires,” isin accordance with such views.

“ The natural man receivethnot the things of the Spirit of God,

for they are foolishnessto him ; neither can he know them be

cause they are spiritually discerned .” Of course he ought not

to be blamed for ignorantdisobedience.

To the extent of his ignorance he is free fromsin, since , ac

cording to our author, hisobligations tally with his knowledge.

His philosophy here has betrayed him into as many absurdities,

and as much nonsense, as he has freely charged against those who

affirm that “ no mere man is able in this life perfectly to keep the

commandments of God." “ Men,” says he, are naturally able
to be entirely sanctified, in the sense of rendering entire and con

tinual obedience, for the ability is the conditionof the obligation

to do so .” He cannot mean by the phrase "naturally able,"

what the theologians he condemns call “natural ability.” For

this “ natural ability ,” he says, “ is no ability at all." He

knows no ability, nor admits of such a thing, except and only

where a man's will has power of itself towill in accordance with

or in opposition to moral obligation. When, therefore, he says

thatmen are “naturally able to be entirely sanctified ,” he must

and can only mean, that left to themselves, without any exten

sive aid of the Spirit of God, or the redemption through Jesus

Christ --without the gospel and its influences— they can be per

fectly holy—an assertion directly at war with the declaration of

the apostle , “ not that we are sufficient of ourselves, to think any

thing as of ourselves," and of Christ “ as the branch cannot bear

fruit of itself, except it abide in the vine , no more can ye except

ye abide in me- without me ye can do nothing." ofwhat use

would the gospel be, and where would be its necessity, if men

are naturally able to be entirely sanctified, unless , indeed, our

author should respond, that it is to secure and develop a higher

style or degree of perfect holiness . Every act of obedience in

order to be such at all, to be justly accounted holiness, according

to his view , must be perfect, “ nothing is holiness short of full

obedience for the time being, to themoral law,” a right ultimate

intention gives it that perfection. The execution of the intention

follows bya law of necessity, God and not man being responsible

11 Cor. 2 : 14. * Sys. Theol., III. p. 256. • III. p. 15.

42 Cor. 5 : 3. • John 15 : 4, 5 . * III. p. 197 .
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for that, and the latter is therefore free from sin . If the machin

ery of man's intellect and sensibility shall fail to work right, when

his free-will has put it in motion , and given it the impulse ofa right

intention, he is not to blame ! Nature does not, however, make
adequate provision io prevent such failures. The mind ' is not

sufficiently enlightened, nor the sensibilities always under the

control of the reason, to prevent them from coming short of the
glory of God. In all things men in their natural estate offend.

This is the universal experience. Perfection, therefore, by the

natural constitution , is not thence to be expected, and must be of

inferior grade. Our author admits that we need Divine aid for its

development; and affirms, that the gospel makes full provision

for the highestforms and degrees of holiness in this present mortal

life, so as to render man's actual attainment to “ entire sanctifica

tion ,” to unsullied perfection here, an object of rational pursuit and

reasonable expectation. This he teaches is done by the revela

tion of Christto our faith by the Holy Spirit, whose office it is to

supply “the light and grace we need," and yet he pours utter con

tempton the idea of gracious ability, “ a gracious ability to obey a

command is an absurdity and an impossibility." The extent to
which we need light and grace, our author shows, and especially

in respect of Christ in all his offices and relations, governmental,

spiritual, and mixed,” and not only so, but he says explicitly,

we need the revelation of Christ to our souls in all these rela

tions , in such power as to induce in us that appropriating faith

without which Christ is not, and cannot be, our salvation ." Here

he introduces another new element of power necessary to se

cure entiresanctification, notwithstandinghe has boldly affirmed,

that naturally men possess full ability for the perfection of holi

But what that power of revelation is, he has not explained .

Yet has he spoken in terms most unenviable and disgusting on this
subject. 66We need to have Christ so revealed as to so com

pletely ravish and engross our affections, that we would sooner cut

our own throats, or suffer others to cut them , than to sin against
Him !" Of this “ power in truth ," he says the mind of man, be .

fore it apprehends Christ as revealed by the Spirit, can form no

conception ; and he declines all attempts to explain it. “ If this

is unintelligible to you, I cannot help it. The Holy Spirit can

explain and make you see it, I cannot." We ask not that he

would explainthe fact. The humble, spiritual-minded Christian,

who lives by faith upon Jesus Christ, experiences the powerful

influence of the Spirit through the truth, renewing and sanctifying

him from day to day, and cares not to perplex himself about the
quo modo of the Spirit's operations andinfluence, as He works in

Him " to will and to do according to His good pleasure." But it
is both

proper
for us to ask, andnecessary for our author to ex

* III. p. 44 . 2 III. p. 359. * III. p . 287.

ness .
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plain how, according to his philosophy of free-will, and this as

serted identity of liberty with full power to render entire obedi.

ence, he can consistently insist upon man's need of such a

power of the Spirit's revelations as he contends for in order to

i entire sanctification ."

We have searched in vain for information or hint , from our

author, as to what is that power of the Spirit's revelation of Christ

to our souls, which effectually induces appropriating faith. It

cannotbe the power of our own wills, which, with our author, is

all-sufficient, but evidently something exerting an influence over

them. It cannot be the determining efficientmotive power that
controls the will , for according to our author's philosophy, the

will itself is the moving power,and to be operatedon and swayed

from without, is inconsistent with his definition of liberty. We

are pleased to see these inconsistencies ; for they prove that his

experience triumphs over his philosophy. Never should we choose

the Saviour, and appropriate him for our pardon, justification, &c. ,

if the power of the spirit did not enable us to do so . Every true

child of God knows, asour author admits, “ the utter emptiness,

worse than uselessness, of our resolutions and self-originated ef

forts,” and that it is only as he ventures in faith on Him who

saith, “ my grace is sufficient for thee, for my strength is made

perfect in weakness," that he can feel himselfbraced upand so con

firmed in the way of holiness , that he can say “ I can do all things

through Christ which strengtheneth me." The Spirit's illumina

tion and influence are indispensable to holiness of heart and of

life, which fact is totally at war with the idea of our being natural

ly able, as our author affirms, by willing the good of God and of

the universe , to perfect holiness.

His great effort, however, is to prove that with the promised

help of the Spirit, notwithstanding our need and helplessness, in

our natural state, we may, and can attain to sinless perfection.

“ It is not our design to enter into discussions had on this subject.

Suffice it to say that our author differs radically, in his viewsof
what constitutes perfect holiness, " entire sanctification,” from the

great body of the Christian church. Making obedience and ho

liness to consist in ultimate intentionmay bein accordance with

his philosophy, but is not with the showing of the Scriptures or
the experience of Christians . Because man's intention is honest

and right, he is not therefore perfect in the sight of God. There

may be great embarrassment, difficulties, and temptations in the

way of carrying out and executing that intention, which, while

they do not destroy it, frustrate or render defective its accom

plishment. These things are incident to our fallen condition , nor

should we comfort ourselves with the thought of our sinfulness,

however conscious of sincerity and right intentions, because the

* III. p. 271 . Cor. 13 : 9. $ Phil. 4 : 13.
9
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executive volitions are the mere result of necessity , for whichnot

we, but God or the constitution of our nature, are responsible.

Responsibility in detail cannot thus be avoided. The finishing of

the work is as essential as the beginning, and to predicate per

fection and sinlessness of ourselves because of a governing pur

pose or will to seek the good of God and of the universe, is to

change the very nature of perfection, and to introduce confusion

into the thoughts and minds of those, who feelthe constant pres

sure of obligation to employ those spiritual weapons which

become " mighty through God (alone), to the pulling down of

strong holds , casting down imaginations, and every high thing

that exalteth itself against the knowledge of Christ, and bringing

into captivity every thought to the obedience of faith .” If our

author chooses to call any one act, or series of acts perfect, which

are praiseworthy before men ,but with God become acceptable

through Jesus Christ alone, and not because of their intrinsic in

nocence and holiness , and thence to affirm that “ entire sanctifi

cation , " or sinlessness pertain to our state and character, we must

object as much to the truthfulness of his theology and experience,

as to the correctness of his logic and metaphysics. The analogy

of experience , the testimony of Scripture, andthe fruits developing

among those who think themselves perfect, constrain us to con

demn our author's views and reasonings, and so far from account

ing them an improvement and proof of progress in true theology,

to reject them as being eminently calculated to subvert evangeli

cal holiness. The Papal apostacy arose out of notions of holiness

differing from the Scriptures, taken from the Gnostic philosophy ;

and we shall anticipate as veritable an apostacy from the faith

once delivered to the saints in due season , where our author's

views and definitions of its nature, as worked up in his system,

shall be reduced to practice .

We have devoted, thus far, attention to the topics of justifica

tion and sanctification, before any other applications which our
author has made of his philosophy of a free-will.” Their in

trinsic and radical importance required it. With those of depra
vitý, inability, and regeneration,we shall conclude this review .
Being cognate doctrines, we shall consider them together.

Indefining depravity,he says, that it " always implies a depar

ture from a stateof original integrity, or from conformity to the

laws of the being who is the subject of depravity." Has the
child, departed from a state of original integrity , when, accord

ing to our author, it just becomes depraved ? His definition is

defective; for it applies only to the case of our first parents, and

it is erroneous ; for it implies the original integrity of the infant.

This depravity, he says, may be physical ormoral,—the former

being predicated of body or of mind, and the latter, " of free

* Finney's Theology, II. p. 447.
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will , not of the faculty itself, but of its free action .” Physical

depravity,” he says, " may be predicated of all the powers and

involuntary states of mind,ofthe intelligence, of the sensibility,
and of the faculty of the will.” “ Whether this, in all cases is,

and must be caused by the state of the bodily organization, that

is , whether it is always and necessarily to be ascribed to the de

praved state of the brain and nervous system, it is impossible for

us to know. It may, for aught we know , in some instances at

least, be a depravity orderangement of the substance of the mind
itself.” 2 “The sensibility or feeling department of the mind may
be sadly and physically depraved.” « Whether this depravity

belong exclusively to the body, or to both in connection, I will

not,” continues he, “ venture to affirm . In the present state of

our or of my knowledge, I dare not hazard an affirmation on

the subject. The humanbody is certainly in a state of physical

depravity. The human mind also certainly manifests physical
depravity.” Yet with such affirmations, strong enough for those
zealous advocates of the doctrine of original sin, whose zeal on

the subject greatly offends our author ; he nevertheless refuses to

admit, that this depravity has any causative influence or bearing

upon , or connection with the developments of moral depravity,
that has the relation of a cause to it. Although man is, both

intellectually and corporeally , physically depraved, yetdoes he

stand, according to our author, precisely in the samerelation to
the law with Adam before he fell, so that he of right looks to his

personal obedience to it, as the condition of justification. But

while his powers have confessedly been greatly deteriorated by

physical depravity, that law he teaches is so adapted to this his
enfeebled and fallen state, that, anterior to any intentional acts

of will , he is as free from sin or moral depravity as was Adam
before he fell; notwithstanding he may not by any means com

pare with him in holy developments. His physical depravity

may have diminished his moral power to the merest modicum of

ability ; but then the law looks for no more than what he hath .

No moraldepravity attaches to him ; nothing for which he can

be justly disapproved of and condemned by an holy God, unless

or until he intentionally wills wrong. Moral depravity can

not,” says he, “ be predicated of any involuntary acts or states of

mind. These, surely, cannot be violations of moral law, for moral

law legislates only over free, intelligent (he means intentional)
choices.” And thus he reasons, in the circle of his philosophy:

" Moral depravity implies moral obligation ; moral obligation

implies moral agency ; and moral agency implies intelligence, or
knowledge ofmoral relations. Moral agency implies moral law,

or the development ofthe idea of duty, and a knowledge of
what duty is." This “ moral depravity,” he affirms, “ can only

* II. p. 458 . II. p 449. * II. p. 449.
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be predicated of violations of moral law ," reasoning still in the

circle of his philosophy. “ It cannot,” he adds, “ consist in any

attribute of nature orconstitution, nor in any lapsed and fallen

state of nature , for this is physical and not moral depravity.”

“ It cannot consist in anything that is a part of mind orbody, nor

in any involuntary action or state of either mind or body. It

cannot consist in anything back of choice, and that sustains

to choice the relation of a cause." Moral depravity then, strictly
speaking, can only bepredicated by selfish ultimate intention . " í

Such are our author's views of moral depravity. The will
being absolutely free or independent ; that is, no causal influence

whatever determining its acts or volitions—such influences being

inconsistent with his notion of its liberty ,-in its acts and in its

acts alone, can moral depravity be found. We have seen that he

makes holiness or love , which in his metaphysical sense, he
pro

nounces to be the whole of obedience, the fulfilling of the law ,

to be always and only “ good -will, choice, the choice of an end,

the choice of the highestwell-being of God and of the universe

of sentient existence.” So depravity or selfishness, according to

him , is always and only wrong choice, wrong intention , “ the

choice of self-indulgence or self-gratification as an end . ” It

cannot be predicatedas a property of the man , nor of any state

of mind, that , in the nature of things , is anterior to , and exerts

a causal influence in determining the acts of the will .

This viewof depravity is as directly andfundamentally opposed

to the orthodox faith of evangelical churches, as it is to the Ed
wardean philosophy, which has so eminently distinguished and

served to illustrate the theology of New England, since the days

of the illustrious man whose name it bears. It has been custom

ary to predicate moral depravity of the moral agent or being him
self, and also of that state of mind which,existing anterior

to the choice of the will, operates as a cause to determine it

in its choices. We hold that it is perfectly legitimate to do

so ; and to affirm that it consists, wholly and exclusively, in

acts of will entirely self-originated and dependent on no cause
whatever, but the simple volition itself, is as wide from the record

of consciousness and the representations of Scripture, as it is
from the showing of any sane and intelligible philosophy.

It is not the faculty of the will that causes its own acts, any

more than it is the leg or foot or hand that causes its motions.

It is the intelligent moral agent that wills —— the soul or mind it

self acting in the use and exercise of the faculty or power to
will with which God has endowed it . There is a causal power

that lies back of choice ; or, if our author is offended with this

language — that exists, and in the nature of things operates, ante

riorto choice. In so saying, we mean not that there is a law of

necessity, nor that moral causes operate by the same fixed and

* II. p . 550.
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invariable rule with physical laws or causes, nor was this Ed

wards' idea as attributed to him by our author, when he speaks

of a moral necessity and the certainty superinduced on the will's

acts as opposed to its absolute independent self -determining

power. Our author, in denying any such cause, or power, or

thing back of choice, and that sustains to choice the relation of

a cause,” deranges the import of the Christian world's nomencla

ture on the subject, and makes the soul , the moral being, man

himself a mere succession of acts a chain of exercises .

The fallacy and absurdity of this philosophy, Dr. Dwight has

so fully and irrefutably exposed, that it would be a work of

supererogation in us, to do any thing more than to refer our

doubtful readers to his able discourse on the subject, and to re

quire our author to meet and refute his arguments before he

expects or demands that we assent to his assumption. Much of

what is found there is applicable to our author's theory, and de

serves his careful study. He may probably here reply , as he

commonlydoes, when his language and positions are condemned,

and the subject is stated with more precision — that he means no

thing else. We trust he does ; for this will relieve some of his

theological inconsistencies and contradictions. But we are under

no obligations to understand him, and certainly deserve not to be

condemned should we misunderstand him, if he will use language

and make such unqualified assertions as he does. We feel that

such men as Edwards and Dwight, and others, whose arguments

and illustrations have satisfied the profoundest theologians, are

deservingof some respect ; and that his arrogance and self-con

ceit must be extravagant indeed, who will oracularly pronounce

them “ nonsensical philosophy. ” Our author has not succeeded

in so identifying his viewswith those called “ new school,” and in

commending his philosophy to general confidence, as to give

the force of logical demonstration to his charge, that to affirm

that anything back of choice , exerting acausal influence to deter
mine the will , is " old schoolism ," nor that any argument so con

structed , shall be accounted the ducens in absurdum ; nor that to

predicate moral depravity of such cause, is to identify moral with

physical depravity, and thus embarrass and prevent the truth by

the philosophical dogmaof a necessitated will.

The soul or mind, unless our author makes it to consist in a

chain of exercises,unquestionably lies back of its acts or voli
tions . Whatever influences that soul or mind to will or act thus

or thus, is called , in ordinary parlance, and rightly may be con

sidered, a cause of such actions or volitions. The veriest child

understands this thing ; and when its cries or tears or urgent per

suasion have induced its little brother or sister to comply with its

wishes, or do its requirement, will afterwards, most naturally and

truly say, “ I made you do so.” The “ efficiency " of motive

· Dwight's Theology, vol. I. Sermon XXIV .
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considerations of the mind determining it to will and act, even

when urged by the Spirit of God, he denies,andprofesses himself

unable to understand what it can mean. But the fact is too well

established for his philosophy to gainsay or resist. He may flout

and sneer as he pleases, atthe ideaof a causal influence determin

ing the will ; but the Bible everywhere assumes it - human con

sciousness affirms it—and universal Christian experience confirms

the averment of the apostle, that “ it is God that worketh in us,

both to will and to do of His good pleasure.” ' a There are causes

immediate and ad intra, and there are others remote, ab extra,

which often together operate to induce the mind, thus and thus to

will. If our author denies it, and maintains that liberty of will is

will wholly uninfluenced, exclusively self-determined, absolutely

self-originated, then does he shut out the mind or soul of man

from being affected by any determining influence and motive

power or sway whatever, whether human or divine. The mere

objective presentation of truth, which, ifwe understand our au

thor, is all that he believes the Spirit of God does for the conver

sion of men and curing of their depravity, is not per se a motive

power or influence. Our author, as we have seen, under other

circumstances, is constrained to admit that motive power is some

thing more than objective presentation of truth, and that on the

part of our Redeemer, consists in so presenting truth, so revealing

Christ “ that He as really reigns in our will, and consequently in

our emotions by our own free consent, as our wills reign in our

bodies. ” : Wedesire no stronger language to express the causal

power of an influence or agency broughtto bear upon the mind

to determine its will - what we have called efficient influence ,

motive power, power that excites and moves and determines to

act . Notwithstanding all his professions of ignorance, and of

inability to understand the efficiency of motivepower excited on
the mind, he has himself defined it with sufficient accuracy to

enable us to cite himself in proof of the very thing he denies.

“ It is efficient in the sense of being a prevailing influence."..

Such language is absolutely unmeaning, unless it be understood,
as commonly it is, to imply that there is some connection between

the motiveinfluence or objective consideration or truth presented

to the mind, and the mind's being affected by it, so as to deter

mine its volition, and which connection being of like nature with

that which exists between the cause and its effect, justifies men

in saying, the one produced or caused the other . It is mere

trifling evasion, and wholly unworthy of the subject, to claim

that the word cause, when applied to moral themes, must be

understood to mean a physicalnecessity. We have never sup

posed that Edwards either believed or taught the doctrine of " a

* Finney's Reply to “ Warning against Error, " p. 44, 45 .
2 Phil. 2 : 13.

a III. p. 273. III. p . 298 .
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It is no

necessitated will," as our author affirms. His moral certainty is

not a physical necessity; and when he illustrates that certainty,

by a reference to things physically necessary, he traces the

resemblance, not in the mode of operating, but in the certainty

with which one event gives rise to or causes the other.

more his idea , as we have ever understood him, that the true and

proper freedom of the will , which characterizes man as a respons

ible creature , is destroyed by the certainty superinduced on

choice , than is it our author's — if he admits any efficiency in the

Spirit's influence that its liberty is destroyed by “ a prevailing

influence ,” the determining power of motive.

Whatever there may be in the particular mood or state of mind

itself, adapting it to the impressions and motive influences, either

from external objects or inward suggestions, inviting, inclining,

or urging to wrong, i. e. to selfish or sinful acts, must not be over

looked, in estimating the causes which may have a determining
influence on its choice or volitions . Our author, in his philoso

phy, assumes that the habitude, the mood, the adaptness or

prepared state of the mind for being affected agreeably or dis

agreeably,when moral subjects are presented to it, depends on

simple will , on previous choice, or ultimate intention. If the

ultimate intention and choice are right, by a law of necessity it

carries the whole will with it . Intellect and sensibility alike are

obsequious to it. The will is absolute, and has supreme con

trolling power. Here is the very point on which we think he

needs most carefully to review his philosophical theory of the

laws of mental operations. Dogmas and ambiguous definitions

may bewilder and divert attention from the report of conscious

But no one can calmly and dispassionately attend to what

passes in his own mind, without discovering thatthe will has no

such supremacy-is not so absolutely independent and self

determining in its power, as to control both intellect and sensi

bility by its volitions . On the contrary, both intellect and sensi

bility exert an incessant poweron it ; and when the ultimate

choice or intention of our author, on which he confers such omni

potent energies, is carefully examined, it will be found, that there

enter into it other elements than simple choice . Both intellect

and sensibilities operate, in determining, or contribute to form
the choice.

Why do some objects and thoughts affect pleasurably, and

others painfully, so as to excite instinctively, desire for the one

and disgust for the other ? Not always nor mainly because of the

ultimate choice . Certain sensations or emotions at first involun

tarily excited , are pleasurable or painful, independently of any

ruling purpose or ultimate intention . It is not the ultimate

choice, the supremeintention either to gratify self or to glorify

God, that adapts the mind for pleasurable and painful emo

ness.
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tions. There is something in objects themselves, and their

suitableness to affect the mind, and to excite various passions

and affections, in themselves pleasurable or painful, that must

not be overlooked. This power of objects, in exciting and

affecting, may be greatly promoted and strengthened by indul

gence, or weakened by resistance; but it depends not, primarily

andmainly, on the mere state of the will .

The mind is not a simple existence without properties. Its

susceptibilities or capability of being affected and roused to action

by various feelings and emotions, and of putting forth its energies

in various ways, conformably with the nature of external objects

and circumstances, or internal suggestions exciting its passions
and affections, have ever been an interesting region for observa

tion and research, and legitimately afford the foundation of meta

physical science . It is foreign from our purpose and unnecessary

in this review, to enter into the details of different psychological

systems that have, in different ages, found favor among the learn

ed. We are mainly andonly concerned with the facts on which

such systems rest. To the susceptibilities or capability of being

affected, conformably with the nature of external objects, in the

various emotions or feelings they excite, some have given the

generic nameof taste, which they have sometimes called a facul

ty, and regarded it as that which they understand the Scriptures

generally to mean bythe word heart. Others have given them
the generic name of disposition, in like manner. Both have dis

tinguished them from the ultimate choice or intention , although

they have spoken of them as intimately , and often, inseparably

connected with different states of the will .

These emotions and susceptibilities, in their natural develop
ments in man, are universally found in a disordered state . Heis

not affected pleasurably by what ought, and was originally de

signed of God thus to affect him. The knowledge of God in

whom his soul should take delight,and for the enjoyment of

whom he was created, doesnot naturally so affect him but contrari.

wise. The apostle says of the pagan world, that “ they did not

like to retain God in their knowledge." The senses , appetites,

passions and affections, asthey are excitedby innumerable objects,

lead away from God ; and the thoughtof Him gives trouble. The

love ofGod does not arise spontaneously in the heart ; nor is it

certain to be awakened by the contemplation of His character.

The restraints of His fear are cast out : and, instead of choosing

Him as their portion, and seeking to promote His honor and

glory, men naturally choose that which God disapproves and for
bids. From the earliest period of man's accountable existence,

“ The wickedgo astray from the womb,speaking lies.”

" Every imagination ofthe thought of man's heart is only evil,

1 Rom . 1 : 28. * Psal. 58 : 3.

it is so .
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and that continually ." This is the Scriptural account of the

race.

If asked why it is so, we must, from the word of God, reply,

that by one man's disobedience , many were made sinners."

It has been the result of the sin and apostacy of our first parents ;

the certain and invariable consequence of the moral depravity of

the first pair, eventuating uniformly in each successive genera

tion, according to the operation and provisions of that moral sys

tem, technically called the law of the Covenant of works, or

dained as the original and natural constitution for the race.

The tendency of fallen man, in his natural state is ever to sin. Of

this tendency orthodox standards and divines predicate moral

depravity asof a property, appropriate to , and characteristic of

the race. They mean not a physical necessity to sin , but a state

ofmind and heart appropriate to, and characteristic of man as a

fallen creature—as the descendant of a fallen and apostate pa

rent, which, naturally, from the first period of moral individual

accountability he refuses to submit to, or be directed by God, or,

if our author pleases, in which he acts out his natural selfishness.

Our author is constrained to use language inconsistentwith his

theory or philosophy, which is eminently calculated to mislead his

reader, confounding choice with disposition, yea , identifying the

import of these terms , which do not, and are not used generally

to designate precisely the same mental state, or state of the will.

Thus, in his definition of selfishness , with his characteristic

want of precision, he says, “ selfishness, be it remembered , con

sists in a disposition or choice to gratify the propensities, desires,

and feelings.”: The choice andthe disposition, the consent of

the will, and the passion , affection, emotion , or feeling, determin

ing choice in any given case, are characteristically different.

Choice is the selection or election between two or more objects or

ends regarded asgood or evil . Consent is the yielding to some

presentimpulse ,before the attention may have summoned an op

posing thought, motive, or object to the mind. To both these

distinguishable states of mind and will , feeling may be related.

Our author identifies them, and them again with disposition, de

fining selfishness as above, to consist in the merest abstraction ;

a generic choice to gratify the affections, passions, and propensi

ties, irrespectivelyof any moving influence of the particular

objects, suggestions, or considerations exciting them and tending

todetermine the will in its choices specifically in detail, and ir

respectively also of any foundation or reason, in the natural

adaptedness of the mindor soul to be thus affected and moved

rather than otherwise. Why the actings of mind and will should

uniformly and naturally in man, from the very first moment of

moral agency, be selfish and opposed to God, is a question of es

1 Gen. 6: 5 2 Rom ."5 : 19. * II . p. 451 .
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sential importance, which ought not to be lost sight of in an at

tempt to explain the nativemoral depravity of ourrace .

We attempt not to explain this phenomenon. Philosophy fails

us here, as it does in a thousand other things, when we inquire

into the rationale of the fact. The fact itself, as reported by

' consciousness, and confirmed by Scripture and observation, is suf

ficiently humbling and alarming . Our author's theory or suppo

sition , that moral depravity is to be traced to that state of physi

cal depravity in which men are born, is not new , but may be

traced under a different phase in the old Manicheanphilosophy.

That he should be so bitter against “ old school ”theology, on this

subject, is to us a matter of no little surprise, sincewequestion

whether any of that class of theologians whom he stigmatizes as

teaching the philosophy of a “necessitated will ,” would go far
ther than he does himself. “ As the human mind," says he, “ in

this state of existence is dependent upon the body for all its mani

festations, and as the human body is universallyin a state of

greater or less physical depravity or disease, it follows that the

manifestations of mind, thus dependent on a physically depraved

organization, will be physically depraved manifestations. Espe

cially is this true of the human sensibility. The appetites, pas

sions, and propensities, are in a state ofmost unhealthy develop
ment. This is too evident and too much a matter of universal

notoriety to need proof or illustration. Every person of reflection

has observed that the human mind is greatly out ofbalancein

consequence of the monstrous development of the sensibility. The

appetites, passions, and propensities have been indulged, and the

intelligenceand conscience stultified by selfishness. Selfishness

be it remembered, consists in a disposition or choice to gratify the

propensities, desires, and feelings. This of course and of necessity

produces just the unhealthy and monstrous developments which

we daily see." If this is not tracing moral depravity to physi
cal , as its appropriate and proximate cause, we know not how

language could more certainly express it. We may misun
derstand his meaning, but we certainly do not his language.

If he will make disposition and choice synonymous ; if he will

not discriminate between the different states of the will itself, or

rather the mind in willing, over all which moral law rightfully

claims authority to direct and control , as the mind passes from

the initiatory excitement or movement of appetite orfeeling that

obtains consent, through prolonged and increased excitement,

choice, and purpose, till it ripens into determined will and act ;

and if he will make all and every degree of voluntariness identical
with choice or ultimate intention , he must not expect others to

receive and respect his teachings, or that his brethren shall be held
obnoxious to his censures for misunderstanding him. The word

* IL p. 451.
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He may

disposition is not a synonyme with choice. Nor can the particu

lar states of mind, or of the man, as a moral agent, indicated by

these expressions, be correctly pronounced the same.

affect to disregard distinctionsanddefinitions perspicuously made,

and claim the right to use words in his own sense.'
But as we

have already said, we resist and protest against his assumption of

such liberty. Words here have as fixed and definite meaning as

the things, or facts they represent remain unchanged in their na

ture ; and the attempt to employ well defined technics in new

senses, and different from their established import, and thus to

slide in the errors of philosophy to corrupt the faith, is but to fol

low the example of many who have wrested and perverted the

sacred Scriptures. We regard it asan effort of no trifling nature .

However metaphysicians may judge, men generally do not con

found the disposition with choice, but regard it as something

related and antecedent to choice that which both adapts and

prepares the mind to be affected and excited in a uniform way,by

a particular object, and tends to determine the choice for it. " The

word disposition is used in different senses, according to the na

ture of the subject, but always to denote some fixed and influen

tial tendency appropriate and peculiar to the nature of the being.

Itis used in a physiological sense to denote that tendency to cer

tain acts , rather than others, which depends on the arrangement

and distribution of the various solid and fluid parts of the animal

body. It is properly the result of organization, and varies ac

cording to the particular animal temperament which gives a fit

ness or tendency to be moved by certain animal affections and

propensities, rather than others. Thus we say of this oneand

another, that they are of a choleric or melancholy or sanguine or

nervous disposition . In a psychological sense it is used to denote

that habitude or state of mind adapted or answerable to, and com

pliant with the animal affections and propensities , and which

gives a fitness or tendency to the man to be moved by them,

rather than otherwise . Thus the varieties of mental disposition

developthemselves through the different animal propensities and

tendencies which have ascendency; and men are said to be

vindictive, fierce, gloomy, gentle, despondent, confiding, gener

ous, timid, courageous, &c. & c., according as they evince a readi

ness or proneness to be by such passions and affections excited

and moved. Morally considered, disposition implies, not only

the actual voluntariness of the mind in yielding to certain pro

pensities, but also that yielding tendency itself, which fits and

prepares the moral being to be easily and uniformly affected, ex

cited, and moved by them .

Our author thinks that he sufficiently explainssuch mental and

moral phenomena, by his “ philosophy of free-will,” which limits

* See his Reply to " Warning against Error," p. 39.
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moral accountability to the choice or ultimate intention. It is the

man's purpose or choice to gratify self; and finding, or judging

that the indulgence of this and the other passion and affection

for the time being contributes to such enjoyment, he chooses that

to which it prompts as a means to an end. ' His volitions, in ac

cordance with passion , thus becomingexecutive, according to

our author, follow a law of necessity. His guilt or crime, there

fore, according to this philosophy, does not consist directly in be

ing vindictive, irascible, ambitious, envious, lascivious, lustful,

&c. , but in the original controlling choice that brought this law of

necessity into efficient action . Here and here only lay the wrong !

Let a man therefore but plead, as many do, that they did not

know it was wrong — that they did not know what they were

doing, that passion controlled and transported them, and he must,

uponour author's principles, stand acquitted of guilt . The plea

ofinsanity will become more frequent, and be yet more success

fully urged before our courts, to acquit from outrageous crime,

just as our author's philosophy becomes current and of authority.

Our Saviour's rule of judgment is very different. “ Whoso

looketh on a woman to lust after her hath committed adultery

with her already in his heart. " According to our author, the

crime being the ultimate intention or choice, theguilt in this case,

would consist in having first chosen or intended to commit adul

tery, and thus looking on the woman to accomplish it . The de

sire follows a law of necessity, and is not in itself criminal, being,

according to our author, involuntary, and only indirectly under

the control of the will . ' The idea of desire being a state of mind

which of itself in any way implies guilt, or of which moral

obligation can directlybe predicated , he utterly repudiates. He
condemns Edwards in unmeasured terms for assuming it. He

unhesitatingly pronounces it error, legitimately flowing from his

“ assumption of the Locke school of philosophy," which

“ vitiated his whole system and gave birth to that INJURIOUS

MONSTROSITY and MISNOMER, Edwards on the Freedom of the

Will ” !! The Saviour's language plainly teaches that any and

every aspect of female charms,where marriage unites not the par

ties, continued and indulged even till it awakens a desire to en

joy carnal commerce with the subject of them , is adultery in the

sight of God. The desire for enjoyment with the subject of such
charms is sin. Our author's casuistry and morality may plead,

that desire being involuntarily awakened, the man cannot be

guilty till the will chooses and intends the act of indulgence;

but our Saviour's judgment and authority unequivocally, as we

judge, condemn such teachings, and hold every man under moral

obligation to maintain such chastity that female beauty shall not

even awaken the desire to enjoy itwith any one where the mar

? Mat. 6 : 28 . * III. p. 29 . * III. p . 30.
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riage relation does not justify it. -Thepassion ,"affection, or lust,

exciting and promptingthe choice of the will, form a very im

portant element, not to be overlooked in estimating the nature of

moral depravity. It is much too short-handed and patent sort

of a method to relieve the human conscience, and to assist us to

ward moral perfection, for philosophy to tell us that there is no

thing criminal in desires , and that passions and affections take

their character always and only from the ultimate choice or in

tention . When Christ and philosophy expound the law to us,

we give heed to the former and reject the latter : and fatal will be

their mistake , who so accommodatethe law to human corruptions,

andexplain the nature of moral obligation, as to take the whole

world of passions and affections in the human heart from under

the control of God's law, except in so faras they may become in

directly the servants of the sovereign will, theexecutive means

of accomplishing an ultimate intention. We deprecatethe preva

lence of such morality ; and augur immense injury to the church,

and corruption in theworld, as the legitimate result of such phi

losophy.

But admit for a moment the author's position , that the desire,

affection , passion, appetite, or the state of the sensibility, as he

generically designates them , possess no moral character, and

come not under the control of moral obligation, until, and then

only as the will chooses and determines that to which they urge,

that the moral depravity consists in choosing to gratify the de

mand of selfishness,-itmay be very properlyasked, in investi

gating the nature and origin of moral depravity, why does man

uniformly and invariably from the very first choose and seek the

gratification of self as an ultimate end ? Is there nothing ante

rior to choice which operates as a cause, to determine choice

always in the way of selfishness? Our author, in denying such

a cause or causes must answer, that man chooses in a selfish way

because he chooses, and resolves all into the absolute sovereignty

of the will . If so, then let him say, amid the numberless de

velopments of human nature , the ceaseless flow of successive

generations, the millions that have been evolved from the first

pair of transgressors, why there should have been but one being,

and He miraculously conceived, and intimately united with the

essential Deity, in the person of the Son of God , that has ever

exercised that sovereignty of will in any other than a selfish way ?

The Pelagian will here assign the influence of example and the

natural imitativeness of the race, as the cause of this moral de

pravity . In doing so , he actsmoreingenuously than our author,

who virtually, with the Manichee, if not explicitly, traces moral

to physical depravity.

It is much preferable, in our judgment, to do as the orthodox

standards and divines -- conformably with the Scriptures have
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done ; viz. , refer it to the relation we sustain to our primeand

guilty progenitor — the constitution or covenant God ordained and

established with him for the government of the race , which con

stitution , through its moral influence, should determine the moral

character, as well as through its physical , the physical structure

of the race. The moral character of Adam's race depended up

on his . It was'made to follow certain laws, established by the

Creatorand Governorofmen , affecting and determining their rela
tion and condition , and rendering the developments of moral depra

vity throughout successive generations, as morally certain as those

of body and mind were physically necessary. Coming into exist

ence under that constitution, with no other than the light of na

ture, and nothing but the feeble and faint notices of the law of

God written on the heart, to direct and help us , or to present mo

tive influence to induce holy choice, we say it is rendered morally

certain , not only that we shall yield or consent to the motive in

fluence induced through sensual appetites and propensities,

through the passions and affections — the impulses of feeling and

concurring sentiment, but also by default of will , allow our minds

to be determined in selfish or sinful choice . This default of will

we believe cannot be either strictly and philosophically, or ac

cording to the language of common sense, identified with choice

or ultimate intention. Man, by neglect and omission , avails not

himself even of all the helps he has naturally. For moral de

pravity exists and operates in other forms and ways than in

choice and ultimate intention. Consenting to the qualification

had, in some feeling produced by causes without, and awakened

not at will, and yielding to the present pleasurable impulses of

excited sensibility, urging to what is wrong, is as truly a devel

opmentof moral depravity as when the choice and ultimate in

tention have been formed to seek it as an end. Consent given,

it gains strength , and ripening into choice and purpose, becomes

efficient as a principle of action, and fixes its indelible stamp on

themoral character. Of this state of mind, which manifests itself

in the very earliest of mental and moral developments, and re

sults by virtue of our connection with, and according to the law

of our descent from guilty progenitors, it has been customary to

predicate moral depravity . It is to this, we believe , that the

Shorter Catechism refers, when it speaks of the corruption of

our whole nature which is commonly called original sin .” In

affirming it to beconveyed “ by ordinary generation ” we do not
understand that form of sound words to teach, that it is a physical

entity, or property propagated by the law ofreproduction, as are

life and limb and other animal powers. The Larger Catechism,

in common with the Shorter, says that the corruption of nature "

is “ commonly called original sin ,” but explains that corruption

of nature to consist in man's being " utterly indisposed , disabled,
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and made opposite unto all that is spiritually good and wholly in

clined to all evil and that continually.". This is induced proxi

mately through the want of original righteousness. Thatoriginal

righteousness consisted in the bias or tendency of all man's

powers, passions , and affections, in his state of innocence, to con

formity to the law or will of God, which, created as our first pa

rents were, in a state of perfect development, their love of God

produced. By the law of natural generation , their descendants

are devoid of this love. It is not transmissible as are physical

powers and properties .. They come not into being holy

creatures, as did Adam, with a bias or tendency of their nature

to holiness ; but from the very first, the workings of themind,

the will , and the affections, are not conformed to the law of God.

Nor is there any security whatever in the constitution and circum

stances under which they are born, that any motive influences

from such sources will induce right and holy choices. On the

contrary , there is manifest from the very first, a disrelish for God

and divine things,—such an aversion from Him and supreme regard

for self, as to indispose, and thus morally, or in that state of mind

disable and make opposite to all spiritual good . The race has

sustained a loss of that bias and motive influence provided for by

God, according to the original natural constitution or “covenant

of works," and designed , had that constitution been confirmed

by the obedience of Adam, to affect and determine the free-will

of man in holy obedience. A derangement also has ensued , in

the exercise of those powers appropriate to men as moral agents;

so that , from the first moment of the successive generations of the

race becoming capable of acting as moral agents, a tendency to

sin operates to render it morally certain, that in all the appro

priate circumstances of their being they will sin . Of all this

want of original righteousness, derangement, and tendency

to sin , characteristic of man as a moral agent, and having an in

fluence on the development of his moral character, it has been

customary, and we think correctly, to speak, as part and parcel

of his moral depravity . When we thus designate it, we mean by

it that defective deranged state of intellect, will , and feeling, ex

isting anterior to ultimate choice or intention , which tends to in

duce sinful choices, and which may, therefore, in ordinary style

of speech be spoken of as a property characteristic of fallen man

considered as a moral agent.

Our author makes moral depravity to consist wholly in acts of

will , and to be identical with positive transgression. The man,

according to his philosophy, is not morally depraved, but only
his purposes, choices, intentions-- which are opposed to God

his acts of transgression . Moral depravity is the property of the

acts, not of the man. These, in common with those who make

no great boasts of metaphysical accuracy, we call crimes, offences,
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vices, iniquities, sins, the moral turpitude of which may vary ;

so are they generally designated. But moral depravity or corrup

tion are both regarded in the Scriptures, and spoken of, by the

multitude, as well as by technical theologians, as the property

or attribute of the being who performs the acts. It is that which

characterizes man asa moralagent, so uniformly, so invariably,

so universally, that, in the language of common sense , we say of

human nature, it is morally depraved or sinful.It is the univer

sal property of the race. To this our author will perhaps object;

andbymeans of the odiumtheologicum think to answer or ridi

cule it with the charge of physical depravity - monstrous, absurd.

But we have taken issue with him ona point of fact, not a ques

tion of philosophy merely, and deny that disposition, inclination,
or bias, determining to sin , are identical with choice or intention.

He hasnot even attempted to prove their identity ; but, attribut

ing to his "new school brethren ” the assumptions

philosophy, he labors, by the argument ex concessis to show that

consistently they must adopt his theology. We protest against

such attempts of Oberlin to identify itself with the theology of

new school Presbyterians. They may differ from their old school

brethren in understanding, interpreting ,and explainingthesystem

of doctrines taught in their standards, while they agree in the faith

of all the great truths or facts set forth in them. But the differ

ence between them and the system of our author , is wide as the

poles.

When we say that man is a rational being, we do not mean

merely that his acts are rational , but that rationality is a charac

teristic property of his nature . There is an adaptation and ten

dency of mind to exert itself in ways evidential of wisdom and

reason , of forethought and intelligence. Whether we call it

power or property, energy or attribute, it makes but little differ

ence. Rationality is not predicated of the acts, but of the be

ing who performsthem, who is thus distinguished from irrational

creatures. We call him also a social being, meaning that the

tendencies of his nature are to society, not to solitude. In like

manner when we say that man is a sinful being, we mean that

the bias and tendency of his powers , in his natural state, is to

sin and not to holiness . Dr. Dwight speaks of a " controlling

disposition , or energy which constitutes the moral character . By

this disposition or energy ,” says he, “ I intend that unknown

cause , whence it arises, that the actions of the mind are either sin

ful or virtuous. On this energy depends the moral nature of all

actions, and the moral character of every mind.” Our author

may allege , that this energy is what he means by the ultimate in

tention, the choice of self-gratification as an end; but that, pre

viously to the knowledge of God and of his law, there can be no

* Discourses, I. p . 462.
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moral agency and moral obligation , the will not having intelli

gently decided against God ; and therefore it is improper to affirm

that the child is sinfulor depraved. Yet the fact is unquestion

able, that from birth the appetites, passions, and affections of the

child , as they develop themselves, crave indulgence ; and the

habit of such indulgence being formed before intellect is de

veloped sufficiently to have cognizance of law, the bias of its

nature therefore is to sin , according to our author's own showing
of what constitutes the essence of selfishness. Is the child like

any mere irrational animal, under no moral constitution whatever ?

Nor can it be till its intellect is sufficiently developed to be fur

nished with the knowledge of God's character, supremacy , and

law ? Then are innumerable adults, and whole masses of the
heathen world who have not the knowledge of God, under no

moral constitution , for the same reason . The Bible, however,

teaches a very different doctrine.

The moralconstitution or covenant, ordained with Adam, was

ordained for the race , and both affects the condition and exerts a

determining influence on the character of his offspring, as it forms
the rule which God observes in His treatment of them . If lan

guage can have any meaning at all, the Bible, plainly and point
edly teaches , that our first parents, by their sin, became the cause
of the sinfulness of their race-- that all the successive generations

of men which have invariably and uniformly been sinners , have

been rendered such by their violation of that constitution or cove

nant. By one man's disobedience many were made sinners."

“ By the offence of one judgment came upon allmen to condem
nation .” This is not amere natural result, the simple effect

of physical causes operating according to the established laws of
nature . It is the legitimate moral result of a moral constitution

ordained by God for the race , which has been violated by their

divinely constituted head and representative, their first father,

Adam . The moral government of God , as the Bible teaches , in
cludes in it other elements than that of distinct personal respon

sibility. Philosophy may pronounce it unreasonable, unjust, for

God to deal withmen, on any other principle , than direct personal

accountability . But revelation announces the fact that God has
organized and conducted His moral government in this world, on

the principle of federal representation also. It is so interwoven

with the very structure of human society that it is impossible for
government to be successfully maintained without acting upon it.

Governmental constitutions, treaties, leagues, and covenants,

charters and corporate obligations, and the succession, perpetuity,

and unity of the political organization, all involve it . The acts
of one man, as parent governor or public officer, affects others

according to the law of relationship, and that, both as to condi

tions and developments of character, just as that of Adam did his
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offspring. The bias of our nature to evil as well as the domin

ion of death was consequent on the fall, and ensued by vir

tue of our relation toAdam , according to the provisions of the

moral constitution ordained with him for the race. His sin and

fall have exerted a determining influence upon the developments

of human nature,-have given, as it were, a stamp to the moral

character ofmen. The fact is undeniable, however philosophers

may theologize upon the subject. That it would have been dif

ferent if our first parents had not sinned , is just as true as that

neither they nor their offspring would have died. How , we know

not, nor care to inquire . By sinning against God , and perverting

thus that moral constitutionwhich have been efficacious to pre

serve from death, and to confirm the race in holiness, our first

parents have given it power to draw down universal death , and

rendered themselves fountains of corruption .

Our author may talk and rail , as he pleases, about the in

justice of God andof His transactions, viewed in any other light

than that of his philosophy. He may pour torrents of ridicule on

that style of speech whichdesignates the race as morally depraved,

and represents them to have been rendered such by the fall of the

first pair, by the forfeiture of Divine influences, and the conse

quent bias or tendency in all to sin , and he may think

that he has delivered himself from all embarrassment and per

plexity in his theologizing ; but he only leaps out of one

difficulty to land in another and still greater. For, affirming that

“ moral depravity can only be predicated of selfish ultimate in

tention .” - not of the mind or soul or man himself, only of its

exercises - he is forced, absurdly enough as it appears to us , to

give no less than eight long and labored dissertations, on what

he calls the attributes of love ! and five on the attributes of sel

fishness !! Love and selfishness, it will be remembered are, with

him, mere acts of the will , ultimate choice or intention, which

however simple at one time he makes them, now, according to

his own showing, become so complicated that there is noend to

the ever- varying attributes pertaining to these acts.
What a

vast mass of elaborate confusion he has heaped together, under

the category of attributes of an act, by which he has continuedto

cover up from his own view the awtov Yevdos, the radi

cal error of his philosophy, the reader will perceive, when we

state that he hasnumerically detailed some thirty -seven qualities
of benevolence, considered as an act of the will - all essential to

that act's being veritable holiness, and some twenty-seven quali

ties of selfishness, considered as an act of the will, and constitut
ing it sin !! Why he has not made the antagonism more com

plete, weare somewhat curious to know.

[ The balance of this Review we are obliged to defer to a future
number. - ED .

* II, p. 450 .
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OLD AND NEW SCHOOL PRESBYTERIANISM . L

By Rev. SAMUEL T. SPEAR, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Differences between Old and New School Presbyterians. By

Řev. Lewis CheesEMAN, Rochester. Published by Erastus

Darrow .

In the following Article it is proposed to make some comments
on the Book, designated by the above title . The book carries with

it the name of John C. Lord, D.D. , of Buffalo , for a voucher ;

besides which, it has already received a favorable notice from the

Biblical Repertory, as well as from several religious journals of the
dav.

It may perhaps be well to inform the reader in the outset, that,

although the reviewer isconscious of no special love for the work

of criticism , still he need not expect to find many commendations

in this article. The book has many faults, and but few virtues ;

and to review it with justice is to criticise it with pointed sever

ity . In the above opinion we may not agree with Dr. Lord, and

some others, who think thework a valuable performance, an im

portantaddendum to the religious literature of the age . If so, then

this will be an illustration of subjective “ differences,” not objective,

surely, since the printer has given us but one book to read, though
the readers be many.

We should be quite willing at once to submit the “ doctrinal"

points, and join the issue of orthodoxy and truth with the author

in regard to them ; and this would be our course, were there not

some important preliminary matter, whose inspection is requisite

to a just understanding of this strange assault upon “ New School

Presbyterians," and virtually also upon the entire body of ortho

dos Congregationalists in New England. Some attention to this

branch of the subject will be no loss to the reader.
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not exhibited in the noisy declamations of popular meetings, but in

the overflowings of a heart full of love to our fellow -men , and

prompting to earnest prayer and efficient effort in their behalf.

ARTICLE V.

REVIEW OF FINNEY'S THEOLOGY.

By Rev. GEORGE DUFFIELD , D.D., Detroit, Michigan,

Lectures on Systematic Theology, embracing Lectures on Moral

Government, Atonement, Moral and Physical Depravity, Re

generation, Philosophical Theories and Evidences of Regenera

tion. By Rev. C. G. Finney, Professor of Theology, in the

Oberlin Collegiate Institute .

(Concluded from p . 746, last volume .)

MORAL AND PHYSICAL DEPRAVITY.

The main issue to be met on this point is very simple . Is

there any tendency , bias, inclination , or disposition, call it what

you please, whether simple or complex, negative or positive, which

operates, with determining influence, as a cause or reason why

men, uniformly and invariably, in all the appropriate circum

stances of their nature, choose to do evil ? Does the existence of

such a causative influence determining to sin, imply, a physical

necessity and impair the freedom of the will appropriateto man

as a moral agent ? Our authur, virtually, if not explicitly, denies

the former and affirms the latter. Some, in affirming the former,

may have erred in their illustrations, calling it taste or instinct ,

and comparing it with that which renders the serpent venomous,

the tiger ferocious, the canine and feline tribe carnivorous, and

the like ; and they may have prosaically or poetically expressed

themselves so as to be obnoxious to the charge of believing or

teaching, that there flows a poisonous lues, from parent to child ,

or there exists a fever in the blood, or some physical entity, which

is sinful per se. But to avoid an error in this extreme, must we

run so far to the other as to deny all causative influence deter

mining to sin, and insist that freedom of will consists alone in

absolute sovereignty and independence ? Our author says expli

citly, “ Moral depravity is sin itself, and not the cause of sin ;”.

nor, of course, a cause of sin ; which is in effect to resolve all

moral depravity into acts of will, and rebuke the common sense

notions of mankind, who distinguish between a state of the affections

and passions affecting the will, and the acts of the will, and predi

catemoral depravity of both in given cases. Dr. Dwight will not
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give a name to that specific particular state of the affections,

& c., which determines the will to sin --which, in other words,

renders it pleasant and agreeable to sin, which finds enjoyment in

this and the other thing God forbids, and is pained and affected

with aversion by that which He requires. But that such a state

exists, and is culpable, men almost universally assume ; and they

generally estimate the degree of a man's moral depravity, by the

degree of satisfaction experienced in doing wrong, and ofaversion

to doing what is right. In estimating moral depravity, we must

not confine our attention to the volition , choice, purpose, or

ultimate intention merely ; but embrace also the feeling of pleasure

or satisfaction had in doing wrong, and of pain or aversion to do

what is right. We think, speak, and judge of it as the working of

a mind, will, and heart,or affections and passions averse from

God, and unaffected by Hislove, or regard for Him - which finds

its satisfaction in opposing His will, and not in doing it. So the

Scriptures describe it, and call it “ enmity against God," which

from the very first is morally certain to manifest itself in all the

race .

Our author may say that this is but what he means by selfish

ness, or that it means nothing more. We are willing, for the sake

of argument, to admit it . But in analyzing that selfishness, in re

solving it into its constituent elements ,we differ widely from him,

and believe, that to describe it as consisting wholly in generic

purpose, ultimate intention and choice, operating in successive
executive volitions, will not tell all the truth, nor will it help the

matter to make self-gratification the end on which choice termi

nates. For the question comes back , and must be met and satis

factorily answered by our author, before he is done with his analy

sis of moral depravity, why do men, universally and invariably,

from the very first,"find their pleasure in gratifying self, and not in

doing the will of God, in pleasing self rather than in pleasing God ?
What is it, in other words, that uniformly from the first, makes

man choose self-gratification as the ultimate end , instead of “ the

good of God and the universe ? ” We answer, that such is the

condition in which we are born into this world , such the derange

ment of our moral powers, and the original moral constitutionof

the race produced by the sin and apostasy of our first parents,

that selfishness is natural to man . It ensues by virtue of our con-'

nection with, and descent from , a guilty progenitor, that under

whatever circumstances we may be born, in all the appropriate

conditions of our being, sin will be preferred to holinessman will

find it more natural and agreeable to serve himself than to serve

God . And of man thus related , affected, and conditioned, we predi

cate moral depravity.

Our author ascribes the uniformity and universality of sinful

choice, “ to the influence of temptation,or to a physically-depraved

THIRD SERIES, VOL. V., No. 1 . 7
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constitution , surrounded by the circumstances in which mankind

first form their moral character, or put forth their first moral

choices.” Whatever he may say to the contrary, he thus, in re

ality, admits that some causes operate to determine the will to sin

ful choice, and that they are permanent, uniform , and efficient to

secure the total depravity of the race . For he says, “ We can also

predict that with a constitution physically depraved, and sur

rounded with objects to awaken appetite, and with all the circum

stances in which human beings first form their moral character,

they will seek to gratify themselves universally unless prevented

by the Holy Spirit.” His predictions rest on fixed operative

causes, according to this showing. Of course, therefore, his free

will , after all, is not absolutely sovereign and independent; but is

influenced, affected, and determined by antecedent thoughts or

feelings. Some causative influence is operative ; and whether it

be physical depravity, temptation , circumstances, or what not, or

all together, we care not. " His philosophy fails him, and he gains

nothing, nor approximates one step nearer than we do to a solution

of the fact of the universal depravity of the human race, which, we

frankly confess, is like many other phenomena in the moral govern

ment of God, totally inexplicable by human reason. Why have

these things operated so uniformly for near six thousand years, so

that there is not a solitary exception in the developments of Adam's

race, except the babe of Bethlehem, miraculously conceived , but

they have alltogether become corrupt, there is none that doeth

good, not one .” If the will possesses that sort of self-originating,

self-determining power, that, of its own simple unaided sovereignty,

it acts, and this is the freedom he claims for it, then why are there

not some found who from the first are wholly uncontaminated

by sin ? Let him answer this consistently with his philosophy.

If physical depravity, together with temptation and outward cir

cumstances, operate uniformly to render men sinners, then may

he be truly charged, equally with those he condemns, with teach

ing thatman sins by a law of physical necessity. “ His “ philoso

phy of free will,” in contradistinction to that of a necessitated

will , relieves him not. We will not suffer him to escape in the fog

of his metaphysics , but demand of him that he tell us, in terms

which cannotbe misunderstood, what he means by the freedom of

the will. The exceeding obscurity and defectiveness of his defini

tion, we pointed out in our first article, when examining simply the

claims of what he calls a superior philosophy. The freedom of the

will has long been a subjectof theological as well as a metaphysi

cal discussion, and our author has produced nothing new, but

rather revived the old Armenian philosophy, which Edwards and

Owen before him so effectually exposed. He must be much more

explicit and tell us precisely in what it consists, and not play fast
* II . 460.
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and loose between the Calvinistic and Armenian schemes, if he

would have us respect the consistency and honesty of his teach

ings. To claim to be a Calvinist and appear in Arminian dress,

to profess to hold substantially to the doctrines of the Westminster

Confession of Faith, as he has very recently done , and yet ridicule

and abuse it and its framers, does not well agree with our ideas of

consistency or morality. But we judge him not. If the freedom of

the will, in his judgment, be the absolute unqualified power of its

self-determination - unaffected, uninfluenced, uncaused by any.

thing whatever antecedent in the mind — the liberty of indifference

-let him speak it out openly and manly, that we may place him

with the school to which he seems to belong, and cease to dis

course to us about motive or end , or any other reason for willing

than the will's own sovereign independent determination or choice.

Universal consciousness will oppose effectual barriers against such

a philosophy. The veriest child will rebuke our philosopher. By

self-determination , therefore, he must mean something different

from absolute independent self -originated acts of will— the liberty

of indifference, or of contingency . Honesty requires that on this

point he define his position .

“ If the freedom of the will, ” says Dr. Dwight, " is the freedom

of contingency, then plainly its volitions are all accidents, and cer

tainly the chances, arithmetically considered, are as numerous in

favor of virtuous volitions as of sinful ones. There ought, there

fore, on this plan , to be , and ever to have been, as many absolutely
virtuous persons in the world as sinful. Plainly all ought not to

be sinful. If the freedom of the will is thefreedom of indifference,

the same consequence ought to follow : for if there be nobias in

the mind towards either virtue or sin , at the time immediately pre

ceding each of its volitions, and the freedom of each volition

arises out of this fact, then , certainly, there being no bias either

way, the number of virtuous, and of sinful volitions, must natu

rally be equal,and no cause can be assigned why everyman, in

dependently of his renovation by the Spirit of God, should be sin

ful only. If the liberty of the will consist in self -determination ,

and the mind, without the influence of any motive, first wills that

it will form a second volition , and this volition depends for its free

dom on the existence of such a preceding one ; then it is plain , that

from these preceding volitions as many virtuous as sinful onesought

to be derived ; because the preceding or self-determining volitions,

are, by the supposition, under no influence or bias from any cause

whatever. Thus it is evident, that, according to all these suppo

sitions, there could be no preponderancy, much less an universality,

of sin in the world ."

This learned and sober theologian has well observed, in addition

to the above,that the liberty of the will and consequently the moral

Dwight's Theology, I. 485 .
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agency of man in this world, is the same in kind with that of the

spirits of just menmade perfect in heaven , of the holy angels, and
of the man Christ Jesus. Whence then comes it to pass that the

same moralagency in heaven is developed universally and inva

riably in holiness, but on earth in sin ? ' Our author is bound to

answer this, consistently with his philosophy of the freedom of the

will . We say, with the Bible for our guide, that the moral depra

vity of man results inevitably and naturally from the fall ofour

first parents; that causes then were brought into action which gave

such a bias to sin that it can only be counteracted and overcome

by the atonementof Jesus Christ, and the regenerating and sancti

fying influence of the Holy Spirit. It is not in man, ruined and

depraved by nature, to reform and purify himself, and to perfect

holiness without the Spirit of God.

With this subject our author's views of ability and inability, are

intimately connected. They also are shaped by his philosophy.

The distinctions made by Dr. Twisse, prolocutor of the Westmin

ster Assemblyof divines , by Phillip Henry, and President Edwards,

and all the chief theologians of New England, between moral and

natural ability and inability, he rejects and ridicules, and insists

that liberty is ability or power, and power or ability is liberty .

“ Natural ability, and natural liberty to will, must be identical,”

says our author. “ If he (man) has power by nature to will di

rectly as God requires, or by willing to avail himself of power so to

will, he is naturally free and able to obey the commandments of

God. Then let it be borne distinctly in mind, that natural ability,

about which so much has been said, is nothing more nor less than

the freedom or liberty of the will , of a moral agent. No man

knows what he says, or whereof he affirms, who holds to the one

and denies the other, for they are truly and properly identical.”

The reader will notice the modestyhere betrayed in thus, by his

definition , confounding things that differ, and dogmatically pouring

contempt on some of the profoundest thinkers, and most erudite

writers who, on a subject confessedly complicated, and of difficult

apprehension, have both used and carefully explained the import

of terms long current in theology . Our author has not defined so

well wherein consists the freedom of the will , nor rendered his sub

ject so clear as to carry with it the proof of hisaccuracy and truth

in the premises, and authorize him to stultify those, who, with the

Shorter Catechism , affirm , that “ no mere man is able in this life

perfectly to keep the commandments of God, " and yet teach,with the

Westminster Confession, that “ God hath endowed the will of man

with that natural liberty that it is neither forced, nor by any abso

lute necessity of nature determined to good or evil."

The words, power or ability, and liberty or freedom , are not

synonymous ; neither are the things they represent identical.

TUI . 16, 17 . Con. of Faith, chap . ix . : 1 .
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Our author teaches that man has full ability perfectly to keep the

commandments of God. Will he pretend tosay that this ability

is the liberty wherewith Christ hath made His people free ? If

the will of man naturally is perfectly free, perfectly able to keep
the commandments of God, then what is the bondage from which

Christ emancipates His people ? Wherein, in this particular of
the freedom of the will, do they differ from the unregenerate ?

And upon what just ground do the Scriptures represent men by

nature to be ledcaptive by the Devil at his will, to be his bond

slaves , to be in bondage to corruption ? It will not do to say ,

these are mere metaphorical expressions. They must, even if

this were admitted, have some foundation in real resemblance.

The will of man is not naturally as free to choose holiness as it is

to choose sin , and hence the necessity and infinite value to us of

the redemption which there is in Jesus Christ. Man has not

naturally equal power to produce the fruits of holiness, that he has

of iniquity. If so, he would need no help of the Spirit, and could,

at any moment, without the graceand power of God enabling him

to will and do, emancipate himself from the bondage of his lusts, and

perfectly keep the commandments of God . The whole work of the

Spirit, so important and absolutely indispensable, according to the

showing of the Scriptures, in order to the deliverance of sinners

from the power of their lusts and the tyranny of the Devil, is

altogether unnecessary, and an improper interference with man's

fiberty . Our author's philosophy places him directly in opposition

to the Word of God, which teaches that but for Christ's inter

position , and the grace of His Spirit, sin will reign in men's mor

tal body to their obeying it in the lusts thereof . - Rom . 6 : 12 . Our

author may express his amazement and abhorrence, talk of God's in

justice and tyranny, and seek by a burst of passion, or a ruse upon

the feelings, to storm the judgment. But this is an artifice that can

only impose upon those whose reason is controled by passion,

and who are as ignorant ofthe principles of sacred logic as they

are of the Scriptures. The reverential and believing student of

the Bible will not fail to see, that the bondage of man's will in sin,

his deep moral depravity, is set forth, notonly as his crime, his

personal guilt, but also as the awful calamity and curse of God, in

which every one of the human race has been involved by the sin

and fall of our first parents. In consequence of their transgression,

we come into existence under circumstances, exposed to influences,

and with a bias to evil that operate to determine our wills to sin,

and most inevitably will ruinus for ever, if God interferes not, by

the atoning blood and renovating spirit of Jesus Christ, to rescue

our wills from the bondage of our lusts, as He enables us to

renounce the world, the flesh, and the devil, and to become the

freemen of Christ Jesus. This may be pronounced mere figura

tive language, and improper to be quoted on a subject properly
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philosophical. But the freedom of the will is a subject eminently

practical, and however the Scriptures may employ analogical

terms, and the tropes of speech, their strict truthfulness, as the

Word of God authorizes us to take it for granted, that there is and

must be some real resemblance between the bondage and slavery

among men and the enthralment of the will by the lusts of the

flesh and the desires of the mind . The common sense of men

where any appetite, passion, propensity, desire, or habit determines

the will in sinful choices — leads them to pronounce those enslaved

who indulge them . The subjects, too , of such appetites, & c .;

as the drunkard, the sensualist, and the vile , when reproved and

warned of the danger of their conduct, will promptly say , they

cannot resist, temptation overcomes them . But neither do them

selves nor others conclude that they are removed beyond the reach

of accountability, and are free from guilt; nay, they judge that this

very enthralment of the will, according to its degree, graduates

their criminality. The freedom of the will, of which consciousness

has cognizance, is not absolute and independent ; but is consistent

with subordination and dependence, agreeably to the laws and

conditions by which God as Creator has limited the mind or soul

of man, in the exercise of those powers with which He has endowed

it. Our moral nature does, indeed embrace the elements both of

ability and freedom ; but they are distinct and different things,

although our author, with many others, has confounded them .

The words power and liberty represent abstract ideas ; and

although we are incapable of defining their import or describing

the nature of the things for which they stand, yet are we conscious

that, by somenecessary law of our minds, by some original sug

gestions that invariably, under certain circumstances or on certain

occasions, arise, we form the idea of power, and , also, that o

liberty as distinct from it. The idea in both cases being simple

is not susceptible of definition ; but resulting necessarily from the

action of the mind, or laws of mental activity, under given cir

cumstances, is referable to the sovereign constitution of our Creator,

and, of necessity, to be regarded as the representative of an immu

table reality. The idea of power implies that of cause , and cause ,

according to Edwards, that of somefoundation or reason out of

itself, why that which did not exist begins to be. We say that

we have power to move, walk, run , &c . , meaning that some

energy excited by our wills, or put forth by our minds in the act

of willing, causes these motions, or, in other words, that by some

ordained and established law of the Creator, the antecedent act of

will produced the motions or acts of walking, &c . God Himself,

by the word of His power, the energy of His will, created and

upholds all things . To a certain extent, He has endowed us, His

rational creatures,and all moral agents, with a similar energy by

the acts of our wills, to produce or give rise to or cause other
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events which we hold to be related as their appropriate effects.

The extent to which that power or energy may be exerted is that

of our liberty or freedom . The will is but the exponent of the

mind's or soul's energy, or the channel through which it operates.

But this is not omnipotent. Its exercise is bounded and restrained

by certain established laws and conditions, necessary in the nature

of things which God has created. Hence arise our notions of

ability or inability , natural and moral, and also of liberty or free

dom of the will. The laws and conditions intended by God to

limit the exercise of the mind's power, are either natural or moral ;

the former determining simplythe possibility, so far as the nature

of things is concerned, and the other, the character, rightful or

improper, lawful or unlawful, of those acts or effects which the

mind or soul of man may produce. When the mind, without hin

drance or resistance, acts in its appropriate sphere, that is, in the

sphere prescribed by God for its actions, we say , learning the

reality from our consciousness, that it is free. God has not only

prescribed the natural or physical laws of the will's actings, but,

also, the moral. He has adjusted, in His wisdom and benevolence,

the manner in which the mind of man, with the powers He has

conceded to it, shall be affected and brought into action. The

relations of intellect and sensibility to each other and to the will ,

and designed to regulate their actings, in the first man, Adam,

who was created perfect, were not left at random , but prescribed

by God, so as to preserve, when not violated, an harmonious

exercise. The circumstances, too, or conditions under which

those powers should be exercised, and the precise way in which,

in those circumstances or conditions, manshould exert his powers

and put forth his volitions, being regulated by God's law, or the

constitution which formed the charter or grant of those powers, it

is obvious that human liberty, the freedom of the will, is not and

cannot, in the nature of things, be absolute, but is restrained

within the limits prescribed by God, our Creator, Lawgiver, and

Judge. Provided the harmony of the mind be not disturbed, that

is, provided each part or power operates in its appropriate and

legitimate sphere, or, in other words,conforms to the law prescribed

for it, and thus fulfils the great intents of the Creator, in the

exercise of no one part or power infringing on another, but per

forming through each its proper functions, and the whole thus

movesharmoniously, equally according to its proportions, in its

proper place and relation, we are conscious of that state of things

we call liberty. There is no unavoidable perplexity in the mind

itself, and no restraint or infringement from any source without it .

Beyond this consciousness we have no knowledge of liberty.

Wherever this harmony is disturbed, this infringement takes place,

and, according to the degree to which it prevails, we naturally,

and as it were, intuitively talk of man being enslaved . Thus we
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speak of the drunkard being enslaved to his cups, the lecherous to

his lusts , and the like, where appetite has become inordinate. He

is regarded as less free than the man whose appetites have not been

vitiated . So say the Scriptures. It is the language of common

sense. Yetnoone dreams, in so saying, that theman is absolutely,

irredeemably, irrecoverably, beyond all possibility of reformation,

and free from the obligation to conform humbly to the laws of God,

which define, and aredesigned to protect his liberty. Whether

he ever will spontaneously so conform himself, without some exter

nal help or movement of God's providence and grace, changing the
actual circumstances and condition which, by the inordinate indul

gence of his appetite, he hiinself has produced, is a question that

the WordofGod most unequivocally answers for us. He will not.

He has sold himself to work iniquity ; he needs Divine help to re

store him to liberty and virtue, to rescue him from the world, the

flesh , and the devil, by whom he is led captive at his will. Yet has

the man certain capacities or powers appropriate to him as a moral

creature, which, by the help of God, may be placed under circum

stances, and in a condition for self-recovery, that is, for a restora

tion to liberty and virtue.

It is on this actual state of things of which human consciousness

takes cognizance, whatever may be men's metaphysical philosophy,

that those distinctions are made, and that style ofspeech employed,

which our author repudiates and ridicules as unmeaning, absurd ,

and false, but which are to be found in the writings of many, both

cis and trans-atlantic divines, who speak of natural and moral

ability and inability. It is worthy of attention to notice, how the

samecontempt of this distinction founded , in the very nature of

things, has led our author, and certain ultra “ Old School ” writers

to opposite extremes . While the one teaches, that man has full

ability by his own spontaneous and unaided self -determining power

of will to change his heart, and become a new man in Christ

Jesus, the other utterly and absolutely denies all ability whatever

in man, resembling him to a block of wood or stone, or a lifeless

corpse, until a literal new creation by the Spirit of God, impart to

him new power or capacity for spiritual or holy acts. We would

avoid both extremes, believing that the truth lies between them,

and that the divine counsel here is what common sense gives in

many other matters, in medio tutissimus ibis. While such men

as Edwards and Bellamy, and New England divines generally,

have carefully drawn out and stated the distinction, such men as

Davies and Witherspoon, and many other devoted ministers of

Christ have actually assumed it in all their urgent exhibitions of

truth upon the consciences of their hearers. “ The deplorable and

naturally helpless state of sinners,” says Dr. Witherspoon, “ takes

not away their obligation to duty ; the moral inability, under

which sinners now lie, as a consequence of the fall, is not of such
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nature as to take away the guilt of sin , the propriety of exhorta

tion to duty, or the necessity of endeavors after recovery ."

The words ability and power are by no means synonymes of

liberty or freedom . " They are ofmutable import, likemany others,

to be determined always by a reference to the nature of the sub

ject of which the thing they express is predicated. The careful

reader of the Scriptures will notfail to notice numerous shades of

meaning in which they are used — sometimes denoting, when ap

plied to God, that attribute or energy by which He canaccomplish

His will -- and when applied to man , to notice no other of its

generic applications, sometimes the faculties of mind or body, one

or all, or in other words the natural capacity which adapts man ,

as a creature , for certain kinds of actions, sometimes the force or

energy exerted in the use of those faculties, sometimes the means

or condition necessary in the nature of things for the exercise of

that energy, sometimes the moving cause orreason, or motive in

fluence that excites and determines to its exercise, sometimes the

right or privilege or authority for its exercise, and sometimes

several or all of these together. It is obvious, therefore, what a

wide opportunity is afforded, through the varied signification

of these words, ability or power, in their varied applications

and use, for the indulgence of sophistry, where either ignorance,

pride, obstinacy, perverseness, selfish or improper designs, or want

of logical accuracy, may employ it, to the great confusion, decep

tion and injury of those who are not accustomed closely to discri

minate and view the import of words, in their proper connections,

and shades of import, as indicated by the nature of the subject.

Our author seems to be skilful in this sort of skirmishing, indulging

in remarks and a style of reasoning eminentlycalculatedto mislead

and bear away uneducated minds, by taking termsin loose popu

lar senses andusing them as the technics of his philosophy.

Our senses are capacities of nature for taking cognizance of

various properties or modes of operation pertaining to material

things, and so we speak of beingable to see, to hear, to smell, to

taste, and to feel. Our mental faculties are capacities for opera

tions appropriate to mind ; as are our muscular and animalpowers to

body, to the nature we possess in common with the animal tribes.

We mean, that God has so constituted our minds, that under

certain circumstances and conditions, we are able to think,

reason , feel and will ; and also our bodies, according to established

laws of connection with our minds, that we can stand, walk, run

and perform those various muscular and animal movements

dependent on organization. Using the word in the same sense of

capacity, we say that we are able to will and call into exercise

the various mental and physical faculties or powers for action,

with which we are endowed by our Creator. But the capacity to

Witherspoon's Works, I. 142.
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will is one thing, and our ability actually to exercise it in given

cases is another, and very different thing Our author confounds

them .

Our capacity or power to will , depends on the law of our con

stitutional being or organization. It has its foundation in nature

and hence is called natural ability. The actual exercise of that

power depends on certain circumstances or conditions , as well

determining the mode in which the will shall act, as being pre

requisite, in the very nature of things . We have power to walk,

but not to fly, will to do so as we may, God having never endowed

us with capacity for such action. In reference to all those actions

for which we have been furnished with the natural capacities ,

men say without fear of being misunderstood, that they have pow

er to perform them. Yetmay there be circumstances which pre.

vent us from exercising those powers so that we shall naturally

say, we have not liberty to do so. What tyro in philosophy or

logic would therefore identify power and liberty ?

The actual exercise of a natural power depends not merely on

the possession of such capacity. It is indeed an essential circum

stance or condition ; but there are many actions of a complex

character, for which there must be outward favorable concurring

circumstances, and necessary means and conditions, without which

the power or capacity will no more be exerted than if we were

destitute of it . Thus at this present time I say, that I have power

to pass the next hour into Canada,meaning that I havethe natural

capacities of mind and body to will to rise up and walk and per

form all the actions necessary on my part, to take me voluntarily

there. But having done so, on reaching the river and finding no

means of transit procurable, or if procurable, happening to be des

titute of funds and none at hand from whom to procure them , or

credit failing me, and being unable to man the boat myself or to

obtain help from others ; in view of any one or all of these cir.

cumstances and conditions necessary for the accomplishment of

my purpose, I naturally turn away and say, I have not power to

cross into Canada. This latter declaration does not contradict the

former. The former was founded on my knowledge of the exist

ence of public and well- established means or facilities of passage,

which, at moderate and fixed prices are afforded every five minutes,

or thereabouts, during the day, and I meant no more, than that I

had the natural capacity to avail myself of the means and helps, the

conditions requisite to visit Canada, should I purpose or choose to
The latter was founded on the unusual and unexpected

absence and failure of those means and necessary conditions.

Our author in this latter case,however,according to his philosophy,

and with characteristic good breeding would say, "you fool, you

had no such power at all, you lied in saying you had.” Accord

ing to his idea of power, as being identical with liberty, he must

do so .
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embrace in it all that Pascal represents the Thomists and the

Jesuits meant by the “ porevoir prochain ," or next power. So when

he says that we have power to keep the commandments of God

perfectly , and if not we are not free, he must mean that we have

all and always every requisite concurring circumstance and con

dition, means and motives, not only to execute our will when thus

exercised, but also to determine the will itself to choose to do so.

His idea of power admits of no distinctions between the capacity

to act, the requisite concurring means and conditions , the motive

influence determining the will to act, and the acting of the will itself,

but loosely comprehends them all. “ The human will is free , ” says

he, “ therefore men have power or ability to do all their duty," —

alias, to be perfect ! He is a fool, according to our author, who de

nies the inférence ; a very easy sort of logic, truly !.

The proposition , the human will is free, is not, as an absolute

proposition, true ; for it is not independent, being restrained and

limited in its exercise by certain laws and conditions. Our author

must be more explicit, and tell us precisely what he means by

liberty or freedom of will . It cannot, as has been shown, be voli

tion totally self -originated, without any causative influence of de

sire, feeling, or motive, or whatever determines the mind to put

forth the volition . Nor can it be volition without reason or end,

or any connection with a previous state of mind ; for human con

sciousness contradicts such an idea of liberty. Our author pre

dicates moral obligation and character, of the ultimate intention or

choice of an end ; but this choice when analyzed, amounts to no

thing more than an act of will determined bythe causative power

of motive. The end or object to be obtained moves or determines

the man to will . He is not independent and possessed of absolute

sovereignty over his actions . External things, and suggestions of

mind, affect and excite to act . Inclination, or the tendency of de

sire or wish , aversion or disgust, toward particular objects and acts,

moves to act . When choice is in accordance with such inclina

tion, and no obstacle interferes to frustrate or prevent fromacting

according to it, men generally say they act freely. 6. The un

learned ,” says Dr. Burton , “define liberty in different words, yet

their definitions amount to the same thing. And their definition is

the result of their feelings and experience; and of course is as just

as any given by the learned. They commonly say, to act as they

please is liberty . So far and so long as they can act as they please ,

or as they havea mind to act, they enjoy all the liberty they can

conceiveof, and all they desire . Perhaps a better definition than

this cannot be given ." This author comprehends under the idea

of pleasure those agreeable senses produced by external objects, or

suggestions and sentiments which awaken wishes and desires for

theobjects, or whatever produces them. Accordingly, the corrupt

! Burton's Essay, pp. 116, 117 .
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and vicious, who feel that the law of God imposes restraints upon

the indulgence of their wishes and desires in many respects, regard

Him as being opposed to their liberty, and find it difficult, or,as

they say, impossible, to resist self andconform to His will. On the

other hand, those who find pleasure in doing the will of God,

although solicited to evil , make no complaintsof trespasses from

God upon their liberty , but account themselves never more free

than while yielding to the determining influence of His spirit, they

say, as did Joseph, “ how can I do this thingand sin against God ?"

Every man feels when he chooses or wills in a given case, that

he might have chosen or willed the contrary, that is,that he has

capacities of mind and will, which might have been differently de

termined ; but there having been no constraint upon him, and

having acted according to his wishes and desires, consciousness

affirms his freedom , and he says he had ability or power to have

chosen or acted otherwise. And yet the same man will say, in

view of the motives by which he was actuated, and under the in

fluence of the feelings, the desires and wishes by which he was

affected at the time, that he could not do otherwise. In so saying

he does not mean that he was a mere machine, governed and

turned about by fixed laws, like those of mechanism , or those of

physical organism , but merely that there was such an incompati

bility between the desires and wishes, which at the time actually

determined his choice or volition, and those which his conscience

told him ought to have prevailed, that without resisting,renouncing ,

and overcoming the one, the other was impossible. The desires,

wishes , and feelings, that determined to self-indulgence in sin , were

stronger than any antagonistical influences or considerations

brought to bear upon his conscience, or feelings and desires thence

awakened. He might have exerted his intellect and powers of

perception, so as to have summoned to his aid opposing thoughts,

and feelings, and motives ; he might have turned away his eyes, or

closed his ears, from the sights and sounds that were fascinating

and bewitching him ;he might have yielded himself to the direc

tion and control of other motives, and resisted the massive power

that temptation was exciting. There was nothing in the constitu

tion of his mind, or the nature of things to prevent it . But he did

not.

The question is, why did he not ? Our author, according to his

short-hand patent philosophy, will reply, because he chose not to
do so . But why did he not choose ? The will is not a despot

acting from caprice, without motive , or end , or any causative in

fluence or reason why its actions are thus and not otherwise. It

is indeed , as our author says, an executive power ; but the very

idea of executive power implies a judgment or purpose, which , in

the nature of things, is precedent, and for the time being forming

the law or mandate of the mind the will obeys.
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The distinction between generic purpose, or what our author

calls the choice of an ultimate end , and executive volitions, is of

no avail here. For what is the choice of an ultimate end ? Ac

cording to our author, it is but a benevolent or selfish choice.

This, it is obvious, is not a simple element or act. It is a complex

state of mind, a choice determined by motive , and in this respect

differs not radically from an executive volition . Consciousness

teaches us, that themind first forms a judgment of what it deems

right or best, under the circumstances in which it is called to act,

and, thus judging, throws its energy out in the way of choice or

will. The affections and passions, or sensibilities, also exert a de

termining influence or power. The mind's judgment is greatly

influenced by them , and thence the choice of the will. Every

passion and affection may be resolved into twoelements or opera

tions of the soul, the one a sensation which is either painful or

pleasant, the other a desire to avoid it if the former, or obtain or

enjoy it if the latter. What we call emotions, are kindred sensa

tions or feelings, or movements of the soul, arising, not so imme

diately from external objects present producing sensations, as from

thoughts, views, considerations, or pictures of fancy, which the

mind itself may form , and these are resolvable as theformer.

Between the mind's judgment and the passions, affections or

emotions-- the sensibilities, there is often a direct antagonism .

The mind is convinced, and judges that the will should act thus

and thus ; but the passions and affections —— the sensibilities, oppose.

Impulses, inducements, or motives, to will one way and the con

trary, operate together. To assist us, God has given us His law ,

the expression ofHis will, and the counsels of His word, through

which, He, by His Spirit, throws in a motive influence to do what

He requires. He holds us responsible to doHis will in all things,

and threatensto punish if we refuse. Thus He restricts our liberty

to what is rightful , and seeks to bring an influence to bear upon us

to determine our wills to what is right. But our passions and

affections, or sensibilities, exerted by external objects or sugges

tions ofthought, oppose, and we feel aversionfrom what He requires

and desires, for what He forbids. Still further to aid us in doing

His will, to counteract the influence of feeling, and to prevent us

from exalting our own desires, or pleasures, or will, as supreme,

He has endowed us with conscience, by means of which both the

intellect and sensibility, the judgment of the mind, and the feelings

of the heart, may combine to determine the choice of the will .

According to that power or property of the soul, which we deno

minate conscience, the mind sits in judgment on its own acts,

compared with the standard of right, whereupon a feeling of appro

bation, satisfaction , or pleasure, arises when conformed to it, but of

dissatisfaction, displeasure, or pain, when the contrary. The will

of God is the absolute and supreme rule of moral right and obliga

a
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tion . Conforming to His will, yielding our wills to the determin

ing influence, direction , and control of His law , we have peace.

No check, norestraint whatever from God, is thrown in to prevent

us from acting according to the desires and wishes, or feelings thus

inclining . When the contrary course is pursued , we have pain .

Thus constitutional provision is made, by means of conscience, for

combining the motive influences of the mind's judgment and the

heart's sensibilities, in determining the will to what is right. Such

are the bounds or restraints which God interposes, beyond which

liberty is not conceded to us --morally or constitutionally. But

besides conscience, God has placed in the human mind another

sentinel, to guard and protect from evil . Natural instinctive regard

for personal safety or well-being operates continually ; and, in all

cases of corporal or physical danger and detriment, intuitively

lends its impulses to direct and control the will . On moral

subjects, through the feebleness of intellect from want of informa

tion, and other causes, it does not intuitively direct and control .

The mind often forms a wrong judgment of what is right and best,

and the sensibilities equally take a wrong direction . This de

rangement and tendency to sin, exist from the beginning of our

moral agency, and are incident to our descent from fallen parents,

and to the condition in which we are born into this world . Left to

ourselves, without the Spirit's illumination and aid , the choice of

the will will be selfish, in favor of selfish indulgence, for the grati

fication of some present desire, or wish leading from God, or op

posed to His will , rather than to Him, and for His glory. This is

what is commonly called native depravity, sometimes original sin,

sometimes the corruption of our whole nature, and sometimes total

depravity . All men's natural powers or capacities are excited,

influenced, directed, and swayed ,-or, in other words, the will is

determined in the exercise of them,-in a way that either falls short

of, or is opposed to, God's requirements. The state of the mind

and heart adapt the man to be determined by selfish and sinful mo

tives. There is not that positive directing influence of love to

God, which He requires, but, on the contrary, the want of it. In

that state , the disposition or tendency being to sin, the motive in

fluences -- that givepleasure, and excite desires and wishes tending

to determine the will in sinful choices - being against, and not for

God and his claims ; and there being an actual incompatibility be

tween them, the man naturally says, while conscious of his selfish

desires, he cannot do the will of God ; not that he is devoid of the

natural or physical capacities for it, but, in the absence of other

motives, and of helps to excite and give a different direction to

his will , heis morally unable. He falls short of God's require

ment, and is guilty . Thus from the first all are found sinners .

Our author may think to entrench himself behind a few favorite

postulates and defy attack . He may allege, that sin having been
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defined, in Scripture, to be “the transgression of the law ,” it

must, therefore, be voluntary and a positive act ; and that this is

the whole of it. But we have another scriptural definition of sin ,

which must not be overlooked. “ All unrighteousness is sinº's

that is, all wantof conformity to the law. Defects in the way of

omission and failure in duty, forgetfulness of God's requirements,

inattention to them, neglect to meet them at the right time, and in

the right way, and to their full extent, and whatever, in the state of

the mind and feelings of the heart, unfits and turns away from

thein, is sin. We therefore predicate moral depravity, not only of

the voluntary acts of disobedience, but also of the anterior state of

mind—the disposition, which fits the man to be affected and actu

ated by selfish rather than benevolent motives. It is unrighteous

ness, a coming short of God's commands— “ a want of conformity
to the law of God ," and therefore sin .

Our author, identifying disposition and choice, confounds and

virtually denies all moral connection between the moving, exciting

influence of particular objects or considerations operating on the

mind and heart, and leadingto sin, and the act of choice between

the predisposition or fitness to be thus excited and determined to

evil, and the intentional choice of the will. But however he may

judge this to be the simplest and truest philosophy, neither are the

judgments nor the consciences of men generally satisfied with the

casuistry founded on it. Despite of all our author's attempts to

relieve them from any sense of moral depravity, irrespective of

ultimate intention , they feel that the disposition , standing related

to choice as its pre -determining cause, forms part and parcel of the

guilt, which renders us justly obnoxious to the punishment of an

holy God. Their very inability of themselves, without Divineaid,

to will or choose contrary to the motive urgent desire determining

to sin , of which inability they are wont to complain, they feel does

but indicate the degree of their depravity, the measure of their

guilt. It is often affirmed, in self-condemnation, and in proof of the

depth of their moral defilement. And when our author, and

teachers of his school, will tell them it is just as easy to will con

trary to their present sinful inclinations,as it is to yield to them ,

as easy to believe, repent, and love God, as it is to rise up and

walk, or pass from their seats to one appointed, the more intel

ligent and deeply convicted, knowing it is false, turn away with

disgust and alarm from those who thus make light of the evidence

their own consciousness gives them , of their dependenceupon God

for the aid of His Spirit. They feel themselves powerfully deter
mined to evil , and truly described as the “ bond - slaves of Satan,"

" led captive by the devil at his will ;" and their cry is “ help,

Lord, or we perish.” Conversions, where such experience has not

in some degree been developed, may be from gross crimes, from

' I. John, 3 : 4 ' I John, 5 : 17 .
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outward sins of life, and habits of sinful action in given cases, to a

self-complacent and self- confident reliance on the strength of hu

man resolution, a mere reformation, but not that saving change

of heart which the Spirit of God , by his regenerating influence
alone can secure. We make no more account of them as genuine

conversions to God, than we do of those produced by the moral
and ethical lectures of the old Greek philosophers, orthe preaching

of Unitarian divines. Deeper must be the views of depravity , and

more powerful the convictions of sin , than such casuistry will se

cure, in order to convert a sinner from the error of his ways, and

save a soul from death . We deprecate greatly, on this very point,

the tendency of our author's philosophy, andwe think, not with

out cause, already seen in the developments of character it has

produced in the churches, in the sad , painful, and numerous forms

of current self-deception, and in the crowds of self-conceited, cen

sorious, inconsistent, and corrupt professors of religion it has

mustered into the ranks of Christ's followers. They are but the

legitimate practical results of making power or ability, and liberty

or freedom of the will identical , and ofrejecting those distinctions

which men commonly make in the subject of natural and moral

ability and inability, -- distinctions which aecord with consciousness

and the teachings of Scripture, which recognize, and foster a sense

of dependence on the Spirit of God, and which give intensity

and power to their convictions of guilt.

Our author has attempted by various means to account for the fact,

" that so many men have denied the liberty of the will, or ability to

obey God." . In doing so , he has paid little or no attention to this

point in the experience of awakened sinners, but arrayed himself

against Locke and Edwards, and the great mass of Calvinistic

divines with their hearers," who, he says, “ have denied the free

dom of the will, because they have loosely confounded the will

with the involuntary powers—with the intellect and sensibility . "

We account not our author good authority for the assertion , that

“ since they did not in theory distinguish between the sensibility

and the will proper, they denied in theory the freedom of the will.".

We have never understood or regarded them as confounding

desires and emotions with the actings of the will . They did indeed

teach that they had a relation to, and influence in , determining the

will, and were, in so far under the control of the will as to make

us responsible and justly punishable for them when wrong, but

they did not confound them . They were much more careful in

their discrimination than our author. In applying the dogma of

his philosophy to practical matters, he says, in reference to the

actings, or the intellect and sensibility, in the way of blasphemous

and unkind thoughts of God, " the will abhors them, and struggles

to suppress them , but for the time being finds itself unable (mark,

' IIJ . 52 . III. 53.
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the will,he says, finds itself unable), to do anything more than to

fight and resist them ." He endorses the teaching of “ ministers

of all schools,” who tell such tempted persons, “ your will resists

them , and this proves that you are unable, for the time being, to

avoid them ." Of course then, the man's liberty, for the time

being, according to our author, isgone, and his obligation destroyed.

Accordingly, he says, “ you are therefore not responsible for

them , while you resist them with all the power of your will , any

more than you would be guilty of murder, should a giant over

power your strength , and use your hand against your will, to shoot

a man .912 Far otherwise do we, along with the holy men whom

our author condemns, believe and teach. In such cases of Satan's

molestation ,—who adapts his temptations to the mood of the mind,

or state of the heart, or condition of the body, at the time , and ex

erts his influence mediately ,—God holds us responsible to put

forth appropriate faith inHimself, which is the only way success

fully to “resist the devil, ” and so doing, He has assured us, “ he

will flee from you . Our blessed Redeemer has set us an exam

ple here for our imitation . And the apostle Paul tells us that faith

is the shield wherewith shall be able to QUENCH ALL the fiery

darts of the wicked .” It is by no means strange, therefore, that

our author's will resisting leaves him powerless. It is in exact ac

cordance with the view we take of our inability in ourselves, and

of our dependence on the Spirit's aid. But resistance of will is

not all that God requires in such a case. He has sinned by fail

ing to perform the duty appropriate, and required in the circum

stances, just as did our first mother in her conflict with Satan . His

will , his heart, it is true, have not consented to, and approved of

the wicked suggestions, and made those blasphemous and unkind

thoughts his own ; but their renewance and continuance prove

that he has failed in discharging the appropriate duty of faith in

Jesus Christ. His own power is inadequate to overcome the evil

He has resisted in his own strength, not in Christ's, and that

is his sin , for “ whatsoever is not of faith is sin .” We regard our

author's casuistry here as exceedingly erroneous and dangerous ;

but it is the legitimate result of his philosophy, which exalts itself,

and idolizes free-will, to the rejection of Christ, and to the exclu

sion of a sense of dependence on the Spirit of God.
He affirms,

that “ to hold that men are always responsible, because they

loosely think themselves to be so , is absurd." Thus does he set

aside, by one stroke of the magic wand of his philosophy, all the

experience which has entered so deeply into the formation of the

character, and development of the piety, of such men as Owen,
Bunyan, Haly burton, and others, as pitiable errors . It is absurd ;

they supposed themselves to be responsible when they were noti

' III . 55, 56 . III . 56 . 3 II . Jam . 4 : 7

Eph . 6 : 16. * Rom . 14:23 . * III . 56.
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Not so does the Word of God instruct us . “ He that doubteth ,"

says the apostle, “ js damned if he eat,” notwithstanding his con

science may in reality be too scrupulous. “ In cases of tempta

tion , ” says our author, such as that just supposed, as soon as the

attention is directed to the fact of inability to avoid those thoughts

and feelings, and the mind is conscious of the will's resisting them ,

and of being unable to banish them , it readily rests in the assu

rance that it is not responsible for them .” A flat contradiction of

Paul's judgment in such a case . “For I know that in me, (that

is, in my flesh ), dwelleth no good thing; for to will is present with

me, but how to perform that which is good I find not . For the

good that I would I do not ; but the evil which I would not that I

do. Now, if I do that I would not, it is no more I that do it , but

sin that dwelleth in me. I find then a law, that , when I would do

good , evil is present with me. For I delight in the law of God after

the inward man. But I see another lawin my members warring

against the law of my mind, and bringing me into captivity to the

law of sin which is in my members. Oh wretched man that I

am ! who shall deliver me from thebody of this death ?" It makes

but little difference, so far as this question is concerned, whether

our author's opinion be correct or not , as to the interpretation of

this passage . We unequivocally dissent from it , however, as by

no means proved by the authorities to which he refers. Whether

Paul be understood to personate an unconverted Jew , or to recite

his own experience as a Christian, he distinctly teaches, that free

dom of will, and ability or power, are very different things. The

conviction of weakness, helplessness, inability, guilt , and ruin ,

whichcommingles with the will's resistance of Satan's temptations,

and which is so totally at war with our author's whole system of

religion as interpreted by his philosophy , the apostle regards, and
presses asimportant and essential to the exercise of that faith in

Jesus Christ which brings succor to the mind, through the light

and power of God, so indispensable for the right performance of

our duty, and for triumph over the adversary. Paul , though in

volved in conflicts, which developed his ownweakness, neverthe

less was victorious, and praised God for the grace and overcoming
power, obtained through faith in Jesus Christ. What he could

not do naturally by mere strength of will , he nevertheless could

do through the grace of Christ. “ I can do all things through

Christ which strengtheneth me." The reason he assigned for his

energy was not the native power of his freewill, but the strength

and grace of Christ which by faith he realized . He said unto

me, my grace is sufficient for thee ; for my strength is made per

fect inweakness . Most gladly, therefore, will I rather glory inmy

infirmities, that the power of Christ may rest upon me. There

fore I take pleasure in infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities , in

i Rom . 14 : 23 . ? III . 56 . s Rom . 7:16 , 24 . · Phil. 4:10 .
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persecutions, in distresses, for Christ's sake ; for when I am weak

then am I strong."

Our author acknowledges the fact of our dependence on the

grace of Jesus Christ, and of their need of help and support from

the Holy Spirit, who “ seriously undertake their own reformation ."

But, according to his teaching, the need of that help is “ in conse

quence of their physical depravity, and because of the great

strength of their habit of self-indulgence ;"" and the aid of the

Holy Spirit consists in illumination merely. Yet does he speak

with strange inconsistency, and vagueness, if not self-contradic

tion , whenhe attempts to explain that sense of dependence and

weakness which he is constrained to admit, men generally express

by alleging their inability. “ They are prone,” says he, “ as is

natural, to express their sense of dependence on the Divine Spirit

in strong language, and to speak of this dependence as if it con

sisted in a real inability, when in fact they do not really consider

it as a proper inability. They say, in respect to many things , I

cannot, when they mean only I will not, and never think of being

understood as affirming a proper inability. The inspired writers

expressed themselves in the common language of men upon such

subjects, and are doubtless to be understood in the same way. In

common parlance, can not often means will not, and perhaps is

used as often in this sense as it is to expressa proper inability. '

This is just what Edwards, and that class of divines whom he con

demns as necessitarians, mean carefully to express by their distinc

tion between natural inability, or destitution of the capacity to act,

moral inability, or the absence of motive considerations or influ

ence sufficient to determine the will ; and the mind's conviction of

incompatibility between the state of the will as at present deter

mined by prevalent motives, and that state to which opposing but

ineffectual or powerless motives urgeit. According to our author,

such distinctions are false and worthless. Liberty is power, and

power is liberty. If the man has not equal power to do the right

thing, and at the same moment, that he has to do the wrong, he has

Do power at all, and is therefore, in that instance, not a free agent.

This is an error too palpable, and fraught with fatal practical re

sults, to be openly affirmed. Our author's own mind would revolt

from it when plainly stated ; and therefore, in his explanations, he

abandons his favorite position, and virtually avails himself of the

distinction between an absolute physical or natural impossibility,
and a moral inability, concealing his own inconsistency from him

self, by talking of a proper inability . According to his philosophy,

there must be no qualifications here -- no such distinctions on the

subject of inability as “proper” and improper, total and partial , ab

solute and relative, natural and moral . But thus to carry out his

philosophy of the freedom of the will consistently, he would out

* III . 62 . * II . Cor. 12 ; 9 , 10 .
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1

rage common sense and universal consciousness, and, therefore,

after his facile manner, conveniently cheats himself and his reader

by sophistically changing the meaningof his terms and propositions.

We will give the reader some of his comments on Paul's expe

rience, as recorded in the seventh chapter of Romans, that he may

see his inconsistency. “ The fact is, he (Paul) was portraying a

legal experience, and spoke of finding himself unable to keep sel

fish resolutions of amendment in the presence of temptation. His

will was in a state of committal to the indulgence of the propensi

ties. In the absence of temptation his convictions and fears and

feelings were the strongest impulses, and under their influence

he would form resolutions to dohis duty, to abstain from fleshy in- '

dulgences, & c. But as some other appetite or desire came to be

more strongly excited, he yielded to that of course and broke his

former resolution ." What can our author, according to his phi

losophy, mean by the use of such language as the strongest im

pulses," and yielding to them “ of course ? " If, according to his
showing, liberty is ability, and there is no causative influence de

terminingthe mind to will thus or thus ; if the will is absolutely and

sovereignly free, that is , possessed of full power to originate its own

acts, as he teaches, it is altogether out of place, and foreign to his

philosophy, to talk of impulses stronger or weaker,and the stronger

of course prevailing to determine the choice. The phrase, " of

course ,” in such connection, if used by Edwardean divines, would

be interpreted by our author to mean , of necessity, that is a phy

sical necessity ; whereas, it and the phrase necessity, with them

means no more than moral certainty. What else does or can our

author mean ? and why shall he put a construction on their lan

guage, and give it a meaning they disavow , and yet, while con

strained to admit these facts, claim to use words which, implying

a causative influence in determining the will , denote the very

same thing. His explanations, conflicting with his theory of the

freedom of the will so palpably, his censures recoil with accu

mulated force upon himself. He does in reality teach, that man

is brought into existence, and placed under responsibilities as a

moral creature, under circumstances or in a condition, where, na

turally, the desires and wishes, the propensities and inclinations ,

produced by physical depravity, give the strongest impulses to his

will , and “ of course," bydetermining his will, render him morally

corrupt. We see nothing in Edwards that assigns so unequivo

cally as this does, our moral depravity to a physical necessity as its

proximate cause . Apart from the revelation and grace of the

gospel , our author formally admits, that human nature is destitute

of ability—that is in his fúll and unqualified sense, of all ability

to keep the commandments of God, and that by reason of phy

sical depravity. We see not, therefore, wherein he differs from

1 III . 62 .
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the Arminian , who teaches that the gospel imparts to each

a modicum of ability, which, if only exercised and improved,

will render availing and efficient the power ofGod on his be

half. For the inability, which by nature, i . e . left in their na

tural condition-mankind laborunder, he avers is removed

by the gospel . “ Under the light of the gospel,” say he,

with the promises in our hands, God does require of us what

we should be unable to do, and be , but for these promises and this

proffered assistance. Here is a real inability to do directly in our

own strength allthat is required of us upon consideration of the

proffered aid . We can only do it by strength imparted by the

Holy Spirit. That is , we cannot know Christ and avail ourselves

of his offers and relations, and appropriate to our own souls his ful

ness, except as we are taught by the Holy Spirit . The thing im

mediately and directly required, is to receive the Holy Spirit by

faith to be our teacherand guide, to take of Christ,and show it unto

us . This confidence we are able to exercise . Who ever really

and intelligently affirmed that he had not power or ability to trust

or confide in the promise and oath of God ? Much that is said of

inability, in poetry, and in the commonlanguage of the saints, re

spects not thesubjection of the will to God, but those experiences

and states of feeling that depend on the illuminations of the Spirit

just referred to. The language that is so common, in prayer and

in the devotional dialect of the church, respects generally our de

pendence upon the Holy Spirit for such discoveries of Christ as to

charm the soul into a steadfast abiding in him. We feel our de

pendence on the Holy Spirit to so enlighten us as to break up for

ever the
power of sinful habit and draw us away from our idols, en

tirely and forever .” This dependence does not consist in a pro

per inability to will as God directs, but, as I have said , partly in the

power of sinfulhabit and partly in the great darkness of our souls

in respect to Christ and his mediatorial work and relations . All

these together do not constitute a proper inability , for the plain

reason , that through the right action of our will , which is always

possible to us, these difficulties can all be directly or indirectly over
come. Whatever we can do or be, directly or indirectly by willing,

is possible to us. But there is no degree of spiritual attainment

required of us that may not be reached directly or indirectly , by
right willing . Therefore, these attainments are possible .” : But,

says our author, " a right state of the will constitutes, for the time

being all, that strictly speaking, the moral law requires ." The

moral law , “ in a less strict and proper sense, requires all those acts

and states of the intellect and sensibility , which are connected by
a law of necessity with the right action of the will. Of course it

also requires that cleansing of the sensibility and allthose higher

forms of Christian experience that result from the indwelling of

* III. 63 . III . 63, 64.
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the Holy Spirit . That is , the law of God requires that these at

tainments shall be made when the means are provided and en

joyed , and as soon as , in the nature of the case, these attainments

are possible . But it requires no more than this."

All this is totally inconsistent with our author's teaching else

where, that man , of himself, naturally, with his natural powers, is

able or free perfectly to do the entire will 3 of God, and of course

without the Holy Spirit. If such freedom or ability in the full

sense in which he uses the words, exists, man must find it as easy,

at any and every moment, to obey as to disobey: no motive in

fluence must sway his will one way or the other. His own sover

eign power over his willmust be of itself sufficient, even in his

fallen state, to meet the full requirement of God ; and if so, what

does he want more ? Where is his need of the Holy Spirit ?

According to our author, that Spirit does not exert his influ

ence and help, till the sinner has willed to receive him. His ob

ligation afterwards rises and falls, narrows and widens, just as that

Spirit, by His revelation varies the amount of light and instruc

tion, and the proffer of needed grace and help. The Scrip

tures ,” says he, “ abound withassurances oflight and instruction
and of all needed grace and help, upon condition of a right will or

heart, that is, upon condition of our being really willing to obey
thelight, when and as fast as we receive it." 3 A right state of the

will being the condition of the Spirit's influence and instruction ,
light and assistance, how is the will , in the first instance, to be

brought into that right state ? Not , according to our author, by

the Holy Spirit, for His help can only be had on this very condi
tion : the right willing must precede,and until that is done, no

help is to be expected or willbevouchsafed from the Spirit. The

sinner must, by the energy of his own will , convert himself, and

afterward the Spirit will take him up ! He must first “ cleanse"

his sensibility, by the right action of his will, and then the Spirit
will develop in him all those higher forms of holiness that result
from His indwelling ! We know not what our author can mean

by cleansing the sensibility , unless it be from physical depravity,

för he doesnot allow moral corruption to be predicated of any

thing but acts of the will , the sensibility following a law of necessi

ty. To it there can pertain no moral character, except as it is un
der the direct or indirect control of the will. " It is denied , at

least by me, that either reason or divine revelation affirms moral
obligation or moral character of any state of mind that lies wholly

beyond both the direct and the indirect control of the will."

And yet the mass of mankind will affirm , that the will follows the

inclination ; that the wishes and desires determine the will ; and that

only in acting according to their dictates do they recognize and
acknowledge themselves to be free, however often mistaken in

the fact. We see not but that our author cuts off depraved and
* III. 64 . 2 III. 67 . 4 III . 32.
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ruined man forever from the grace and help of the Holy Spirit.

We need His influence and aid to make us willing, and to keep us

willing ; nor do we know of anything in all the teachings of the
Word of God, which sanctions the idea that man has ample power,

in and of himself, in his present fallen state , by any energy of his

own unaided will, to meet the requirements either of the law or of

the gospel. The will is naturally opposed to God—the heart is

enmity against Him , and the carnal mind is neither subject to the

law of God nor can be . Unless the Spirit of God, by His efficacious
energy counteract, overcome, and renew our stubborn wills and

dispose us to receive His grace and help , we shall not only at

first, but continue for ever to rebel and resist the Holy Ghost.

Such is the deplorable condition into which we have been brought

by the apostasy of our first parents, and such the native depravity

of the human heart, that the powerfulgrace ofGod is indispensable

to change his heart and renew a right spirit within him . In this

condition , his case is hopeless and helpless, and left to himself, he

must remain to all eternity a damned rebel, justly obnoxious to the

same treatment his guilty primogenitor deserved. By no unaided

spontaneity of will can he lift himself to God - nature's help is ut
terly ineffectual.

Our author, however, adapts the law of God to man's fallen na

ture — brings it down to the level of human weakness and depravi.

ty , and denies that it requires him to be what it did his prime pro

genitor, or that “ sinners be just in all respects what they might

have been had they never sinned ." It is contented with vastly

less, and does not require of them “as high and perfect a service

as if their powers had never been abused by sin .” For God to

hold up to us the law given to our first parents, in all the length

and breadth that He did to them , our author protests would be ab

surd and unjust, and that with as much show of reason and as

much authority He might require of all sinners, to “undo all their

acts of sin and to substitute holy ones in their place.” " Why

may not God as well require one as the other ? They are alike

impossibilities
, originating in the sinner's own act or fault. " ,

They are not. There is as wide a difference between them as be

tween the past and future, between a natural impossibility and a

moral inability. It is not an absolute physical impossibility but a

relative one-like to that we sometimes predicate of vision, where

the atmosphere has been rendered dense by fog or imper

vious by darkness. External means may disperse the fog - light

may be diffused through the medium of vision, and then the na

tural eye can discern what no such change would make percepti

ble to the man devoid of the power or faculty of vision. So in

the sinner's case. He is fallen in darkness , prejudice, ignorance,

errors, and hosts of things to which he is exposed by reason of the

1 III.57 . 2 III . 58 .
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apostasy of the parents of the race, interfere with and prevent

him from exercising his natural capacities, according to the re

quirements of the law. The law has not been changed by the fall.

It is not a fluctuating gnomon , like the gauge of a steam engine ,

indicating always the degree of power. It remains forever immu

table like its Author. Man's corruption and ruin are incident

to his relation to guilty progenitors, descending as he does from

them, originally placed under a moral constitution that makes no

provision in nature for his help or recovery after it had been vio

lated. Our author's objections and reasonings are founded on the

assumption, that thereis no federal relation between our first pa

rents and their offspring, and that God does not deal with men

morally through a public Head or representative, but that each

one born into this world is placed under a similar probation with

Adam's before he fell . This we regard as the moutov qevdos of his

theology. Consistently carried out, it cuts us off from all hope of

redemption through Jesus Christ the second Adam, our newly con

stituted covenant Head and representative, who has obeyed the

law and suffered for us, and thus accomplished what our fallen pa

rent failed to do ; or perverts the whole gospel scheme from a sys

tem of grace extended to those elected of God the Father, brought

into union with Christ the Son, and adopted children of His fami

ly, into a mere modified moderated system of moral government,

which adapts the law's requirements to human weakness and cor

ruption . The gospel is thus rendered a galling yoke of bondage ;

and our author's philosophy, while denying native depravity sub

verts it entirely, and robs us of the grace of God. We cling to

the precious Word of God, and rest satisfied and thankful for its

revelations , which,finding us ruined and helpless , inheriting corrup

tion , misery and death , from Adam, points us to Christ, and tells us,

not of works or legal righteousness , not of a modified and modera

ted system of moral government, but of salvation , “ redemption

through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins, according to the

riches ” of divine grace, of justification freely by faith without the

works of the law, which brings the influence and aid of the Spirit

of God, to work in us the work of faith with power—to enable us

to put that confidence in God for acceptance, which previously

was morally impossible, and which, lifting us from deep degrada

tion and damnation, and placing us in the situation , with meansand

under influences through which wemay attain to the higher develop

ments of holiness, leads from strength to strength, until we arrive

at the perfect stature of manhood in Christ Jesus .

Our author evidently gains nothing by his philosophy but sacri

fices everything of value in the gospel. His rejection of native

depravity, so far from relieving from embarrassment and difficulty,

only increases them . Nor has he placed himself on such vantage

ground as to give him just occasion to ridicule as he does, the

a
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faith of those who with the Westminster divines believe, that the

natural inclination , the bias of our nature, is to sin , and who ac

count this part and parcel of our moral corruption. He brings

man into the world, the subject of physical depravity, with debili

tated powers of mind, and a sensibility that needs cleansing , and

so renders it a matter of course that he will sin . We see not but

that he is as veritably, if not equally, obnoxiousto the charge of

teaching a moral depravity transmitted " by ordinary generation,

as he holds they do whose Confession ofFaith and teachings he con

demns. For if by a law of necessity the developments of intel

lect and sensibility are effected, and the will , without the Spirit's

aid, “ of course ” yields to the strongest “ impulses,” and if the impul

ses thence imparted, are undeniablystronger than anynatural bias

to God and holiness, he plainly teaches the doctrine of sinning by

necessity of nature as veritably as those whom he charges with

lieving and teaching, that the corruption of man's moral nature is

propagated and descends by natural generation from Adam.

REGENERATION.

Our author's views of Regeneration also take their shape from

his philosophy. Regeneration is variously represented in the

Scriptures : sometimes as the beginning of a sinner's new life ; as

his awakening out of the sleep of death ; his rising from the death

of trespasses and sins ; his being translated out of the kingdom of

darkness into light, and his entering upon a life of holiness. It is

hence tropically called the new birth, a new creation. Again it is

described as a change of heart, and by many theologians is spoken

of as the proximate cause of conversion, or faith and repentance.

By others it is regarded as synonymous with conversion. Our

author is of this last class, and denies any distinction between

them . He sees no propriety in the distinction made by those who

use the phrase regeneration or the new birth , to denote the Spirit's

agency in changing the sinner's heart, and that of conversion the

sinner's activity in the process or rather act of that change. The

facts of importance here to be noticed are, the total depravity of

man, rendering a radical change of moral character indispensable

to salvation : man's obligation to be and to act holy, to change his

heart, to transfer his supreme affection from self to God : the cer

tainty that if left to himself, he will never spontaneously effect that

change within himself: the necessity of the Spirit's agency in

order to produce it : the voluntary agency of the sinner in yield

ing to and concurring with His influence : and the consequent

developments of holy character. Our author has expressed him

self generally on this subject as a point of faith, distinctly and defi

nitely, in accordance with orthodox divines and evangelical Chris

tians. But in applying his philosophy to the subject of regenera
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ting influence, and describing the nature of the change produced

in the sinner, he gives occasion to fear, that practically he may dif

fer in his views of what constitutes its nature . According to his

philosophy, it consists in a change in the attitude of the will , or a

change in its ultimate choice, intention or preference, a change

from selfishness to benevolence ; from choosing self -gratification as

the supreme and ultimate end of life, to the supreme and ultimate

choice of the highest well-being of God and of the universe ; from

a state of entire consecration to self -interest, self-indulgence, self

gratification for its own sake or as an end , and as the supreme end

of life, to a state of entire consecration to God and to the interests

of His kingdom , as the supreme and ultimate end of life." The

sensibilities, according to our author, following a law of necessity,

undergoa change as a natural consequenceof the change of the

will. The will having power to change itself, no causative pow

er can be brought to bear upon it, that shall determine its choice

without destroying its liberty. The intellect also follows a law of

necessity and can only be indirectly controlled by the will . Of

course neither intellectual views of truth, nor sensitive emotions, ac

cording to him , can have any determining influence upon the will .

It originates its own acts, by the fiat of its own sovereignty. In

tellectual views of truth may be a condition of the will's acting ;
but no more. Whatever emotions or feelings may exist anterior

to the change of the will, being selfish, are opposed to God, and

can have no causative influence in determining its choices. It

follows, therefore, from these positions of our author, that the agen

cy of the Spirit can consist only, in arranging the condition neces

sary for themind's willing, that is, in presenting the truth before it.

But the presentation of the truth , according to his theory, can ex

ert no causative influence whatever. The will being itself the

sole cause of its own actions, and being sovereign and free, it has

equal ability,at any moment, to will the opposite. The sinner,

therefore, is the prime and sole author of this change of will, where

upon, but not till then , the law of necessity begins to operate , and

passions and affections, emotions and actions, correspondent, all

follow as a matter of course. He is indeed changed, but he has

changed himself, and the Spirit of God had no otheragency in the

matter than topresent truthto the mind, that is, to supply the ne

cessary condition of the will's action. To say that theSpirit, un

der such circumstances, is the author of regeneration, that the

new-born soul is a new creature, created anew in Christ Jesus

unto good works, is altogether a misnomer. The Spirit of God,

according to our author's philosophy,does but afford the occasion,

and is not the cause of the sinner's regeneration . As to His

having the regeneration of the sinner as an end, specifically in

view, and operating specially with that design - appropriately and
III. 496 .
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powerfully to secure that end - our author says not a word . It

falls not within the range of, and is utterly inconsistent with, his

philosophy, being, according to his view, a violation of the liberty

of the sinner's will. He does indeed speak of the Spirit's so pre

senting truth, that the will shall decide for God, and of a suasive

urgent overcoming power on His part, subduing the sinner's cor

ruption, swaying his affections, and making him willing, which

things are wholly inconsistent with his idea and philosophy of the

freedom of the will. But when he speaks on the subject, his language

becomes mystical and offensively extravagant . " " I have often

feared."says he, “ that many professed Christians knew Christ on

ly in the flesh, that is , that they have no other knowledge of Christ

than what they obtain by reading and hearing about Him, with

out any special revelation of him to the inward being by the Holy

Spirit.” “ O how infinitely blind he is to the fulness and glory

of Christ, who does not know himself, and know Christ, as both are

revealed by the Holy Spirit . When we are led by the Holy Spirit

to look down into the abyss of our own emptiness— to behold the

horrible pit and miry clay of our own habits, and fleshy and world

ly and infernal entanglements ; when we see , in the light of God,

that our emptiness and necessities are infinite ; then and not till

then, are we prepared wholly to cast off self and to put on Christ .”

(The reader will notice here how he contradicts all his teaching

about the first act of entire consecration to God, being perfectly

holy, full, entire obedience, the total renunciation of self, by thus

making a preparation of the Spirit's teaching, which , as we have

seen, according to his view, is consequent on faith , and our entire

consecration to God ,indispensably necessary, in order “ wholly to

cast off self and to put on Christ ! ' ') “ The glory and fulness of

Christ,” he continues, if we understand his language, truly as we

believe and teach, “ are not discovered to (?) (he must mean dis

closed or made known to) the soul until it discovers its need of

him. But when self, in all its loathsomeness and helplessness, is

fully revealed, until hope is utterly extinct, as it respects every

kind and degree of help in ourselves, and when Christ, the all and

in all , is revealed to the soul as its all sufficient portion and salva

tion, then and not till then , does it know its salvation . This

knowledge is the indispensable condition of appropriating faith , or

of that act of receiving Christ or that committal of all to him that

takes Christ home to dwell in the heart by faith , and to preside

over all its states and actions .” . “ We need to have Christ so re

vealed as to so completely ravish and engross our affections, that

we would sooner cut our own throats (!!) or suffer others to cut

them than to sin against him. Is such a thing impossible ? In

deed it is not. Is not the Holy Spirit able and willing, and ready

thus to reveal him upon condition of our asking it in faith ? Surely

1 III , 261 . 2 III . 262 . 3 III , 259 .
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He is. " ) Our author, as we think , in the above quotations,

suffering his heart rather than his intellect to speak, has be

trayed that deep sense of dependence upon the Spirit of God, for

the right and sanctifying exercise of faith, that forms an essential

trait of every truly humble Christian . But in the first, his lan

guage, is so mysticalas to be capable of sustaining the veriest fana

tic in his claim to extraordinary revelations. In the second , he ob

viously is betrayed by his feelings into the use of the strongest hy

perbolical language; and in the third, into strains as offensive to

meek Christian sensibility as to good taste . While at one moment

he seems to make the Spirit's influence of incalculable importance

and indispensable as preparatory and in order to our regeneration,

which is, according to him , entire sanctification , perfect holiness,

for the time being, at another moment he affirms that influence to

be the result of appropriating faith, or the act of receiving Christ,
the condition to be fulfilled previous to its being had . Regenera

tion with him is but the choice of the will , the first act of a sinner's

consecration of himself to God. The change of the affections, what

he calls the ravishing of the affections, &c . , is no part of it, but conse

quent on special revelations, made bythe Spirit in answer to the

prayer of faith, until which takes place, the regenerated sinneris liable

to fall into sin and condemnation, just like the impenitent sinner.

The will has been changed , but the physical depravity of the sensi

bility has not been corrected ; and for this, "entire sanctification ” is

necessary, which he teaches to be a permanent state ofthe will sway

ing the affections, the man “ established, confirmed , preserved con

tinued in a state of entire consecration to God .”

thing,” says he, “ that needs to be done, is to correctthe developments

of our sensibility. The appetites and passions are enormously de
veloped in their relations to earthly objects. In relation to things of

time and sense , our propensities are greatly developed and are

alive ; but in relation to spiritual truths, and objects, and eternal

realities, we are naturally as dead as stones . When first convert

ed, if we knew enough of ourselves and of Christ, to thoroughly

develop and correct the action of the sensibility, and confirm our

wills in a state of entire consecration, we should not fall.'3

Thus our author again contradicts himself, as he conforms to

universal experience , and admits that the sensibility here does not

follow the decisions or choices of the will by a law of necessity .

The Spirit of God has something to do to correct it ; but how it is

to be cleansed he does not say. Instead of imparting, in regene

ration , in His own inexplicable and inscrutable way, some sensitive

ness to the human conscience and sensibility , instead of giving

power to the truth to change the mind and heart from enmity to

love, which evangelical ministers believe and teach , he makes the

office of the Spirit to consist , simply and exclusively, in revealing

2 III . 201 . * III . 259 . 3 III. 266 .
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Christ and himself to the sinner. The consecration of himself to

God , in which he makes regeneration to consist, results from the

passive perception of the truth presented by the Spirit , for, that

“ He exerts, any other than the influence of Divine teaching and

illumination , issheer assumption. ' Yet again he contradicts him

self. The office of the Spirit, in regeneration, according to his

view, is to reveal enough of self and of Christ to the sinner, to

make him consecrate himself entirely to God . But what that

making is, and what amount of knowledge is enough for it , he does

not say. At one moment, merely illumination or teaching is suffi

cient, as though the knowledge of Christ and of the sinner's self,

obtained from the revelation of the Spirit, was itself adequate.

Again it is something more. “ For when we sin , " he says, “ it is

because of our ignorance of Christ.” In most, if not in all in

stances, the convert is too ignorant of himself, and of course knows

too little about Christ to be established in permanent obedience.”

A great deal more knowledge, it seems, is necessary to keep the

convert presently perfect from sinning, than to regenerate the sin

ner. “It must not be inferred that the knowledge of Christ in all

relations, is a condition of our coming into a state of entire conse

cration to God, or present sanctification ," that is , of being born

again. Temptation occurring subsequent to regeneration, is the

occasion of revealing the present and pressing necessity of the

soul, and “ the Holy Spirit is always ready to reveal Christ in the

particular relation suited to the newly -developed necessity . The

perception and appropriation of him in this relation , under these

circumstances is the sine qua non of our remaining in a state of

entire consecration ." So then, according to this view of the

matter, there is no change whatever produced in the nature, the

inclination, or bias, and sensitiveness of the sensibilities — the taste

or relish , by whatever name it may be called , in reference to sin

and holiness, the world and God - that will prove permanent, and

exert a determining influence on the will. All depends on the

free will of man . He mustfirst apply to the Spirit for revelations

in his necessity, when tempied . Forwant of the knowledge which

the Spirit imparts, he, a sinner, in the first instance , and even when,

by the exercise of his free will , having made choice of the good of

God, and of the universe, as his ultimate end, he has become re

generated - passed into a state of present sanctification , and

received thereon the Spirit's aid , for want of still further and fuller

knowledge of himself and of Christ, he will not , and cannot remain

permanently so consecrated, and be established in a state of “ en

tire sanctification .” “ He needs, ” says our author, “ renewed con

viction of sin , to be revealed to himself, and to have Christ revealed

in him the hope of glory, before he will be steadfast, always

II. 518 . ? III . 266 . * III . 266 .
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abounding in the work of the Lord." We are accustomed to

believe and teach that this is not the condition prerequisite, but
the cause necessary and efficient to secure this result . Without

the Spirit's aid we can do nothing,and shall certainly stumble and

fall. Bat so far from the sinner's commencing by his freewill, the

Spirit begins the work of bringing him to God ; and when by re

generation, he becomes “ His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus

unto good works, which God had before ordained that we should
walk in them ,19 He does not abandon His work and leave man

to his own free will to work and keep himself, but exercises His

powerful and sanctifying watch and care to keep him through faith

unto everlasting life. Paul's teaching on this point was directly

the reverse of our author's. He gives the Spirit of God prece

dence in the work of salvation , and makes the permanency of the

relation into which the regenerated sinner is brought to Jesus

Christ, and established as a child of God underHis fatherly watch,

and care, and discipline, motives for his zealous, prayerful, and

persevering efforts to increase and abound more and more in the

fruits of holiness , “ Being confident of this very thing, that He

which hath begun a good work in you will perform it until the day

of Jesus Christ." Equally strong, and opposed to our author, is
Peter's testimony on this subject. Heblesses the God and Father

of our Lord Jesus Christ, who, according to His abundant mercy,

hath begotten us againunto a lively hope, by the resurrection of

Jesus Christ from the dead , to an inheritance incorruptible and un

defiled, and that fadeth not away, reserved in heaven for you, who

are kept by the power of God through faith unto salvation, ready

to be revealed IN THE LAST TIME, wherein ye greatly rejoice, though

Now, for a season, (if need be ), ye are in heaviness through mani

fold temptations, that the trial of your faith,being much more

precious than of gold that perisheth , though it be tried with fire,

might be found unto praise, and honor, and glory, at the appear .

ing of Jesus Christ . ”* No language can be more explicit and

pointed, to express the blessed truth ,that salvation from beginning

to end , is the work of God . The fact is , He renews the sinner's

mind and heart as He brings him to exercise faith in a once cruci

fied , but risen Saviour, and that He keeps him , through the exer

cise of faith, continually persevering and maturing for the glorious

consummation of his state and perfection of his being and glory ,

at the second coming of Jesus Christ. The Spirit is the author of

regeneration : the Spirit is the author of our sanctification : the

Spirit is the author of our perseverance ; the Spirit is the au

thor ofour triumph, and the consummation of our glory. The

free will of man is not left to its own absolute unaided spontanei

ties, but is influenced , determined, renewed, and established by the

Spirit's agency in the choice of Christ and cordial obedience to

II . 266 . * Eph . 2 : 10 . • Phil. 1 : 6 . * I. Pet . 1 : 3-8 .
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God. Glory be to God for “ the exceedingriches of His grace in

his kindness to us through Christ Jesus." " Our author's system and

philosophy invert the whole order of the causes of salvation , and

making the Spiritof God but the subsidiary of man's freewill, give

Him the second place. According to him , man's free will converts

itself; sanctifies itself ; perfects itself; and keeps itself ; and even

uses God, and grasps his energies, and clothes itself with His

almighty and infinite attributes ! " When a soul can be found who

thoroughly knows,andhas embraced and appropriated Christ, he

is a host of himself. That is , he has appropriated the attributes of

Christ to himself, and his influence is felt in heaven , earth , and

hell." We make all due allowance here for rashness and extrava

gance of diction , and yet it is in perfect keeping with our author's

philosophy of the freedom of the will . There is no security what

ever in any change of heart experienced , for the regenerate man's

" entire sanctification," or establishment in a permanent state of

holy obedience, or for his final salvation. By yielding to tempta

tion and relapsing into sin , he falls into death again, legally and

morally, and needs just as much to be born again the second and

third time, and no one can tell how many times, before, if ever he

gets into the kingdom of heaven . Such are the legitimate results

of his attempt to engraft his philosophy on the Calvinistic faith,

which, most inconsistently, he professes yet to maintain. We

should respect both himself and his theology vastly more, if he

would come out at once , openly and fully, and place himself on

Arminian or Pelagian ground, to one or other of which his philo

sophy, and his exalting of the power of freewill, inevitably must

lead him and his followers.

If we may judge of the tendency of any system by the develop

ments of sentiment and practise among those who adopt it

which according to our Saviour's rule, viz. , “ by their fruits shall

ye know them ,”we are bound to do-we shall be at no loss to

give the author his true place. The doctrines of God's sovereign

election unto everlasting life , of the efficacious influence and

agency of the Spirit of God to renew , sanctify, and render meet

for it, those whom He “ did predestinate to be conformed to the

image of his son,” and of the final perseverance of the saints, are

as openly and avowedly opposed and slandered by teachers

emanating from our author's school, as ever they were by those

who repudiated altogether the Calvinistic faith . Arminius, him

self had many redeeming features in his system , and never went

to the extent in error to which Episcopius, Grotius , Limborch,

Vossius , Casaubon , Le Clerc, and their followers have gone. He

retained much more of the semblance and spirit of the gospel,

than does our author's system ; and we confidently anticipate a

wide -spread and fatal defection from the truth , as it is in Jesus,

* Eph. 2 : 7 . * III . 263. 3 Rom . 8 : 29 .
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at no distant day, through its influence. Facilis descensus averni.

Sed revocare gradum-hic labor hoc opus . We fear that all

attempts to counteract its fatal influence will prove too late and

ineffectual. The churches and ministry had need awaken to a

sense of the danger. Its practical results already display them

selves to some extent, and they commend it no more to us, than
do its theological features.

If ever a system of dialectics was eminently adapted to stultify

the intellect, and to sear the conscience, we think it is precisely

that which has received the favor of our author, and is so pertina

ciously advocated and propagated by him . The spirit appropriate

and peculiar to his philosophico-theological system, maycommend

itself to those who are fond of what is coarse and severe, and who

account these things plainness and faithfulness, but cannot fail to

offend the meek and gentle, as well as persons of refinement and

delicacy. Its introduction and indulgence in the pulpit, have

degraded it , and done more than all its enemies had accomplished,
to bring contempt upon the ministry of reconciliation . We write

with real pain and deep sorrow of heart ; but cannot withhold the

expression of our sober conviction, that seeking immediate effect,

and mistaking mere dramatic power for the power of the truth,

through its influence a very serious deterioration, in the style of

preaching, has been produced , which has brought the pulpit, to

some extent, to the level of the stage , and engendered that mercenary

spirit in many churches which prompts them to “ hire ” ministers

for times and occasions. A flippant air and irreverent manner of

speaking on sacred things, by ministers of the gospel, prepare the

way for profanity on the part of those whose mindsare not affected

by the fear of God . Abounding in anecdote, the familiar use of

the dialogue and other dramatic methods for the exhibition and

illustration of truth , relieve from the necessity of careful thought,

and by the aid and power of the imagination , give impulse to pas

sion . Pride, arrogance, extravagance, and self-conceit are inci

dent to its developments. Censoriousness and denunciation, with

all the disputes and divisions, suspicions and schisms, ever sure to

follow in their wake, find abundant aliment in the style and

manner of applying its principles of casuistry, for the analysis

of character. In reverence toward God in prayer, and the absence

of all that courtesy toward man , and the winning tenderness of that

sympathy and charity which the gospel so muchcommends, betray

themselves in the style and manner of expression.

We deprecate the influence and spirit of this system , and think

they have long since been well described by the great New Eng

land Patriarch, whose home is in the West, and who yet lingers on

the shores of mortality to bless the churches with his cheering

voice , as a spirit of spiritual pride, censoriousness, and insubordi

nation to the order of the gospel. Our author's attempt to develop .
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a system of philosophy and theology in which it has found its

permanent lodgment, and through which it has made its prurient

developments, has contributed not only to increase the prejudices

against evangelical religion in the minds of persons of taste and

education, and to drive them off to other denominations where

they will not be offended by rudeness and vulgarity in the pulpit,

but to repel even the friends of the pure, unadulterated truth

of the gospel. The very names of revivals and spiritual religion,

as wellasthe religious profession of multitudes, have been rendered

a taunt and a reproach. We attribute the present dearth of

Divine influences, and the absence of the true spirit of revival, to

the influence of this man -exalting and God -dishonoring philosophy,

which has attempted to naturalize religion, if we may so speak,

denied the very office and grieved the blessed Spirit of God . Its

prevalence will prove but the pioneer of a mere natural religion to

foster Deism, Unitarianism, and Infidelity.

ARTICLE VI .

THE PREACHING OF JONAH .

By the Rev. George SHEPARD, D.D., Professor at Bangor.

The Saviour speaks, in one place, of the preaching of Jo

nah. From this it appears that Jonah was a preacher. From

the little specimen we have of his preaching, and its effects,

we wish we knew more of him in this calling. We know very

little ; still we may, perhaps, derive some benefit from the brief no

tices of his character, and the dim intimations of his labors.

Respecting his early history, his education , and training, we are
very much in the dark. He was the son of Amittai was a Gal

lilean, and prophecied in the reign of Jeroboam II., king of Israel.

He was sentofthe Lord to Ninevah, to cry against it, because

its wickedness had come up before the Lord. Ninevah , without

doubt, was then in its glory ; an exceeding great city of three days

journey - nearly sixty miles in circuinference. The prophet did

not, at first, proceed in obedience to the injunction hehad re

ceived, but foolishly attempted to flee from the presence of the

Lord . He took ship to Tarshish ; but the Lord sent out a great

wind into the sea, and there was a mighty tempest in the sea, so

that the ship was like to be broken . The prophet, as the cause of

the trouble, was cast into the sea, and swallowed by a monster of

the deep, which God had prepared for the purpose, and thus be

came a type of Christ, who was three days and three nights in the

heart of the earth. The prophet, when thrown upon the land, pro
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